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ATP CONCERTS BY ARRANGEMENT WITH CODA PRESENT 

YO LA TENGO
SATURDAY 11 NOVEMBER

LONDON
FORUM

WWW.SEETICKETS.COM, 0115 912 9000,
STARGREEN 0207 734 8932

WWW.STARGREEN.COM
ROUGH TRADE COVENT GARDEN

0207 240 0105
& WEGOTTICKETS.COM

ATP CONCERTS BY ARRANGEMENT WITH CODA PRESENT 

PLUS BEIRUT
WITH A HAWK AND A HACKSAW

SUNDAY 5 NOVEMBER
LONDON

ROUNDHOUSE
BOX OFFICE 0870 389 1846,

WWW.ROUNDHOUSE.ORG.UK
WWW.SEETICKETS.COM, 0115 912 9000,

STARGREEN 0207 734 8932,
WWW.STARGREEN.COM &

ROUGH TRADE COVENT GARDEN
0207 240 0105 & WEGOTTICKETS.COM

Calexico album GARDEN RUIN
now out on City Slang

www.casadecalexico.com

THURSDAY 30 NOVEMBER
LONDON SCALA

WWW.TICKETWEB.CO.UK
WWW.SEETICKETS.COM, 0115 912 9000,

STARGREEN 0207 734 8932
WWW.STARGREEN.COM

ROUGH TRADE COVENT GARDEN 0207 240 0105
& WEGOTTICKETS.COM

NEW ALBUM LISTENING PROBLEM OUT NOW
AN ATP CONCERTS PRESENTATION

BY ARRANGEMENT WITH FEEDBACK BOOKING

SUNDAY 26 NOVEMBER
LONDON ASTORIA

WWW.SEETICKETS.COM, 0115 912 9000,
STARGREEN 0207 734 8932, WWW.STARGREEN.COM

ROUGH TRADE COVENT GARDEN 0207 240 0105 & WEGOTTICKETS.COM

DOORS 6.30PM

ATP CONCERTS BY ARRANGEMENT WITH X-RAY PRESENT

FRIDAY 6 OCTOBER

WWW.SEETICKETS.COM, 0115 912 9000,
STARGREEN 0207 734 8932,WWW.STARGREEN.COM

ROUGH TRADE COVENT GARDEN 0207 240 0105
& WEGOTTICKETS.COM

AN ATP CONCERTS PRESENTATION

www.atpfestival.com

ATP CONCERTS PRESENT

CAT
POWER
PLUS MEMPHIS RHYTHM BAND

WEDNESDAY 1 NOVEMBER

LONDON
ROUNDHOUSE
BOX OFFICE 0870 389 1846,WWW.ROUNDHOUSE.ORG.UK
WWW.SEETICKETS.COM, 0115 912 9000,
STARGREEN 0207 734 8932,WWW.STARGREEN.COM &
ROUGH TRADE COVENT GARDEN
0207 240 0105 & WEGOTTICKETS.COM

NEKO CASE
PLUS

M.WARD
WEDNESDAY 1 NOVEMBER

DOORS 7PM

LONDON KOKO
WWW.SEETICKETS.COM, 0115 912 9000,

STARGREEN 0207 734 8932, WWW.STARGREEN.COM
ROUGH TRADE COVENT GARDEN 0207 240 0105

& WEGOTTICKETS.COM

ATP CONCERTS AND DMP PRESENTATION
BY ARRANGEMENT WITH X-RAY

PLUS
CLARK

W I T H

NINA NASTASIA
A N D

WILLIAM ELLIOTT
WHITMORE
TUESDAY 28 NOVEMBER

LONDON SCALA
WWW.TICKETWEB.CO.UK  WWW.SEETICKETS.COM,

0115 912 9000, STARGREEN 0207 734 8932
WWW.STARGREEN.COM ROUGH TRADE COVENT GARDEN

0207 240 0105  & WEGOTTICKETS.COM
WWW.TWISTEDFOLK.COM

ATP CONCERTS
BY ARRANGEMENT WITH
CODA PRESENT 
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THE BRONX
The Bronx
SEPTEMBER 11TH ON CD AND LIMITED CD

The Bronx return with their second self-titled album,
and what an album it is! The best punk rock band in
the world right now? Who could argue?!

Rocksound - “by far the best punk rock album of 06”
Mojo - “a blast of raw power anthems”

ON TOUR IN THE UK:

13th Oct London, Dirty Sounds @ Barfly
14th Oct Oxford, Zodiac
15th Oct Cardiff, Barfly
16th Oct York, Barfly
17th Oct Leeds, Cockpit
18th Oct Manchester, Roadhouse
19th Oct Liverpool, Barfly
20th Oct Nottingham, Rock City
21st Oct Glasgow, Barfly
22nd Oct Sheffield, Corporation
23rd Oct Birmingham, Barfly
1st Nov London, Islington Academy

www.thebronxxx.com

ESPERS
Espers II
OUT NOW ON CD

Of all the bands and artists in the freak-folk scene,
Espers were the ones we loved the most and with II
they truly vindicate our opinion. An incredible album
which has been rightly praised everywhere from
Mojo (4/5), through the NME (8/10), all the way to
the Sunday Telegraph (4/5) and the Guardian (4/5)

ON TOUR IN THE UK AND EUROPE:

Nov 17 Antwerpen, Belgium - Trix 
Nov 18 Brussels, Belgium - AB Festival
Nov 19 Bristol, UK - Cube Cinema
Nov 20 Edinburgh, Scotland - Cabaret Voltaire
Nov 21 Manchester, UK - The Klondyke Club
Nov 22 London, UK - Luminaire
Dec 01 Berlin, Germany - West Germany Club
Dec 02 Utrecht, NL- Ekko
(more dates TBC)

www.espers.org

PETER, BJORN & JOHN
Writer’s Block
OUT NOW ON CD AND LP

Including the recent top 40 single and
summertime whistle anthem, ‘Young Folks’,
Writer’s Block is a fantastic collection of warm,
dreamy, 60s psyche-pop tinged classics. This is
an album you cannot help but fall in love with.

Uncut - 4/5
NME - 9/10 “Outrageous fun”

ON TOUR IN SEPTEMBER:

23rd Nottingham Liars Club @ Stealth
24th Liverpool Bar Academy
25th London Dingwalls
26th Bristol Louisiana
27th Brighton Sumo
28th Derby First Floor Club
29th York Fibbers
30th Glasgow ABC 2

www.peterbjornandjohn.com

www.wichita-recordings.com

OUT NOW
LAMBCHOP Damaged
Ltd CD, CD and LP

OBSERVER MUSIC MONTHLY: ALBUM OF THE MONTH
TIME OUT: 5/6  •  MOJO: 4/5  •  UNCUT: 4/5  •  Q: 4/5  •  RECORD 
COLLECTOR: 4/5  •  ROCKSOUND: 9/10  •  DJ: 4/5  •  TOUCH 5/5

UK & EIRE TOUR – OCTOBER 2006
MON 23rd LONDON, SHEPHERDS BUSH EMPIRE
TUES 24th LIVERPOOL, PHILHARMONIC HALL
WEDS 25th BRISTOL, ST GEORGES
THURS 26th DUBLIN, VICAR STREET
FRI 27th BELFAST FESTIVAL AT QUEENS, MANDELA HALL
SAT 28th GLASGOW, ABC
SUN 29th READING, CONCERT HALL

JUSTINE ELECTRA Soft Rock
CD and LP
The debut album from this new City Slang artist. From Australia via
Berlin, Justine Electra will not fail to charm.

“a beguiling mix of Joni Mitchell and Karen Carpenter with scratchy,
lo-riding production skills… a sassy home spun debut” DJ magazine

“startlingly good music” Metro

“proper songs…a great voice” Straight No Chaser

“the new comedown queen” Buzz

COMING SOON
THE ALBUM LEAF Into The Blue Again
October 2nd on CD
The latest album from Jimmy LaValle (aka The Album Leaf) is coming
soon… featuring collaborations with members of Black Heart
Procession, Telefon Tel Aviv and others.www.cityslang.com
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Gossip Photography: Charles Peterson

‘You weren’t hearing punk bands with girls who
were singers. They’d all scream and talk, not hit
crazy notes like Celine Dion’ – Beth Ditto, The Gossip

OK, so, no disrespect to all the other fine covers
of Plan B – The Research gurning at a horse, 
or the guy out of the Silver Jews’ area, or Cat
Power looking slightly askew, or the beatuiful
illustration where some dude is injecting a baby
chicken with some drugs (Chicks On Speed,
geddit?), or the ace one where Afrirampo just
flew out screaming with hair whirling and faces
painted all the colours of the rainbow – but this
cover is the one. This cover is actually IT. 

This is the one where Plan B looks on the
outside the way it has always felt when rifling
through its insides – fiery, furious, challenging.
Slightly dirty. Slightly rough. Kind of snarly 
and sort of gently tough. If you poked it, 

it might tread on 
you by deliberate

mistake several
hours later,
and then
laugh 

as you
flinched.
Plan B
has
never

been

as boringly guy-focused as pretty much every
other music magazine out there – there are
female people on the cover fairly frequently,
it’s edited by a woman and there’s a bunch of
ace girl journos, photographers and illustrators,
and I personally consider Everett True’s feminist
credentials to be pretty impeccable. But the
girls I can see on the covers spread on the floor
by my feet – Karen O, the chicks from The Long
Blondes, the lovely ladies of The Research 
– they’re not…they’re not…they’re not BETH
DITTO. They’re socially acceptable. They’re not
scowling. They’re not pasty-pale and crumpled
of mouth. They’re not…they’re not…oh, fuck
it. They’re not FAT. 

“I’m not overweight – I’m fat,” Beth
proclaimed in Bust magazine, March 2006. 
“I have rolls and I don't care. I like to buy a long
skirt and wear it with the elasticized waist just
above my boobs. Voila – it’s a strapless dress.
Stretch denim and maternity pants?
Best things that ever happened 
to fat people.” She’s so fuck-you;
Tracy Turnblad crossed with
Rizzo from Grease feasting 
on meatball marineras 
with Corinn Burns of The
Fabulous Stains, you know
what I’m saying? THIS IS

WHAT WE WANT. 

Confession time: I haven’t read the
interview. I can’t stand The Gossip on record.
Doesn’t matter. Music is about far more than
sound. Music is about image; identification;
belonging. I’m picturing sulky, overweight
teenage girls like I used to be wondering when
they’re ever going to see anything that looks
even remotely like them in the alternative
music media. I’m picturing them seeing a copy
of this magazine in Borders or WH Smith. I’m
picturing them walking home with their hands
plastered all over Beth Ditto’s fat, furious,
powerful face, dizzy with a thrill of belonging.
I’m picturing them looking at a woman on 
a magazine cover, and just for once, they’re
feeling fucking good, like they’re great just
how they are, and like anything could happen. 

I’m proud to write for a magazine like that. 
I hope you’re just as proud 

to read it. 
Miss AMP

Our first official monthly issue deserves a
special guest editorial, so we asked Miss AMP 
if she’d help us out with it. “I would, but I’ll 
end up writing something that will offend
someone, I just know it,” she emailed. “Can 
I see the Beth Ditto picture?”

Half an hour later…
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I am, like everyone else, quite bored with that old music
paper fondly known as ‘the enemy’. Plan B is one of the few
publications that’s truly fresh and interesting to read, and I’ve
particularly enjoyed recent features on The Long Blondes and
Mike Patton. And you’re the only UK mag to give proper
coverage to Magik Markers. Well done, my friends.

It’d be delightful if you could do a feature about the
Liverpool scene sometime. You could write about all those
bands who (still!) hopelessly try to sound like The La’s. You
could write about the blossoming ‘tight jeans and hairdos’
scene. You could write about the Mathew Street Festival, 
the biggest musical event of the year here, which has ‘great’
bands such as Herman’s Hermits, The Merseycats…

I’m joking: there are also lots of exciting things going on
in Liverpool: Automation, The Affection, Dirtblonde, The
Howls… I hope Plan B gives the city the attention it deserves.
Ivan of Dirtblonde, Liverpool

Isn’t constantly highlighting the fact that you give more
coverage to female bands than other mainstream media just
as fatuous as not doing so at all? Nobody’s arguing that
positive discrimination towards women in music is a bad
thing, but say it once, if you have to, and then shut up and get
on with the coverage. 

You know, well done and all that, but get over yourself.
Nick, Manchester

Leopard Leg, Cat Power, Pauline Oliveros, Vashti Bunyan,
Sleater-Kinney, ESG, MIA, Joanna Newsom, Ellen Allien,
Afrirampo, Electrelane, Chicks on Speed, Lydia Lunch, The
Pipettes. We don’t cover these artists to compensate for 
their lack of coverage elsewhere. We don’t cover these artists
to redress a balance, or to engender tokenism, or to make 
a point. We cover these artists because we love their music 
– and we’ll never, ever, get over that.

I’ve been reading the magazine regularly, and vociferously,
since I stumbled upon the website about a year ago, and 
am grateful for your regional (and indeed international)
coverage: makes a welcome change from London-centric
obsessions traditionally harboured by the UK music press.

That said, it’d be good to see more regional Plan B events
to reflect this wider aural outlook: you’ve put on some really
interesting shows in London (Final Fantasy, Smoosh etc), 
but might we see Plan B nights in Manchester, Liverpool,
Aberdeen – even Milton Keynes?
Charalambides fan, Milton Keynes

Hey, Mr Charalambides! Well, most of the Plan B events have
been organised by friends and like-minded comrades up and
down the land – we’ve also staged Jens Lekman and Isobel
Campbell in Glasgow, and we have a hand in festivals in
Cambridge (Palimpsest), Birmingham (Supersonic) and
Sweden (Accelerator) – but by all means feel free to instigate
a Plan B event anywhere: especially Milton Keynes.

F*CK ME! At last someone recognising the importance 
and worth of Ut: unbelievable! I would love to see a regular
feature in Plan B, featuring similarly ‘important’ bands 
– perhaps with a detailed discography and related projects 
to date – or am I just being a muso f*ck? I don’t know!
Dustbowl

Being a so-called ‘muso fuck’ is nowt but meritorious, lovely
Dustbowl. But please, please extinguish those shuddering
asterisks: such linguistic prohibition is enough to send my 
chi-chi disposition into rabid apoplexy.

Nice mix of artists in the August issue – Can, Silver Jews,
Gogol Bordello, TV On The Radio, Thomas Dolby (!), Regina
Spektor, Jme – and I’ll be checking out Dresden Dolls on the
back of their tour diary alone. Your photography continues 
to impress, although the Afrirampo cover and design (June
‘05) is still my favourite.
Gemma Barnes, Manchester

I’m glad your splendid magazine doesn’t swear as much as
that foul-mouthed rapper who stole your name. 

Fancy a cucumber sandwich?
Carl Loben

I’d fucking love one.

Thanks for the excellent, sensitive insight into Silver Jews’
David Berman. I couldn’t help noticing that Berman is 
also the bearer of some extremely handsome forearms 
– arguably the most attractive in rock. Have any other 
readers encountered music icons with heartbreaking arms?
Joos enthusiast, Scotland

Hear hear, my fellow Pollyanna: the eyes that have not
glanced Blixa Bargeld in a muscle vest are the eyes that 
have not seen.

My delight at re-encoutering erstwhile treasures like Patrik
Fitzgerald, Gl*xo Babies, TV Smith and Lustfaust within your
pages is considerable, but it could be further heightened yet:
how about a 10-page retrospective on East Kilbride’s
rowdiest punk drop-outs, The Sinister Turkeys?

Failing that, here’s to more references to The Adverts
Ex-Turkey, Glasgow

The Sinister Turkeys who were once supported by Aztec
Camera? Who played with The Exploited? Who carved the
‘ire’ in Lanarkshire and delivered a single called ‘Dance
Yourself Dizzy’? Those Turkeys? Bingo! There’s your
retrospective, friend.

letter of the month
Yours is the only magazine I caress. I’m
convinced that you’ve chosen this particular
paper stock to titillate me with frictionless
texture, like a set of silk sheets. 

I can’t confess any sense of abandon
because I’m afraid the magazine will slip from
my fingers. Besides, abandon implies that I
might close my eyes or throw my head around
and, frankly, I’m far too captivated. I especially
like the illustrations and very much appreciate
the inclusion of links to the artists’ pages in
your masthead. 

Bravo on your coverage of Beirut, and
Blood On The Wall (who haven’t gotten
nearly enough attention on this side of the
ocean); not to mention the review of the Ut
albums – which need to be reissued annually
in order to remind people just how many ships
have passed them by over the years.

I love the comic section too. You must 
do something on Frank Espinoza’s Rocketo
(now published by Image), as it captures an
unbridled sense of adventure in as striking 
a fashion as anything done in the last  50 or 
60 years.

Thank you for putting a Jew on the cover,
especially one as Silvery and suburban as Mr
David Berman!

And finally, please let Frances May 
Morgan know that we are not the musical
equivalent of celery and that we will likely 
be invading your shores soon with the aid 
of Forte distribution.
Cory Brown, Absolutely Kosher Records,
Berkeley, CA

Thank you, Cory, for your cordial words, your
incandescent suggestions, your herbaceous
biennial insinuations and – most of all – thanks
for your impassioned, fetishist paper poetics:
the lilt of which sent me reeling into countless
cold showers before I could so much as finish
yr missive, let alone consider a fitting
response. Of course there is only one apt
rejoinder, and that is: Letter Of The Month!
Many aural gratifications will your way come,
and we eagerly anticipate further Cory
transmissions anon. 

Oh: and Frances insists that she never, 
ever said you were celery.

Promise. x

8 | plan b

Ut: l-r Jacqui Ham, Nina Canal, Sally Young

Edited by: Nicola Meighan

Ut praised, Liverpool – why not us?, cucumber sandwiches, celery and (sinister)
turkeys. Please send all letters to Nicola c/o Frances Morgan, Plan B Magazine,
156-158 Gray’s Inn Rd, London WC1X 8ED, or email frances@planbmag.com.
This month, our top letter wins a selection of CDs courtesy of SRD, to include
Karen Dalton, Drones, Scatter, Daniel Johnston and Deerhoof…
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tears of disbelief
Words: Hannah Gregory
Photos: Cat Stevens

That glint in his eye, it’s the
glassy film of too many drinks,
not the start of a teardrop
waiting to be let go
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M Ward
Bush Hall, London
Maybe it was him. Maybe it was me. Maybe 
it was the too hot air, or the smug couples, or
the drizzling August rain outside. There was
certainly something downtrodden in the air
this Friday evening; something that hung
beneath the crystal chandeliers, unsaid and
unidentified, and came between the songs 
and us, and stopped them from being so…
great. So special. 

I was looking for special-ness. 
Songs from the achingly, celebratedly sad

album, Transfiguration Of Vincent, should have
been Great when recreated live. They should
have been monumental. So where did all the
special-ness go?

Let us first be reminded of what Matt Ward
should be about. He should be about singing
for sorrow, for heartache, and for victory over
those things. He should be about playing the
blues with a country guitar, about tradition
without roots in any tradition. 

Let us be reminded of his highs, as he
relishes in the lows; sings of many a man’s
woes. His voice is his high. Just his voice. It’s 
all we need to hear: tear-soaked; no – whiskey-
soaked; no – experience-soaked; singing
throat-catching words, hard to swallow;
burnished true notes, to shake out the sadness.
Alone, his voice is victorious. Sitting at the
piano, eyes shaded by a navy cap, beneath
which perspiration builds and a droplet of
sweat tries to escape down his forehead, his
words are victorious. 

Fresh songs from his forthcoming album,
like the determined yet mournful lines of
‘Requiem’, “His heart was stronger than a
heavy metal bullet”, are triumphant. With
‘Post-War’, he learnedly works the hushed 
to loud and wowing dynamic in the same way
that Lou Reed could work the softer parts into
something rallying and momentous, or that
Neil Young could breathe sighs into the spaces
between his guitar strings. It starts with a
twinkling realisation, finishes with exhaled
relief, and comes close to that feeling of
longing for a cuddle from someone who is not
there, not here, any longer, but whose touch
you are haunted by all the same, like his body’s
impression on your sheets the next morning.
The song offers an almost cuddle in itself, but

at the same time harvests that longing feeling
so that, like the actual cuddle from the
someone, you can’t quite work out whether 
it’s good or bad for you. Like morphine for
heroine, nicotine patches for fags. 

This is how I feel when I believe him. At
some point I stop believing in him.

This guy up on high, in the washed out and
unassuming denim shirt, he could have, should
have, provided more. More of the special-ness –
the special-ness you hope for from live music.
But somehow this special-ness was stifled; it
took leave without notice.

Maybe it was my mood. Maybe it was 
our English reserve that jarred with his
wholehearted Portland nature. Maybe it was
that he was bold enough to think that his
presence alone, up there as Mr Very Special
Singer-Songwriter, would be enough to
generate something special within us. Maybe it
was that he had gotten too used to appearing
onstage to warm applause, too habituated to
finishing an encore to uproar, so that now he
had somehow slacked off in the intimacy
stakes, when this intimacy was vital, essential,
and should have been lodged between every
piano-key tapped up and down. 

It might be when he tries to jam it out with
the two guitars and bass and drums of his band
– too flat, too practised, too lacking in the
pizzazz that you want to bounce off a group 
of musicians – that I stop believing in his fight.
At some point, I stop believing, and I’m glad
that he doesn’t come back for a second encore,
leaving us instead with the big band build-up
of the ‘Sad, Sad Song’. At some point, I think,
just who is he serenading? He has a harmonica
around his neck, but I don’t recall that he uses
it. That glint in his eye, it’s the glassy film of too
many drinks, not the start of a teardrop waiting
to be let go. He does that thing where if you
look just above people’s heads, it seems like
you’re meeting everyone’s gaze, when really
you’re connecting with no one. 

I know; he’s performing. But it isn’t just
about churning out the chords, or smashing 
at the drums. It’s about feeling them. I don’t
feel it. I need to know that he means it. I need
sincerity. Maybe it was me. Maybe it was him. 

plan b | 11
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the void

So. Tell us how the Noisettes formed.
“My take on it is, me and Shingai met at the Brits School…You know, the

school for the performing arts in London…”
Fantastic!
“No! Not fantastic! Let the record note that I, Daniel, am making a thumbs-

downward gesture as I speak! It’s weird at the Brits School…The people who
got something out of it were very flamboyant characters, who already seemed
to be ‘formed’. The sort of people who went on to be The Kooks or The Feeling 
– The Feeling were in my year. If you’re shy, like me, the whole experience could
pass you by.”

Sandwiched on an Xfm ‘Xposure’ bill between a dreadful Streets Xerox copy
and beat-boxing Britrap geezer Killa Kela, three skinny figures crawl onstage
and explode into brilliant, incandescent light.

The singer – shiny things tangled into her hair, strumming at a bashed-up
electric guitar – screams and coos at the microphone like some minxish hybrid 
of Nina Simone, Erykah Badu and HR from Bad Brains. The guitarist – chequered
fingerless glove on his strumming hand, general air of ethereal combustion –

thrashes and swings his guitar with abandon, slaloming from punk rush to noise
blush to blues pain. The drummer – invisible behind a rattling battered kit – just
about holds the insane shit together, like Eddie Murphy in Daddy Daycare.

These are the Noisettes, then: a swarming mess of guitar tangle, volatile
passion and off-the-cuff creativity. Like most nights, much of the setlist is
improvised. They like to tease failure to its face, tweak its cheeks a little, before
drawing something magical from the mêlée.

“I met Shingai in 1997,” says guitarist Dan. “I fancied her when I met her,
but I soon got over that, and we started a band…When you first meet her, you
feel like you’ve met her before. I was talking to a mutual friend, and she was like,
‘Hi! How are you doing?’ And I’d never met her before. The day after, I was idly
strumming a guitar, and she sat down beside me and started singing along.”

Shingai is in her local pub, calling me from her mobile, chatting with verve
and fire and an infectious blaze of giggles.

“I’ve always loved writing, but I often don’t have the discipline to get it down
on paper. I write short stories. Me and my twin sister, we come from a really big,
single-parent family, so us kids had to make our own entertainment, putting on
Punch And Judy shows when my mum got home from work at night, and
asking our aunts or our cousins to grade them.

“If you love stories and myths and writing about real life, you can put it 
to music, and it hits people instantly. My mum was into folk rebel music from
Nigeria, Zimbabwe and South Africa, countries that only got their independence
in the last 50 years. It’s got such a hunger…You get such a rush, man, singing
along to those songs with your family while you do the washing up.”

What scant tracks they’ve released so far (a debut album drops later this
year) find a group ricocheting with abandon across a broad spectrum of noise
and styles, a lusty sweep that befits their penchant for leaps into the unknown.
Singhai describes their improvisations as a challenge, “To turn a stumble into 
a roly-poly, or something. Our songs are weird.”

“Some songs sound quite serene and tranquil and maybe even reflective,
while some are ‘raaaaaaargh!’” explains Dan, before the show. “We don’t tape
our shows anymore. The ideas just fade into the ether…It’s more fulfilling that
way, because you have something more precious than that: the memory. And
anyway, this is all about living in the moment – and that moment only.”

www.thenoisettes.com

From punk rush to noise
blush to blues pain

noisettes
Words: Stevie Chick
Photography: Mark Okoh
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Aeons ago, in transit from oral 
to written traditions, when the
chance of a story’s survival no longer
depended solely upon the failing
memories of cavemen but could
instead be squiggled down with 
a bit of ink onto a rough-hewn chunk 
of bark, people got excited. They
could immortalise their histories and
honour their traditions. Utterances
were inscribed onto tablets; folktales
celebrated on paper, accruing 
a sense of permanence. Their lives
were GAINING something, becoming
rounder, more whole, and it felt 
really ace, y’know? I suppose. 
I wasn’t there. But now? We’re
LOSING – while, paradoxically
‘creating’ more than ever before. 

As we speed disconcertingly
rapidly into an Internet Age, scratches

of biro are swallowed by binary 
codes in the bowels of whirring
machines. The modern socialite
carefully maintains web portfolios 
to parallel their corporeal selves. 

We think we’re blooming into
artists, expanding our intellects.
But mass creation doesn’t necessarily
result in a utopia of literary fertility;
instead, we have a descent into
mediocrity, production for the sake 
of production, a reduction of quality.
No one has to WORK to be heard
anymore. 

And chucking every piece of audio
you ever owned onto a computer and
lugging an entertainment hub around

is all very convenient and surface-
impressive, but isn’t transforming
Music – this complicated, multi-
textured, untameable entity – into
Maths – categories, bandwidths,
decimals – just the biggest
contradiction EVER? “Woah, 8.64
GB of my library is rare Mogwai…”
shouts one kid. BUT WHAT DOES IT
SOUND LIKE, DWEEB?! 

I mean, this comes from someone
who dedicates 99 per cent of her life
to a belief in writing and shouting and
trying to make people understand;
who does this mostly through the
medium of a laptop; so she’s used 
to it, she’s induced into it, she should
be fab with it, right? And yeah, it’s
ingrained – I need it. But I resent the
dependency. I’m 19. I can’t be jaded 
– yet I’m here, wearying my minors

whose pallor signals another
suppertime spent playing multiple-
user Connect 4, who can’t finish 
a sentence without clicking ‘send’ 
and therefore don’t bother starting
one in the first place and, what’s
worse, are ENTIRELY OBLIVIOUS of
their total reliance on the blue smiley
to convey their innermost angst. 

Isn’t there something a tad
disturbing about ceaselessly filling 
the (non)world with STUFF? Look 
at ‘hypertexts’, online books where
you choose the ending – universal
contribution; no authorship. “Ace!”
you cry. “Democracy! Freedom!”
FUCKING TERRIFYING.

Scratches of biro are swallowed by
binary codes

why i hate…the future
Words: Lauren Strain
Illustration: Laura Hughes

One moment they’re all shiny glacial
tech. Next time you hear them 
they’ve gone a bit post-punk, 
replete with basslines lifted from 
Joy Division. It’s the cold sex of Miss
Kittin, the warm flow of poppers-fed
dancefloors. Adam Miller started
Chromatics in 2001, with producer

and arranger Johnny Jewel having
been involved off and on since the
beginning. But that’s not to say it’s 
a two-man show – guest vocalists
crop up throughout their work. 

“I am from Minneapolis, and
Johnny grew up in Houston,” Adam
Miller tells me via email (I have to re-
type his answers because they’re in
full caps; I hope he’s not shouting at
me). “Now we live in Portland,
Oregon. It’s a small city, but it’s easy
to live here. It’s difficult to know how
much your surroundings impact you.
Prince is from Minneapolis and Jandek
is from Houston. Being able to travel
around the country and see where 
we fit in is inspiring. It affects us
immensely” – as did Philadelphia 
the formative years of David Lynch,
I’m reminded. But where Lynch had
his industrial soundscapes and faulty
electrical crackle, Chromatics wear
the external world less obviously. It
makes me wonder where they find
their inspiration.

“Everything we see, hear, eat,
dream, breathe,” says Adam. “What
inspires you to wake up is the same
thing that inspires your heart to beat.

Our relationship with music stems
from that source. Aesthetically: horror
films, fashion spreads, red wine,
running water, electronic music…”

Currently putting out a series 
of 12s on Troubleman Unlimited, the
album Shining Violence is expected to
hit in spring 2007. In the meantime,

you can check out the demos on their
MySpace page. 

“It’s important to us that we not
be part of any specific genre. We have
a steady supply of ideas we’ve yet to
explore and we leave the door open
for anything to enter through it…
At the core of all the songs is a pulse
and a voice. Those are the two key
ingredients in a Chromatics’ song.
Sometimes we try to record a song
with a ‘band’ feel, and it turns out
that the only thing sounding decent 
is one synthesiser and a kick drum. 
So we remove all the other tracks, 
and let the song take over.”

‘Glass Slipper’ and ‘Healer’ are
cases in point. It could even be
suggested that they’re the work 
of two separate bands. Yet there
remains an underlying tone, a certain
manner of manipulating the sounds.

“They are different groups,”
suggests Adam. “Johnny and I are
both Geminis. ‘Healer’ and ‘Glass
Slipper’ are two different sides of 
our duality.”

Chromatics thrive on their split
personality.
www.myspace.com/chromaticsmusic

‘Horror films, fashion spreads, red
wine, running water…’

chromatics
Words: Stewart Gardiner

the void
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James Yorkston
The Year Of The Leopard
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the void 

Simple Girl 
(Interscope, 2003, unreleased)
“Can you make me a song like ‘Rock The Boat’/
Can you make me a song that you and Missy
wrote/Something like ‘Get Ur Freak On’/Cos Kiley
needs something to sing on…”

So goes the chorus of Kiley Dean’s 2003 single,
‘Make Me A Song’. Elsewhere, there’s an interlude
during which Timbaland demonstrates a selection
of beats for Dean to choose; at the end, he sings the
song he’s made for her, which turns out to be Tracy
Chapman’s ‘Baby Can I Hold You’. It should be
pointed out that Timbaland had no part in either
writing or producing Aaliyah’s ‘Rock The Boat’.

This frankly bizarre choice of single tanked, and
amid the sadly inevitable racial politics which ensue
when a white girl sings black music, the release of
Kiley Dean’s Simple Girl album was cancelled – but
not before it leaked to the internet, where it still
floats around the usual p2p sources. Its detailing 
of the relationship between singer and producer,
however, is the key to an album which remains 
one of the finest documents of post-millennial 
cyber r’n’b. Dean is the pursuer and Timbaland 
her object of affection; she’s not after his services 
in the bedroom, but his craftsmanship in providing 
a vehicle for her own unexpressed creativity. But
she’s also offering herself, an unknown singer from

Nowheresville, USA, up to the superstar producer 
as a potential muse; a second muse, in fact.

“She was like blood, and I lost blood,” was
Timbaland’s statement following the plane crash
which killed Aaliyah, his Babygirl. Four years on,
Amerie would note that “Timbaland can work with
other artists, but there’s always some Aaliyah in
there”. It has continually seeped into his work since:
the sweeping evocation of the Deep South on
Bubba Sparxxx’s Deliverance (2003); the dignified
heartbreak of Brandy’s break-up album Afrodisiac
(2004) – on which Timbaland’s obsession with
Coldplay manifests itself in a shockingly effective
recreation of their aesthetic of epic wistfulness 
– and in Kiley Dean, the country girl from Alma,
Arkansas, in whom his sadness found its perfect foil.

Kiley Dean is to r’n’b what Bubba Sparxxx is to
hip hop: Southern, white, a rank outsider, brought
up on a diet of country and folk. It’s apparent in
Kiley’s voice, a wonderfully languorous instrument
which teeters permanently between hope and
sadness, passion and detachment, and which is
exquisitely cast against a musical backdrop which
blurs the boundaries between traditional r’n’b
bangers and ballads.

It’s in her storytelling ability, the mises-en-scène
she crafts and the characters which populate her
songs, painted in detail so intimate her roots show
through. ‘America’ is a paean to the open space 
and boundless freedom of her homeland over an
infectious riff straight out of a radio drivetime show.
The heady conclusion of “There’s no place like
America” is immediately undercut by the stark
lament of ‘War Song’: backed by little more than
echoes of military drums and plucked folk guitar,
Kiley sings in the character of a naïve country girl
watching her father go off to fight (in, it’s implied,
Iraq). The gaucherie of her lyrics serves only to
reinforce their emotional impact.

Since the Simple Girl fiasco, a follow-up album
without Timbaland, Changes, also remains on the
shelf. It seems unlikely that either will ever see the
light of day. Another muse lost…

www.kileydean.net

One of the finest
documents of post-
millennial cyber r’n’b

music that time forgot: kiley dean
Words: Alex Macpherson
Illustration: Anke Weckmann

guilty pleasures

“I always find the concept of the guilty pleasure 
to be bullshit. If I love something, I love it without
question. Why do I need to reflect back on the so-
called tastemakers? They don’t know shit. Nothing 
I own is embarrassing to me. I might not show a lady
my ‘It’s My Pussy’ single by Jamie Principal on the 
first date. But I’d hope she could handle it later.”
(Kid Millions, Oneida)

What’s uncool, but actually good?
“A mother’s love.” 
What’s uncool and actually admittedly bad
but you love it anyway (or perhaps because)?
“Any movie where they make an animal’s lips move
like he’s talking. I will watch any movie like that at
least once.” 
(Nina Nastasia)

“I don’t feel guilty about any music I’ve listened to,
from Max Bygraves to Leadbelly. All music has a value
and is therefore part of the learning curve. Listen to it
all and enjoy it – that’s my motto.”
(Bert Jansch)

in the mix

“These are songs I love listening to in headphones
when I need a break from the world around me.”

Andreas Mattsson – Four Majors “This is 
the only instrumental piece on Andreas’ album The
Lawlessness Of The Ruling Classes. I love the repeating
patterns on this one. It’s very smooth and meditative.”
Sparklehorse – Come On In “Mark Linkous is the
kind of guy I would like to have as a neighbour. Then 
I could drop by and check out all his new vintage gear,
say hello to all his animals and figure out how his mind
works. This track is a dark twist of, ‘Now I lay me down
to sleep’, like someone who’s about to fall asleep,
knowing that he will never wake up again.”
Low –Tonight “Low has the perfect band name, and
this song captures it very well. The drone-like guitar
chords in the background combined with Mimi
Parker’s honest voice makes the song very haunting.”
Wolfmother –Where Eagles Have Been
“A possessed voice and a song that’s changing clothes
along the way. A dreamy verse combined with a
groovy refrain makes this a Led Zeppelinesque gem.”
The Flaming Lips – Pompeii Am
Götterdämmerung “From what I know, the 
only Flaming Lips track where Steven Drozd does 
all the vocal parts. Like an alien doing a remix 
of ‘Deutschlandlied’.”
Yes – Close To The Edge “This is nostalgia for me: 
I listened to this kind of stuff as a teenager, and I loved
to disappear into the music and let the endless
melodies, rhythms and soundscapes just wash 
over me. This killer track lasts for 18 minutes.”
(Emanuel Lundgren, 
I’m From Barcelona)

Oneida
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the void 

They emerged from the West Country in the 
late Seventies to the general opinion that kids in 
the sticks shouldn’t bother attempting anything 
as complex and scientific as pop music. Then they
made a career (of sorts) releasing such awkwardly
beautiful albums as Go 2 (1978), Black Sea (1980),
Skylarking (1986) and Apple Venus Vol 1 (1999).
XTC are one of my favourite bands, and singer, and
songwriter and guitarist Andy Partridge is one of 
my heroes, if it’s still legal to have heroes at my age.
Why do I love XTC? I got it down to the following
reasons with the help of Mr Partridge himself.

They are the sole reason I’m proud of
being born in Swindon.
“Swindon is violent and stupid, with lots of really
shit architecture. They let all the good architecture

rot here so it has to be pulled down. It’s full of 
theme pubs and takeaways. I liked the railway
factory; I think that was kind of noble. My
grandfather worked in there; my other grandfather
was a stock man working in farms around Swindon.
Wiltshire’s fantastic: Stonehenge, Silbury Hill,
Avebury, the Longbarrows, the Uffington chalk
horse…It’s the most prehistoric place in Europe!”

They are one of the most ‘Krauty’ British
pop groups, ever. 
“Can were a big influence on XTC. I love repetition
but manually played repetition, not sequenced
repetition. It’s the joy of a human doing a repeat
action, because each one is slightly different. 
We’ve done that from the year dot, and we still 
do – ‘River Of Orchids’ from Apple Venus is built 
on repetition. ‘Battery Brides’ from Go 2 is built 
on repetition…there’s hundreds of ‘em! I’d loved 
Terry Riley’s Rainbow In Curved Air and In C and 
I thought, ‘Wouldn’t it be great if bands played like

this?’ Then along came Can, and they did. They
played the same thing over and over until it turned
into this trance…Disco was a big influence too.
‘Spacer’ by Chic was a favourite at soundchecks.”

Their music is the product of a head-
on collision between pop and the 
avant-garde. 
“I had a sort of a twin-track musical upbringing. 
I had all the straighter pop music – The Beatles, The
Monkees, The Kinks, Small Faces – and my friend
would lend me these discs that he’d get by mail
order from New York. Captain Beefheart, Albert
Ayler, Sun Ra, Han Bennink…I thought, ‘This stuff’s
shit! They can’t play! This is the last refuge of the
scoundrel!’ Then something clicked and I got into 
it in a big way. It’s been a constant inspiration, this

tension between straight pop music and really out-
there jazz or exploratory stuff.”

They gain strength from failure. 
“We were mocked early on because of the Swindon
connection. We were considered alarmingly uncool,
which was secretly thrilling. We could do what we
wanted! Our first albums work OK in a ‘blast of
noise and new ideas tangle of barbed wire’ way, but
the songs got better because of failure. It was a case
of, ‘Right, we’ve gotta be really, really good on this
next one’ and when that album failed to connect,
‘Right, well, we’ve gotta be really, really, really good
on this one!’ Failure has been the biggest Duracell 
in the back of the bunny for me.”

Monstrance, Andy’s collaboration with keyboardist
Barry Andrews (ex-XTC) and drummer Martyn Baker
will be out this autumn. Volumes 7 and 8 of Fuzzy
Warbles, his series of demo compilations, is also
imminent. Both will be released on Ape. 

grow up:
tales from
our musical
pasts

What music did
your parents buy
for you as a kid? 
“Well, they never
bought me records, 
but they got me this
ginormous Beatles
anthology songbook.
I learned how to play
guitar by following the
pictures in the guitar
tablatures above each
word. They never

bought me any CDs or tapes or records – I just listened
to the stuff that they had lying around the house. Louis
Armstrong, Johnny Cash, Bach, Mozart…it bored me
then but I like it now.”
(M Ward)

“My first record purchase was ‘Panorama’ by The 
Cars in 1980. I stared at the grooves for an hour before
playing it.” 
What did you get into as a teenager? 
“Anything that everyone else hated, which in my 
town meant anything beyond Lynyrd Skynyrd, AC/DC,
Sabbath or Rush. So I was into everything from the first
Visage and Depeche Mode LPs to The Germs and Black
Flag. My all-time favorite in high school was Flipper, 
SF sludge punk.”
Did you ever go so far as to identify as a
member of a subgenre? 
“My classmates identified me as a ‘Fag’ or ‘Faggot’,
which wasn’t the popular subgenre it is today. But I’d
rather be a fag than a punk, if you know what I mean.” 
First band? 
“We were called The Broken Kockamamies. Imagine 
a cross between Black Flag and Dead Kennedys 
as rendered by teenagers whose idea of rebellion was
smashing shopping carts in the mall parking lot and
stealing hubcaps off of parked cars in our subdivision.”
(Bobby Conn)

“When I was a kid, my mother loved Scottish popular
music like the Jimmy Shand band. There were copies of
that band all over Scotland – every wedding, birthday
party and every other kind of party had a Jimmy Shand
type band, and though the parties were pretty raucous
and drunken affairs, on record Jimmy Shand music
seemed dull and laborious to me. My sister loved trad
jazz and big band music, and singers like Frank Sinatra,
so that’s the sort of thing I heard at home. The first
record I ever bought for myself was ‘Bad Penny Blues’
by Humphrey Lyttelton. I was about 10 years old and
went with my sister to buy it. This was all before I went
to The Howff folk club in Edinburgh as a teenager and
heard real live players and singers such as Anne Briggs,
Clive Palmer and Robin Williamson. At that point I also
got into Big Bill Broonzy, Brownie McGhee, Woody
Guthrie and Leadbelly – but I have no idea what my
peers were listening to!” 
(Bert Jansch)

Tell us about your first band. 
“It was in high school – I was 16. We started playing
after I’d been playing drums for less than a week. We
did covers: Dire Straits, Guns N’Roses, maybe Hendrix
and Cream? We were the outcast musicians at the
school. There was an official Saint Paul’s School ‘Rock
Band’. We weren’t it. There was a big controversy
because the official band had a place to practice 
and we didn’t. 

“Oneida is still an outcast type of band in NYC. . .
We are the four most uncool dudes in the school.
Oneida is different because we’re actually good.”
(Kid Millions, Oneida)

why I love…xtc
Words: Joe Stannard
Illustration: John Bagnall

‘The songs got better because of failure’ 
– Andy Partridge

M Ward
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The Black Keys

Magic Potion
The 4th and finest album from Akron,

Ohios blues blooded sons.

Out Now

Semifinalists
Semifinalists

Sublime, enticingly strange songs

with more twists and turns

than spiritual grandaddy

Wayne Coyne’s intestine. - NME

Out Now

Meligrove Band

Planets Conspire
Simultaneously experimental and yet easily

accessible to the listener' - Rocksound 8/10

Out Now

Blood Meridian

Kick Up The Dust

Matt Camirands “Shitty World, with a shitty heart”

is expressed through drunken cowboy clops,

glowering murder ballads and literate

howls in the darkness". - Mojo 4*

Out Now

Jenny Wilson

Love & Youth
“An evocative and delicate

Swedish pop confection” - Mojo

“A stylish, absorbing LP” - Uncut

Out Now

Duels
The Bright Lights And What

I Should Have Learned
'A masterpiece that will surely teach

others a thing or two.' - The Fly

Out Now
nude

v
Check out www.v2music.com to stream tracks free 
and buy the V2 digital sampler for just £2.99 

Amusement Parks On Fire

Out Of The Angeles

'...a grand statement from a band with

unlimited ambiution that are fast

achieving their potential'. - Clash

‘ a musical rollercoaster that twists

from moments of impenetrable feedback to

episodes of stringladen beauty.' - Uncut

Out Now

“I-I I-I-I’m ready to FUCK. I-I I-I-I’m UFFIE 
of course. UFFIEUFFIEUFFIE of course.”

She is Uffie. She is a Miami-born, 
Paris-residing pseudo-MC who has
ingratiated herself into what some consider
to be the new renaissance in French dance
(the EdBanger records clique). She’s a
teenager, a fashion student, a wannabe
brand. She is, to paraphrase Naomi Wolf 
on Paris Hilton, “Soothing. Like white noise
in an over-stimulated environment. She’s an
empty signifier…you can project absolutely
anything on to her, which is the perfect
situation for branding.”

She can’t rap. It doesn’t really matter.
After Anna Catherine Hartley booked 

Mr Oizo-acolyte DJ Feadz to play one of her

fashion shows, she was asked to return the
favour by adding vocals to his forthcoming
EP. The result was stuttering, glitchy
electropop with the ‘pop’ substituted for 
a kind of incongruous cartoony un-hip hop
delivery. They called it Uffie. Imagine Annie
never heard hip hop. Imagine you spent 
a good hour describing what hip hop is, 
what it sounds like and what it’s for – and
then asked her to record her ideas about this
exotic music. That’s kind of what Uffie’s
debut double a-side ‘Pop The Glock’ and
‘Ready To Uff’ scanned like.

The blogosphere, predictably, lapped 
it up.

‘Ready To Uff’ is gloriously silly, a piece 
of sub-Peaches braggadocio that’s all kitten
fluff and cat scratches. “It’s little Uffie of
course and I’m READY TO FUCK. Ready
Ready Ready to FUCK,” she fronts, massively
over-emphasising the profanity so that it

emerges out the other side of context as 
an unnervingly asexual hollow bombast. 

“Uffie makes me wanna hump my
couch!” posts one reader of bigstereo blog,
while another writes: “uffie looks really hot, 
i want to fuck her hard, but her music smells
like dogshit. Its no work and boring…”

“The people who hate what I do say 
it’s because I don’t respect the elements 
or I don’t rap well or blah blah blah,” she
responds. “I am not trying to have a crazy
flow or something like this because that’s 
not me…I am not trying to be a rapper. 
I am just trying to say what I want in a style. 
I want to have fun and make fresh music.”

It could go either way. ‘Pop The Glock’ 
is first-rate ‘O Superman’-hip pop, but new

leaked tracks from Uffie’s album showcase
an uncomfortably unconvincing delivery 
– Uffie trying to squeeze more words 
than will fit into one meter by flipping her
intonation about into a weird mid-Atlantic
patois, where embarrassingly outmoded 
hip hop terminology is pointlessly sent up
into what is presumably meant to be a fake
British accent. 

Maybe it’s intentional – she’s not 
a parody, but a deliberately contrived 
empty space. A platinum-blonde aporia 
in the space between hip hop and fashion
pop for us, tastemakers and users, to 
project whatever we want into. 

Uffie is white noise. 
Uffie is soothing. 
Uffie is very attractive and people who 

like saying ‘LOL’ aloud in conversation 
like her very much.

www.myspace.com/uffie

She’s not a parody, but a
deliberately contrived empty space 

uffie
Words: David McNamee
Illustration: Marine
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I have 82 singles in the review pile this month. It was over 100 originally, but 
I’ve narrowed down my options. So if I randomly extract every fifth CD-r, that
should see me through…bugger, that means I can’t review all these excellent
seven-inch singles, like Tenebrous’s ‘Yellow Moon’ (Fire), wherein Mr Cult
Photographer himself, Steve Gullick, croons over a gentle, minimal backing
about the forthcoming apocalypse; flip the seven to discover the noise-driven,
tormented underbelly of life and alcohol. It means not a sniff of Morrissey’s
buttocks for Brighton’s twee royal couple, The Bobby McGees and their
delinquent ukulele-led indie pop ‘…Yes Please!’ (Cherryade), titles invented at
the cutting plant, songs as smart and playground sassy and plain insidious as
Scout Niblett’s finer moments (but no way as dark). It means no place for the
brace of sevens I’ve had knocking round my ankles for aeons now: Napoleon
IIIrd’s wonderful and winsome ‘Hit Schmooze For Me’ (Brainlove) – which is 
like The Flaming Lips if they’d only said fucking no to Jack, but more intricate 
and textured than mere copyists can achieve – and Frick The Cat’s amazing 
‘El Gato’ (Abaton Book Company) wherein the company’s mascot, a cat, purrs
over an acoustic guitar. (On the B-side, it mews.)

a thousand empty milk bottles
Jarvis Cocker’s comeback single, ‘Running The World’ (Rough Trade), 
is resigned and sarcastic and windswept, and boasts gratuitous use of the 
word ‘cunt’. You can imagine it littering a thousand prematurely disillusioned
students’ MySpace accounts. It doesn’t, however, sound like Jarvis fronting the
Scissor Sisters like I was expecting – thus spoiling a perfectly good link, because,
lo! Behold! Here’s the Scissor Sisters’ comeback single ‘I Don’t Feel Like
Dancin’’ (Polydor) and it sounds like chirpy, diminutive, frizzy-haired Seventies

pop star Leo Sayer fronting the Scissor Sisters, a delightful concept. Excuse me 
a minute while I go lie down…

OK. My iTunes is set to randomise (I lie – I ferreted out 67 singles and the odd
pair of Pipettes sunglasses last night), and what comes up first but The Affair’s
‘Andy’ on the ever-spunky Marquis Cha Cha imprint. Delightful! They say
“Ronnie Spector fronting X”. We say, pah! We say this is way more reminiscent
of late-Seventies pre-Eurythmics pop band The Tourists, fronted by pre-solo
career Cyndi Lauper…then we realise how much we’re showing our age  
and go strangely quiet. We like it, though.

We also like the following: Texas band The Black Angels’ ‘The First
Vietnamese War’ (Light In The Attic), which mixes fierce anti-Iraq war polemic
(good on ya!) with a singer who sounds oddly like Brakes’ Hungry Hamilton
(good on ya!), howling over a righteous psych groove that owes as much to
Spacemen 3’s inner demons as the Sixties (good on ya!); mysterious US singer
Bosque Brown’s four-track EP ‘Cerro Verde’ (Burnt Toast Vinyl), which keeps
just on the right (Young People) side of Chan Marshall – and trust me, you want
to stay on that lady’s right side; LA four-piece The Bronx’s shit-kicking slice 
of turd-blasting, crap-busting, toilet-churning rock’n’roll, ‘History’s Strangers’
(Wichita), which rules as heavy and righteous and ‘take no prisoners, you
motherfuck motherfuckers’ as monkey cartoonist James Kochalka fronting
Slayer; The Bitter Springs’ four-track EP ‘Firm Family Favourites’ (Harvey),
similar to Subway Sect, all soulful and world-weary and bittersweet; Glaswegian
band Camera Obscura’s gorgeous slice of Swedish-sounding femme pop,
‘Let’s Get Out Of This Country’ (Elefant), which is twice as summery as a
Christmas Tree on a Melbourne beach in summer, and three times more
summery than you’ll ever be, even in that cowgirl frock you have on, Jason.

Words: Everett True
Illustration: Marcus Oakley
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E-40 feat Keak Da Sneak – Tell Me
When To Go (Trakademicks RMX)
(www.myspace.com/trackademicks) 
Beats like polystyrene skyscrapers, angelic
loops of woops, woos and las, laced with
impenetrable slang about taking your car
for a walk and wearing sunglasses at night.

DAT Politics – Viper Eyes 
(Chicks On Speed)
Sugar-rushing shouty kindergarten electro
for children of the intelligentsia to mess
their bedroom to.

Tigarah – Girl Fight
(www.myspace.com/tigarah)
Japanese MIA enthusiast goes beyond
emulation in b-girl j-pop mash-up.

Erase Errata – Cruising 
(kill rock stars)
Cool bass strut w/guitar snarl that gets 
your dancing feet in a headlock and works
yr nerve centres like taser feedback.

Team Shadetek – Brooklyn Anthem
(Sound Ink)
Accelerated dancehall hits the street
looking for trouble, paranoid and
breathless. Ostentatious use of the 
word ‘cantankerous’. 

Christopher & Raphael Just – Popper
(feat Fox’N’Wolf) (Kitsune)
Beyond camp disco chicane that takes five
imaginary pop songs and makes them fight
for attention. Magically transforms people
into animals at around the 1:42 mark.

Edu K – Sex-O-Matic (Bonde Do Role
RMX) (Man Recordings)
Genius is when you sample a club full of
people singing along to ‘Zombie Nation’
and put it in a remix that you then play in 
a club full of people.

The Knife – We Share Our Mothers
Health (Rabid)
Futurist gothic heart attack music so totally
neurotic, obsessive and bipolar that all-
powerful DJ track-manipulation program
Ableton weeps quietly then pretends to 
be dead when asked to process it. 

The Rapture – The Sound (Mercury)
This is what happens if you rip the drums
from ‘Tomorrow Never Knows’ and feed
the remainder of the track through a
shredder which is also on fire. 

Simian Mobile Disco – Hustler
(Kitsune)
Acid bleep taken downtown and chromed
up so it gleams like a truck orchestra that
runs you down and reverses back to check
you’re dead. For about six minutes.

Aaron LaCrate – Blow (Low Bee RMX)
(Milk Crate)
Ultra-percussive Baltimore assault weapon
featuring pocketfuls of call and response,
older than old school beatbox blasts, snotty
rap and casio brass. 

Dandi Wind – Apotemnophilia (Slum)
Full-frontal primitivism from Canada’s
finest fashionista/terminator hybrid. 

586 – We Got Bored (Tigertrap
Bratcore singalong that has swallowed 
a vacuum cleaner and wants everyone 
to know. The sight of colour-coordinated
feral children bouncing off the walls while
screaming “We got bored we got bored 
we got bored” is enough to make any DJ
consider a career in market research.

It Came From The Sea is an
experimental disco that happens
once a month in Brighton and
London.www.voodoolily.co.uk

salvation army arkestras
Remember The Timelords’ ‘Doctorin’ The Tardis’? A wonderful slice of Top 
10 electronic Europop whimsy, shoved hastily and tackily together by Bill
Drummond of The KLF? OK, this is tenuous, but there’s a short section in 
the middle of Brazilian dance floor livewires CSS’ ‘Let’s Make Love & Listen 
To Death From Above’ (Sub Pop) that recalls it. Either that, or Kraftwerk. But
doesn’t everything?

Melbourne outfit Devastations are aptly named. Their slice of brooding,
Nick Cave-style opera ‘Take You Home’ (Beggars Banquet) sounds devastated.
The sort of thing Karen O whistles on the bidet. Maybe.

How much do I love thee, Dresden Dolls? Let me count the ways. One 
one thousand, two one thousand, three one thousand…oh wait. What do you
mean, no Top Of The Pops? FUCK! Where will the youth of today discover their
idols now? ‘Backstabber’ (Roadrunner) is an ebullient, elaborate slice of revenge
masquerading as musical theatre, with lashings of piano and face paint and
angst, and…four one thousand, five one thousand, six one thousand…

Oh boy. Oh man. Oh boy turned into man and then into a kooky kind of 
30-piece Swedish choir with moustaches and a tendency to swing from side to
side and smile winningly, rather like the Salvation Army arkestra of your deepest
daydreams. Oh man turned into chirpy, bouncy, wholesome slice of such
inherent goodness it makes most of the doom metal-loving and grime-splashing
folk in the Plan B offices grit their teeth through sheer malice. It’s I’m From
Barcelona with a song that is 503 times more summery than even Camera
Obscura’s most summery moments – and boy, that’s some summery, we’re
telling you – ‘We’re From Barcelona’ (Interpop), a single that you’d have to be
tied, decapitated and stuck in a trunk full of decrepit Radiohead fans not to
appreciate (or work in the Plan B offices), absolutely and incontrovertibly Single
Of The Month, and even more summery than…oh wait. I’ve been there twice
already. Next to it, even Kitty, Daisy & Lewis’ infectious slice of teen rockabilly
‘Mean Son Of A Gun’ (Sunday Best) sounds old and haggard, which is sort of
odd when you stop and consider the maths, because KD&L’s combined age (46)
is probably approximately 23 times less than I’m From Barcelona’s. (They’re not,
incidentally.) Maybe I should quit taking those happy pills – especially cos KD&L
are charming, disarming, kinda like a Tiki lounge-loving, ukulele-twanging,
Hawaiian guitar-strumming North London counterpart to Smoosh… except 
not at all, of course. Insatiable! Incandescent! Immaterial!

stinky wet nighties
Manic Cough rule. ‘Lips & Hips’ (Purr) is like stinky wet nighties, a cold student
bedsit filled with the sound of a unanswered phone ringing, feminist graffiti
sprayed on shop windows, plastic toy guitars and hairclips and lipstick smudged
too hastily and wide, open mouths, confrontation on the dance floor, cigarettes
discarded after three puffs, late night trains to Brighton, a wardrobe full of
feather boas…what? Yes, of course this is a recommendation. Single Of The

Month (slight return) – speaking of which, far be it for me to add my voice to the
cavalcades of critics clamouring over “Brighton’s answer to The Shangri-La’s”
(thank you, The Guardian), “as moreish as Ritz crackers” (The Observer), “Girl
power meets punk rock” (The Daily Express), “The Kenickie of the Noughties”
(The Independent), virginal “Grease-era doo-wop rock’n’roll” (The Fly)…Plan
B’s own kicking_k…I mean The Pipettes, but fuck it, I discovered them first
(down the Pressure Point performing to 11-year-olds), even if their PR company
refuses to credit Plan B with any pull quotes, and if the irresistibly catchy ‘Judy’
(Memphis Industries) doesn’t break the Top 20 and turn them into bona fide
pop stars and win me my £10 bet with Chris Houghton then…whatever.

Meanwhile, I’ll keep taking those happy pills, as will chirpy Northampton
band The Retro Spankees, who play it straight on their spacesuit-bright, post-
Bis, punk/disco crossover tribute to Countdown king Richard Whiteley, ‘Vowel
Play’ (Kooky), all the mistakes and misspellings and misappropriations left in,
false endings and flared starts, more summery than…wait. Wait. Don’t go. 
I’ve only got a couple left. 

If you brush the blood away from your eyes and squint a little, then Auckland
(NZ) trio Die! Die! Die! could easily pass for a punk-era Pixies, a feedback-laden
Big Black, a gritted-teeth, whiplash-inducing Membranes…oh, go fill in your
own ridiculous combination of band names and adjectives, why don’t you? All
I’m trying to say is that ‘Ashtray! Ashtray!’ (Zap System) rocks the ET manor in 
a big ass way, OK? And The Rotters’ ‘Japanese Punk’ EP (White Heat) contains
everything I adore about punk: a bratty, hoarse female singer; four short, sharp
bursts of fuzzed-up, adrenalin (actually, ‘Put Your Money’ reminds me of The
Marine Girls); minimalism; repetition; a little vitriol, a bratty, hoarse female
singer, four short, sharp…oh, wait. I’ll go now.

The sort of thing Karen O
whistles on the bidet.
Maybe

playlist: it came from the sea
Words: kicking_k
Illustration: Cath Elliott
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“I remember going down to the lower east side, to
cut-price electronics stores, looking for affordable
quality cassettes to dupe on,” reminisces Sonic
Youth’s Thurston Moore: sultan of Ecstatic Peace
since 1981. “Seems like a kind of primitive, naïve
time, looking back,” he smiles.

Since then, Moore’s maverick Massachusetts
imprint has released over 100 “artefacts of the
progressive avant-garde of punk and modern
music,” including swaggering offerings from
Jackie-O Motherfucker, Magik Markers, Yoshimi,
Stockhausen, No-Neck Blues Band, Be Your Own
Pet (above), and Fursaxa. But which catalogue
numbers best delineate the empire?

“Well, first up I’d say our first release: the
spoken-word Hard Rock cassette by Lydia Lunch
and Michael Gira. I used black marker to colour 

the labels, which I thought was kind of punk, but 
it got all over your hands,” he laughs. “I guess it 
was actually more of a goth look…The ‘Not Bite’
seven-inch from Red Transistor – Rudolph Grey 
and Von Lmo – was the ultimate in what I wanted
Ecstatic Peace to be: a label featuring music not only
informed by the underground New York No Wave
scene, but also firmly within the tradition of it,” he
accelerates; referring to their 1990 discharge of 
a staggering ‘77 vestige.

“Oh, and the Velvet Monkeys’ ‘Better Living’
double seven-inch,” Moore further enthuses, viz 
an early-demos retrospective. “Don Fleming’s 
long-running DC band were a fantastic hybrid of
hardcore energy and pop/psyche mentality…”

What ideologies – if any – are shared by Ecstatic
Peace artists? 

“Only one: that they’re all records I genuinely
dig,” he reacts in a flash. “I like the fact that the

Guv’ner LP can come out side by side with an 
Arthur Doyle LP [both dispatched in the mid-
Nineties]: one’s a pop trio; one’s an outsider 
folk-jazz maestro.”

The Ecstatic Peace aesthetic lunges far beyond
the sonic, however. The label has long cultivated
multi-format counter-culture: zines, poetry journals
and subterranean ephemera come as standard. 
Are there authors, philosophers, dreamers who’ve
galvanised the enterprise? 

“Oh yeah – the name comes from Tom Wolfe’s
Electric Kool Aid Acid Test,” he muses, “and
literature plays a big part: I edit and publish the
Ecstatic Peace Poetry Journal, and writers Ted
Berrigan and Alice Notley are influences…and, 
of course, the principals – Allen Ginsberg and
Gregory Corso – are direct inspirations”

The label also amplifies a lively visual expression
of its musical output. “Totally,” he nods. “I’ve
always bought records for their covers. The record
as visual artefact is something I’m completely tuned
into. The graphics of the initial hardcore seven-inch
scene, labels like Dischord, Touch & Go and
Finland’s Propaganda, really inspired me with 
their energy and economy. The black and white
aesthetic in the face of colour-crowded new wave
was exciting as hell,” he surges, accrediting further
“groundbreaking” labels like Y Records, “When
they were issuing The Pop Group, The Slits and 
Sun Ra”; Derek Bailey’s Incus; Leroi Jones’ Jihad;
France’s Skydog. “Noise labels now are amazing 
– Truculent, Hanson, Hospital…”

What records do you wish Ecstatic Peace 
had released? 

“‘Gacy’s Place’ by The Mentally Ill; Scritti Politti’s
‘Skank Bloc Bologna’; Bikini Kill’s ‘Rebel Girl’…” he
wistfully lists, “…all on seven-inch.”

So what’s next for Ecstatic Peace? 
“It’s imperative to continue issuing tons of 

stuff in line with the label’s historical aesthetic,”
replies Moore. Upcoming undertakings include 
Be Your Own Pet, MV+EE, Sunburned Hand Of 
The Man, online exclusives and a series of live
experimental CD-Rs. 

“I’ve no interest in having a major label-financed
indie putting out a handful of CDs every year,” he
asserts, apropos Universal’s recent distribution deal
with Ecstatic Peace. “I have an awesome business
partner, Andrew Kesin, and we receive money that
allows us to put out CDs by bands and hopefully sell
some records. It’s a modest arrangement,” he
avows. “Nothing too nefarious going on.”

www.ecstaticpeace.com 

‘They’re all records 
I genuinely dig’

– Thurston Moore

label profile: ecstatic peace
Words: Nicola Meighan
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The first 20 subscribers will also
either receive a copy of Loose’s New
Sounds Of The Old West Vol. 3, or
Start Your Own Country. 

Both are part of Loose’s acclaimed 
series of alt country and Americana
compilations. Volume 3 is part of the
collection that brought the likes of
Lambchop and Sparklehorse to wider
attention, and includes tracks by
Grandaddy, Evan Dando, Bright Eyes,
Mark Eitzel, M Ward and The Handsome
Family. Start Your Own Country is an introduction to a new
generation of artists who have somehow stumbled or drifted into the
alt country scene, and features Two Gallants, The Pinkmountaintops,
Ox, Jason Molina and Blood Meridian. www.loosemusic.com

To qualify for these offers, please mention PB14a (for New Sounds Of The Old
West) or PB14b (for Start Your Own Country) with your cheque, or in the Paypal
comments box.

back issues & subscriptions
UK – £4.00, EU airmail – £5.50, Rest of the world airmail – £7.50
Send cheques to Plan B Publishing, PO Box 5047, Hove, BN52 9WY, UK 
Or visit www.planbmag.com/order and pay by credit card, debit card, or Paypal
If you have enquiries, please contact richard@planbmag.com

The next issue of Plan B is in WH Smith,
independent newsagents, Borders, HMV,
Virgin Megastores, and all good record
shops the week beginning 2nd October
2006. If you have difficulty finding a copy,
please enquire at your local record shop. 
For independent newsagents, you can ask
them to order it at the counter, or email
andrews@warnersgroup.co.uk
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Check out www.planbmag.com for web-
exclusive interviews, reviews, articles and
staff weblogs, stockist information, gig
guide, secure ordering and the ever
throbbing discussion forums. 

Plus, coming soon – archive articles from
the first two years of Plan B
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Two days before the tour, we found out we 
were able to swing a bus. This means no driving 
for me, which will free up my days to properly
advance shows and hang with Kori and our
daughter Mags, but also means learning to sleep 
in a vibrating coffin, ie ‘bus bunks’. Driver shows 
up on our block so we move in and head out. 
We drive thru the night and of course no one 
sleeps the first night despite the earplugs and 
extra melatonin. 

It’s a good thing we arrive early in the morning 
at the Bryce Jordan arena at Penn State. We load 
in, catch up with the Death Cab dudes over lunch, 
and steal naps in the locker room converted
dressing rooms. The first show grades at a B-level 
as we sort out the slapback off the arena walls and
settle into DCFC-sized venues.

lollapalooza
Jason stood in line for
food behind Perry Farrell
in his bright white suit,
but never mustered 
up the nerve to invite
him to see our set. We
played right after Mute
Math who had lots of
raw energy and were
cute guys, although 
I only really saw four 
of them from behind. 

After the first couple
of days of very little
sleep I was way too
grumpy and stressed
out to watch too many
other bands play. Jason
told me to “Cheer the
fuck up,” before our
set…which ended up
working enough to
allow me the energy 
to hang and talk with 
a bunch of people after

the set at our ‘signing.’ We always feel weird doing
those things and can’t believe people actually stand
in line to talk and get us to write on their records.
And even more so, we hate when the time is up and
the record store people tell the line that they aren’t
allowed to take anymore pictures…We didn’t tell
them to say that, we just had to get back to eat
dinner with our daughter. 

Just before leaving the festival, I walked with
Suzi, our nanny, and my sister and Magnolia to see
The Raconteurs do a way less-unique-than-ours,
regurgitated version of Gnarls Barkley’s ‘Crazy’,
which reminds me, every band is covering this 
song right now. I’d like to note that we did it before
any of them, and we did so only because we felt 
a verse or two fit perfectly into our song with 
a similar theme and name…wah, wah, wah. 

We had a great set, I think. It was hot, but it’s
summer. Just wait 10 years and let’s laugh about 
the good old days of tolerable 100-degree heat.

bleeding kansas festival
Lawrence will always be close to our hearts. The
crazy lady with the sign in the crowd while we
played was my aunt. Even more family was present
here in my birthplace, college place and original
meeting ground for me and Jason. It was also even
hotter than Chicago. A tan, buff dude on stage
came up and told me I was really getting sunburned
and that I had very white legs. Well, that’s what 
I get for spending all my time in rock clubs and tour
vans. But, it never turned into a sunburn, just a few
new freckles. 

Some guy told us a story about how he first
listened to My Solo Project because he found an 
old boom box with that CD jammed in it. He would
listen to it over and over because that’s all that
would work. Until, one day, he and another guy
decided to pry it out and discovered that the CD 
had been soldered into the player – no doubt, by
some crazy person…Or maybe it was Jason.

Adrianne and I watched Keane and decided that
the singer, who used to look more like a woman, is
now kinda hot. One of the dudes in Broken Social

Tour Diary: Mates Of State (Jason Hammel and Kori Gardner)
Illustration: Vincent Vanoli

Mates Of State, plus
daughter, catch up with crazy
aunts and old pals as they
follow Death Cab For Cutie
through the basketball arenas
of the US…
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The new album.  Out Now.
CD / LP / Download

www.mountain-goats.com   www.4ad.com  

THE MOUNTAIN GOATS
Get Lonely

Performed by:  M Ward, Jim James, Neko Case, 

Rachel Blumberg, Jordan Hudson, 

Skip Von Kuske, Amanda Lawrence, 

Mike Coykendall and Mike Mogis.

www.mwardmusic.com  www.4ad.com   Out Now

Scene asked Suzi to dance later to a Keane ballad. More people should ask ladies
to dance. It’s so old fashioned, but it really shouldn’t be. And neither should
dancing in groups at proms. Why can’t guys learn to dance and quit hiding
behind dork lawnmower moves for fast songs? Mothers, teach your girls and
boys to dance. Dancing = romance = love = world peace (right?).

denver: night 1
The Fillmore East is a great club. It resembles a quaint 250-person club, but is
plush and gigantic at an astounding 3700 capacity. We settled in for a two-day
stay, parking three-deep on the bus lot behind the club. Death Cab had the
serious energy tonight, and showed why they are probably the greatest band 
in America right now. 

I had some old friends in town, in fact, probably my oldest friend in existence,
who I’ve known since kindergarten. We caught up over a glass of cabernet,
while Mags talked about her love for ice cream. She took her bath on the bus, 
as we read her bedtime stories. She loves to “go bye-bye on my bus”. I guess 
she thinks it’s like camping.

denver: night 2
Tonight ruled. The sound was better than last night. We had so much fun.
Everyone was fully rested. Magnolia got to play on a playground. We watched
Death Cab’s set on the side of the stage and danced, then came and sang the
end of ‘Transatlanticism’ with them. 

orem, utah
By far the best show of the tour. We arrived early to the club so settled in with
catering and showers in the women’s locker room. Yup, another basketball
arena, packed to the gills by Death Cab. The venue’s runner was this super
interesting dude, named Jason, who drove us to the market to get an extra 
foam pad for Kori’s bunk. He had recently been in a serious car wreck with his
family that landed him in a coma for a month and changed his life forever. He
was actually dead at the scene, and had come back to life. Throughout the day,
Kori and I kept dreaming up places we needed a ride to, so we could get the 
rest of his story about what he saw and felt as his soul hovered above his body,
seeing it as he prepared to leave it. Super intense.

Dancing = romance = love 
= world peace (right?)
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Ever since Iggy and Bowie sauntered through 
the streets and bars of Schöneberg, weaning
themselves off addictions and gathering inspiration
for collaborations, Berlin has continued to support 
a creative and diverse music community. Before 
the wall came down, Nick Cave, Einstürzende
Neubauten and the fantastic musician/producer
Gudrun Gut, among others, contributed to making
West Berlin one of the most exciting places for
music in Europe. In the East, illegal underground
shows and parties kept rock’n’roll thriving despite
the odds. Combined with a furiously prolific techno
scene (celebrated by the annual Love Parade), and
the fact the city was at the hub of Electroclash when
the scene rocketed a few years ago, it’s clear that
Berlin’s reputation as a motivating, changing, and
musically accommodating city has not diminished
over the decades. You only have to cross the street
to find something interesting going on – and it’s
notorious for amazing bars, clubs, and venues that
appear one day only to disappear the next.

I am currently in Berlin with Electrelane, writing
our fourth album in a converted Fifties radio station
next to the river in the old East. We are in the same
studio where Liars recently recorded Drum’s Not
Dead, and it’s easy to see why the previously
Brooklyn-based group decided to quit NYC and 
set up camp here. For many musicians who head to
Berlin, a large part of the appeal is that, compared
to most West European capital cities, it’s a dirt
cheap place to rent space. It’s actually possible to
take over a warehouse floor to live and practice – 
a thought that would remain nothing but a dream
in London or Paris. Peaches, Hidden Cameras, Jamie
Lidell and Swearing At Motorists have all emigrated

Venues that appear one day
only to disappear the next

Crystal Castles make me want to write in CAPITALS.
They are comprised of boy from Crystal Castles and
girl from Crystal Castles and hate videogames while
liking the noises they make. They are from Toronto.
They sound exactly like my bedroom did circa 1986
when I fired Spectrum sound effects through the
biggest speaker I could find while simultaneously
SCREAMING AT THE UNFAIRNESS OF BASTARD 
R-TYPE LEVEL FUCKING 4. They’d have been my
pre-pubescent favourite band in the entire world 
in the rare moments I wasn’t drumming my fingers
waiting until I could finally fruitfully ejaculate while
thinking of She-Ra.

Coincidence: Crystal Castles are named after
She-Ra’s magical castle. They’re also accidentally
share the name of an early videogame, which is
appropriate, but just an accident. 

“We don’t know anything about the game,”
they admonish us. “We do know that He-man 
and She-Ra accidentally make out in one episode.
The writer for that episode didn’t know they 
were brother and sister. We learned about the
videogame long after naming the band.”

This is doubly appropriate. They profess that
Crystal Castles is an accident, full stop. “We’re not
meant to be a band,” they say. “We were merely
messing about with sounds and we put the results
on the internet for some friends to download.
Somehow a few labels heard the songs and wanted
to release them. Crystal Castles is an accident. ‘Alice
Practice’ is Alice practicing. She didn’t know I was
recording.” A terrible accident, but compellingly
beautiful, like a nun-packed bus crashing headlong
into a truck full of scalpels made of gold.

crystal castles
Words: Kieron Gillen
Illustration: Lindsay Wright

remote viewer: berlin
Words and photography: Mia Lily Clarke
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They’ve just released their third EP, ‘Alice
Practice’, on Merok Records. It has four tracks.
‘Alice Practice’ starts crystalline and distorted,
like the death of an Asteroid, before the voice
stomps in. (Me: “If ‘Alice Practice’ was a type of
dog it would be?” Crystal Castles: “Dying.”)
‘Dolls’ is incessant and relentless like the right-
to-left scroll of Kung-Fu master. (Me: “If ‘Dolls’
was a colour it would be a…?” Crystal Castles:
“Sleepy.”) ‘Air War’ moves with the micro-
twitch of a space invader’s arm, chased by
schizophrenic’s bad thoughts, and the voice
stays away so long that you suspect this will 
be the instrumental before she starts bubbling 
in what sounds like French, but possibly some
kind of backwards Martian French AND IT IS
VERY EXCITING. (Me: If ‘Air War’ was an
intercontinental nuclear delivery system it 
would be…? Crystal Castles: “Reading 
a book.”) ‘Love & Caring’ hits as hard as 
a Robotron level and features the only
distinguishable lyrics on the EP. “What the hell 
is this?” the girl drawls, confused. “Ah. It’s the
bass.” And the bass rumbles on like the sort of
soundwave you wouldn’t let near small children.
(Me: If ‘Love & Caring’ was a question it would
be…? Crystal Castles: “Getting a haircut.”)

This is their music: Bleep! Bleep! Bleep-bleep-
bleep! This is their lyrics: “GAHHH! GAHHK!
GGGAHH! GAHHH!” And you can fucking
DANCE TO IT. 

You want more? I want you out of 
my species.

www.myspace.com/crystalcastles
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New York, New York, 2006. The probable cultural capital 
of the world, whose natural democrats and big city liberals
are living through their sixth year under a government they
didn’t elect, whose tragedy was hijacked for someone elses’
foreign policy, under siege from gentrification and spun 
to the sidelines by a profoundly conservative mass media,
and home to Dan Friel, BJ Warshaw and Christopher R
Weingarten – Parts & Labor.

The cover of their new record, Stay Afraid, seethes with
firework flowers and geometric trajectories: “The ‘Shock
and Awe’ campaign was marketed almost as if it were 
a celebration, albeit one of American prowess and military
superiority, a show. I also wanted the people to appear like
spectators, like ghosts, immobile and unperturbed by the
violence in front of them,” reports BJ. 

It’s an aesthetic that translates perfectly to their sound
– a totally righteous detonation of noisenik rhetoric that
drew a line across my summer as clean as a firebreak, its
nauseous fusion of analogue and electronic feedback a gut
reaction to a shared nightmare. I got us a guided tour.

A Great Divide
Dan: “I’ve seen more than one review of the record say
there are bagpipes on this song. I’m very flattered, but 
it’s actually just an overdriven toy keyboard. I wondered
whether anyone would call us out on that at shows,
especially in Scotland, but nobody did.”

BJ: “We wanted the drums to sound like cannons.” 

Drastic Measures
BJ: “We only had nine days to record and mix the whole
record. We had to work very frantically, and as a result, 
we kind of played everything faster…” 

CRW: “The working title was ‘Husker Don’t’…which 
I always thought would have been the funniest two-word

bad review for our record! Too bad no one that disliked our
record has proven to be anywhere near that clever.”

New Buildings
BJ: “This song’s specifically about the industrial park
neighbourhood in Brooklyn where I’ve lived for seven years,
which is currently being rezoned and redeveloped to make
room for luxury high-rise apartment buildings. It’s also 
more generally about bad decisions.”

Stay Afraid
BJ: “The false start is real, but I don’t remember what
happened…”

CRW: “I remember what happened. I fucked up. That
‘One more time!’ is my vocal debut in Parts & Labor.”

Changing Of The Guard
Dan: “It always reminds me of the first George W Bush
inauguration. It was raining and freezing, and there were 
so many protesters there ready to let loose, but the police
presence was just unbelievable. Dark days.”

A week or so after receiving these answers, I eventually
caught them live, one late, late summer night (at Brighton’s
exemplary Do Club) and they made a cellar feel like an
elevator in freefall. I was giddy for daze.

And what I haven’t said so far – the point, if you like 
– is that this record came out in April and I slept on it, 
I missed it, maybe you missed it too. Here’s my tip. Click
your fingers on the link below. Analyse the dream journal.
Check out the flash animations that recall nothing more
than eight-bit synaesthesia. Find the MySpace page, if you
can – it’s an adventure. 

And don’t thank me. It’s kind of my job.
www.partsandlabor.net

guided tour: parts & labor
Words: kicking_k
Photography: Todd Seelie 

‘We wanted the
drums to sound 
like cannons’

‘We’re not meant 
to be a band’

here over the last few years, finding it to offer more
than back home.

As I write, Berlin’s fourth Ladyfest is about to
kick off in various venues across the city. The festival
features a huge number of panels, performances,
films, and workshops, which thrive on the strong
DIY subculture and availability of supportive and
affordable venues. Although some of Berlin’s great
female artists such as Ellen Allien, AFG and Rhythm
King And Her Friends, are absent from the line up,
there’s still plenty of local live action from the likes
of Trash Cats and Prinzessin Horst. 

Having been glued to a guitar for much of 
my time here, my gig experiences have been
comparatively limited considering what’s on offer.
But nothing beats the thrill of seeing one of the
most moving punk rock bands in the world, The
Gossip, ripping it up with typically fierce beauty in
front of a frenzied German audience. Devendra
Banhart’s oddly comforting coos, in an enormous
warehouse, smothered in the smog of a hundred
joints, were equally as powerful. And the
impromptu Ray Rumours/Bare Knees gig in
Gorlitzer Park, where a small crowd nestled in the
grass among a few muddy children and random
mutts, highlighted just how laidback the city can be. 

Perhaps the most memorable show of all was
Carla Bozulich’s startling set in a half demolished
doctor’s surgery in Kreuzberg, which now serves 
as awesome gig venue West Germany. As Bozulich
howled through Evangelista, while beating her 
fist and an assortment of plastic toys against her
Hagstrom guitar, the relentless rattle of the S-Bahn
cut through the streets outside, adding its own 
beat to Berlin’s summer night sky.

the void
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WHO From Brighton, England; Eleanor, one 
pretty flower dress girl (English and philosophy
academic) with a neat line in sardonic putdowns; 
Jimmy, one mouthy bearded Glaswegian (a sacked
schoolteacher and former wrestling coach) with 
a penchant for face paint and feather boas; two
dancing ukuleles plus a Jew’s harp and sundry
Snooper’s Paradise instruments; a series of very
childish songs with titles like ‘Billy & Tracey’ (“Please
don’t dump me/Please don’t dump me/I won’t
dump you/I won’t dump you”) and “Best song in 
the fucking world”* ‘Ivor Cutler Is Dead’ (I’ve got 
no friends/Not one/I’m a sad and lonely little boy”); 
a red-headed rhythm section, Graham and Francis
Tallulah; “Domestic violence with ukuleles,” 
as Monster Bobby of Brighton’s Totally Bored
nightclub puts it. There’s a six-track seven-inch 
EP out, ‘Yes Please!’ on Cherryade, and it’s full 
of petulance and pertness.

WHY “To be on Top Of The Pops. Is there any 
other reason? I got a letter from Parlophone saying
‘Bobby McGees, send us some demos and some 
live footage’ – not even a please or anything. I wrote
back and said, ‘Arrange us a meeting with Kylie 
and we’ll talk’. We’re still waiting for the phone
call.” (Jimmy)

HOW Jimmy champions slam poetry: he attends
meetings dressed in a deerstalker and waxed
moustache, with a fob watch in his waistcoat to
time his own set. He and friends aim to run a ‘poetry
bordello’ at next year’s Brighton Festival, leaving
calling cards around town, with a madam in place at
each open house to help the punters decide which

poet they like best. How
much would you pay for
five minutes of intimate
poetry in the bedroom?

WHAT Part of the
notorious UK antifolk
scene, wherein anyone

who doesn’t fit in with any other ridiculous
description gathers every so often at ‘open mic’
nights around the country to argue drunkenly over
the tuning of mandolins, the lyrical subtleties of 
The Moldy Peaches, who’s more twee, Syd Barrett
or Shane MacGowan, and the correct way to reject
corporate sponsorship.

BEST LISTENED TO On an old grey and gold
mono Dansette with a torn cloth cover, in the early
evening, in the highest house in Brighton, with 
a chunky Vegan anti-folk troubadour and his
charming lady-wife in attendance. 

* Not our opinion, but Jimmy’s mum’s.
www.myspace.com/thebobbymcgees 
www.cherryademusic.co.uk 

the bobby mcgees in five easy steps
Words: Everett True
Photography: Toby Amies

‘Arrange us a meeting
with Kylie and we’ll
talk’

anti-folk folk: 
bobby mcgees recommend…

www.myspace.com/looklookdancingboys
She like jinja jenga, shouting, getting rowdy and ur
mum…He like jumping, head banging and ur mum…
I like shouty number ‘Tit Wank’…

www.myspace.com/milkthekan
The Crunk Preaching Poet on broken guitar; The Slung
Drunk Beat bumper and Guitar Twangler; the animal
bangin’ an’ shoutin’ on the raw hide skins…I LOVE 
LOVE cutsie Streets-a-like ‘Bling Bling Baby’…

www.myspace.com/mertle
“Don’t wanna be seen in just any capri.”

www.myspace.com/larrypickleman
“I’m Larry, and I run www.antifolk.org putting on 
regular shows in Brighton UK featuring all sorts of DIY
musicians…it’s the only way i ever get a gig!!” This 
man’s sardonic Crankshills humour RULES.

www.myspace.com/ppot
Particularly recommended is Spinmaster Plantpot’s
indescribable Outsider peaen ‘Lick Me On The Bum’.

www.myspace.com/kingsongs
Acoustic/indie/other…
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THE DEBUT ALBUM
AVAILABLE ON CD & LP

25.09.06

wed 20th sept - Club fandango & rocksound at water rats, london

On tour with iLiKETRAiNS in October
Sun 15th - York, Fibbers  Mon 16th - Liverpool, Barfly  
Tue 17th - London, Cargo  Wed 18th - Cardiff, Barfly  

Thu 19th - Birmingham, Barfly  Fri 20th - Glasgow, Barfly

WWW.BEGGARS.COM   WWW.THEEARLYYEARS.NET

Logistics & Navigation is the debut release by Justin Langlois a.k.a.
The London Apartments, outside of his native Canada. Clever, glitchy
electronics and distinctive vocals put this 
four track E.P. on the same landscape 
as Notwist, Mum and Sigur Ros...
an enchanting and unique record.

Logistics & Navigation E.P. is released
on 18th September, on CD and 12" vinyl.

www.thelondonapartments.com 
www.beggars.com  www.soundofpop.com

The Album
Brooklyn bubblegum punks get heavy - Uncut

This is a band who never lose their cool - Mojo

Out Now on CD and LP

www.therogerssisters.com     www.toopure.com
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What do we know of loneliness, not to mention
the painful Casiotone kind? Having done just
about everything together over the past 15
years, the loneliest we ever get is if one of us
goes to Tesco alone. But even we wanted Owen
Ashworth to be that sad guy from his records,
all lovelorn, dejected and rejected. In popular
music, more than in visual arts or cinema or
even literature, there’s a strong need to believe
that the emotions conveyed in rhythm and
rhyme and, er, Casio beats, are somehow real.

Our willingness to believe that emotions
somehow survive the chemical heat of melted
vinyl in a factory in Czechoslovakia and are

then miraculously transmitted from person 
to record to person and that they belong to 
the person who we imagine we see on the
cover is overwhelming. We know, of course,
that when we read a line or listen to a song 
we cannot assume that such an entity exists
beyond the alluring simulation of fiction, that
narrative voices simply lie in the ether, waiting
for us readers to awaken them. But we still
want to believe that the voice telling such
intimate stories with no band behind it and
only the barest production and only the fragile
metronomy of a small synthesiser to support 
its weight somehow transcends the theory. 

“The stories are not me. I am just a
storyteller, a writer.” Owen pours cold water

on our fantasies of empathy, undermining the
instant intimacy that this big, bearded, husky-
voiced man exudes effortlessly. “Sure, my songs
are sort of fictionalised accounts; collages of
situations that happened to me or to other
people. I just feel these are stories worth telling
and there’s a lot of real emotion behind them,
but they’re not the real entries. Growing up
listening to music, it never occurred to me that
the songs on the radio necessarily carried a
story.” This understanding led Owen to adopt 
a new sound for Casiotone’s last album. “That’s
part of why I wanted to use other singers on
the new record – to make it clear that these 
are characters and these are actors playing
characters. The stories are what’s important:
I’m not looking for sympathy. I want to create
music that’s comforting but it doesn’t feel like
there’s something I need to get off my chest;
there’s nothing I personally feel I need to say.” 

Having grown tired of his self-imposed
limitations, he decided to work with a fuller
production sound, which is still pretty lo-fi and
bare – mixing that creepy solipsism that made
his earlier albums so compelling with bigger,
dancier beats and a richer range of sounds and
instruments that somehow only underscores
the desperation of the characters evoked in 
his narratives, like dancing alone in a big club,
surrounded by the masses and still trapped in
your own brain. 

“I think dance clubs are about the most
oppressive and racist in the world. It’s all façade
and everyone there is trying to hook up and it’s
totally alienating,” he says. “It all feels really

fake and sad. I dance at home more than in
clubs. I don’t really enjoy it…I enjoy having 
a more personal stance with music. There’s 
a Xiu Xiu song called ‘Jennifer Lopez’ about
going to a dance club by yourself and how
depressing that is. It’s a really great song.”

So what kind of music would you dance to?
“For me, the Pet Shop Boys is totally dance

music, but still with the most heartbreaking,
tragic stories. And they incorporated
traditional song writing – they covered Willie
Nelson and all these really classic songs. But 
hip hop has become the most commercial music
in the world and a parody of itself. Most of the
stuff you hear on the radio is bullshit, recycled
travesty.” Owen adds without hesitation, 
“I think 50 Cent is an enemy to the people.”

He’s what?
“He just seems like…the devil. He’s such 

a negative force, so violent and brutally
materialistic.  There’s no creativity at all. 
But then again, I just bought some MF Doom 
in France. That dude’s just so awesome, and 
I liked Kanye West. The best hip hop is from 
the early to mid-nineties. It was really violent,
but it felt super real. Stuff like Cannibal Ox.”

Coming to the end of a European tour,
Owen is relieved to be in an English speaking
country. Storytelling being such a crucial aspect
of the Casiotone project, there is nothing more
frustrating than having all his jokes fall flat in
the face of a non-English speaking audience.

Loneliness might make for a good story, 
but sometimes even a solitary Casiotone just
wants company. 

‘I’m not looking for
sympathy’

Er, nope. Owen Ashworth,
the storyteller behind
Casiotone For The
Painfully Alone’s 
sweet, shy electro-
pop, has plenty to say…

Words: Pil and Galia Kollectiv
Illustration: Till Thomas
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SABRECD2020
www.highcoin.com

Distributed through Cadiz / Pinnacle

Ronnie  Spector

T h e  L a s t  o f  t h e  R o c k  S t a r s

The long awaited new 
album from the main 
voice of the original girl 
group, The Ronettes.

‘Spector’s comeback album finds that 
famous Noo Yoik, vibrato-tremblin’voice 
soaring majestically’

“A gigantic presence” The Observer

“Spector picks up where she left off with 
the Ronettes” Guardian

“An exemplary collection of consummate 
class” Classic Rock

“A sheer joy” Telegraph

“Zinner and Spector combined sound like 
The Detroit Cobras, which rocks!” Plan B
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A clutch of young British producers and labels 
are proving that the reports of the death of dance
music have now borne themselves out to be widely
exaggerated falsehoods. Foremost among them 
is 27-year-old James Holden, head of the emo-
techno (or ‘techmo’) stronghold Border Community
– and currently one of Europe’s most in-demand
DJs. Despite releasing records for the last decade,
it’s only the last two years that have seen the hype
around him swell.

“The amount of exposure has been a surprise,”
he says, curling a lock of hair round his finger. 
“We didn’t set out to be big; we were just 
seeing what happened. At the very start, I didn’t 

like electronic music. But I started messing around
with my computer, and did a couple of trancey
tunes for a mate, which got signed to a label.” 

In 1999, he released the club hit ‘Horizons’, 
and began working alongside mega-stars like Sasha
and Digweed – but just four years later had tired 
of progressive house’s relentless contrivance of 
big-room fodder. 

“The point where we set up Border Community
was where we just decided…it wasn’t so long ago
that we went out and bought records, so we were
trying to remember what made records good 
then. The things we were excited about, we were
just trying to recreate that. Up to that point our
experience with the music industry had been really
disillusioning.”

Whether by accident or design, Border
Community’s distinctive musical style and aesthetic
has set it apart from the glut of by-numbers electro-
house and minimal techno records around at
present. From Nathan Fake’s plaintive electronica 
to The MFA’s stadium scale techno-pop, Petter’s
orchestral honesty to Holden’s own indoor
fireworks, Border Community’s oft-referenced
‘family’ of artists all share a sense of almost pastoral
beauty; a kind of yearning richness that’s as much
about harmony and feeling as it is about smart
production and studio boffins. 

Naturally, a stream of imitators have appeared 
as a result, spawning a micro-movement cringingly
known as ‘neo-trance’. It’s a bandwagon James 
is fairly keen to stay away from, particularly 
when it comes to people talking about a ‘Border
Community sound’.

“Basically, it’s not the Border Community sound
unless it’s on Border Community. People are using 
it to describe any plinky-plonky old shit and we’re
like, ‘We wouldn’t have signed that’. The idea that
you can play three hours of records that sound like
this ‘Border Community sound’ – that would be 
so tedious…”

An Oxford maths graduate, Holden’s whispering
shyness frequently gives way into impassioned,
articulate monologues. He’s a smart man; classically
trained in violin and piano to boot. What does 
a reserved, clever, vaguely geeky kid make of the
international DJ circuit, with all its extravagances
and wanton hedonism? Has all the travelling and
partying affected him? 

“I don’t know,” he says, and turns to face
Gemma, his partner and label manager of Border

Community. “Am I a cunt?” There’s a telling pause,
but James quickly picks up the baton. “I haven’t
really hung out with too many of the scene people. 
I mean, I’ve met everyone that I’ve wanted to meet,
but it’s not like you’re suddenly riding private jets 
or something. You might meet 10 cokey, rich 
DJs but at the same time you’ll meet 200 normal
people who just came out because they like 
the music.” 

Although an unlikely figurehead, Holden is as
close to a zeitgeist-defining DJ in the UK as it
currently gets. Less obvious than someone like Erol
Alkan, but more far-reaching in his appeal than the
similarly lauded Scottish techno hero Alex Smoke,
he’s keeping the flames burning, both in the club
and beyond.

Does he feel that electronic music has anything
left to say?

“It’s funny. I mean, it’s not dead. People will
never stop dancing. At the moment I’m more into
everything else and less into dance music. Electronic
music just evolved into all these boxes. It seemed for
a moment a couple of years ago that it wasn’t going
to carry on, that everything would break out. But
then it went wrong again.” 

Despite his success in a notoriously fickle market,
Holden still feels that as a musician, he has plenty
left to prove. “Fairly soon I’ll be too old for DJing. 
I don’t want to be playing somewhere every
weekend when I’m 35.” 

So what does he hope will be his enduring
legacy? His label, his DJ career, or his own
production?

“I just hope I do something really good,” 
he sighs, almost imperceptibly.

‘People will never stop
dancing’

The reluctant rise of ‘techmo’
pioneer and Border Community
main man James Holden

Words: Lee Smith
Photography: Mark Okoh
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THE BLACK KEYS
MAGIC POTION

Out 11th September 
www.theblackkeys.com 

www.myspace.com/theblackkeysv

Debut album OUT NOW
CD/Download

SEPTEMBER
12th WINCHESTER Railway Inn 01962 867795
14th ST ALBANS The Horn 01727 853143
15th SHREWSBURY Buttermarket 01743 231142
16th SOUTHAMPTON Unit 22 02380 632 601
17th EXETER Cavern Club 01392 495 370
18th CAMBRIDGE Portland Arms 01223 357 268
20th NOTTINGHAM The Social 0115 958 8484
22nd SWINDON Brunel Rooms 01793 53 1384
23rd LEEDS The Faversham 08700 600 100
24th STOKE Sugarmill 08700 600 100
25th BIRMINGHAM Academy 0870 771 2000
26th LONDON Whiteheat @ Madame Jojos 08700 600 100
28th LIVERPOOL Barfly 0870 907 0999
29th ABERDEEN The Tunnels 01224 211 121
30th GLASGOW Barfly 0870 907 0999
OCTOBER
1st EDINBURGH Cabaret Voltaire 0131 220 6176
2nd MANCHESTER Night And Day 0161 236 4597
4th LEICESTER Firebug 0116 255 1228
5th COVENTRY Colloseum 02476 554 473
6th CARDIFF Clwb Ifor Bach 02920 232 199

www.thevictorianenglishgentlemensclub.co.uk

Debut Album
‘In Towers & Clouds’

Out 18th September
CD/Download
www.theimmediate.tv

FANTASTICPLASTICRECORDS.COM

FANTASTICPLASTICRECORDS.COM
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“I gotta warn you; no legal questions.”
Pinch me, someone. I’m talking to Ronnie

Spector – bubbly, petite, dark glasses, laughs
easily, smokes occasionally. Looks exactly like
you’d expect, only a little older, in a trouser 
suit and a cap. She’s one side of the table. 
I’m the other. A jug of water separates us. 

“…Joey [Ramone] was ill, so we couldn’t 
go to the studio, so we went to [Ramones
producer] Daniel Rey’s apartment. He has 
a small place, like a duplex, and we had to 
close all the windows – it was in the summer 
– and turn off the air conditioning. I looked
over there at Joey and he looked like he was 
in heaven with his earmuffs, and I said I don’t
care how much I sweat, cos he’s so genuine and
he loves rock’n’roll. I had no idea that he was
dying then, y’know…”

Pinch me. Ronnie fucking Spector. Her
wavering, emotive voice represents the
pinnacle of the Sixties. ‘I Wish I Never Saw 
The Sunshine’. ‘(The Best Part Of) Breakin’ 
Up’. ‘Be My Baby’, times a million. Those damn
dresses with the slits up the side that The
Ronettes wore – sophistication and lust and
innocence wrapped up in an unassailable
whole. She did it all. Saw it all. Number One
hits, screaming fans, a permanent place in
whatever Rock’N’Roll Hall of Fame you care 
to name. Released her first record, ‘You Bet I
Would’, at the age of 13, accompanied by sister
Estelle and cousin Nedra Talley. Spent several
years as a virtual house prisoner of her first
husband, Phil Spector. Post-divorce (1974),
momentarily tried and failed to come back.
Spent the last two decades in legal battles – it’s
only since 2001, when Ronnie won $2.6m from
Phil and prompted US Congress to create a law
protecting recording artists, that she’s been
able to perform Ronettes songs in public again. 

Riot Grrrls love her. The Ronettes projected
an ideal of sassy, smart womanhood that, four
decades on, still resonates. They were tough.
They were straight from the streets – Spanish
Harlem. They sang of boys and teen love and
heartbreak, but with such naked emotion they
transcended the confines of a simple three-
minute pop song. Among the manufactured
mediocrity of the early Sixties, The Ronettes 
– and especially lead singer Veronica Bennett 
– felt terrifyingly real.

Earlier this year, Ronnie released a new
album, The Last Of The Rock Stars, her first for

20 years. Twenty years! (There was a beautiful,
shimmering, five-track EP, ‘She Talks To
Rainbows’, that came out in 1999 on kill rock
stars, guest starring Joey Ramone, but this is 
her first proper full-length since 1987’s patchy
Unfinished Business.) It’s not half bad. Sounds
like The Detroit Cobras in places. Sounds like
The Ronettes in others. (Not quite, obviously –
too slick, too 2006, but not damn bad.) Features
guest slots from Keith Richards and Patti Smith
and Nick Zinner. It’s Ronnie fucking Spector. 
Of course it’s great!

What made you decide to get up on stage? 
“My whole life! My mom had seven

brothers, and six sisters, and they all had, uh,
you know, show business. And they were

playing Sam Cooke, and I’m four years old, 
like, ‘I wanna do that’. So my uncles made me 
a spotlight from the Maxwell House coffee
thing. The first audience was my family: my girl
cousins, boy cousins and my mom’s brothers
and sisters. When I heard that applause, I got
chills and I knew that was what I wanted to 
do. There was this song called [starts singing],
‘Jumbalaya gosa biya billy gum boom/Cos
tonight I’m gonna see my machay no meyum’. 
I didn’t know what I was singing! But I knew I
liked that song. And that was by…um…you
know the guy! ‘Mee-o/Pakka badio du gaiyu be
gay-o/Chadndana having fun, on the bayou.’”

Oh my god! Ronnie Spector is singing
to me!

“I didn’t even know the lyrics, but I knew
how to make my voice go up and down …I
remember people, especially my ex [Ronnie
never refers to Phil by his first name], saying 
to my mom, ‘Mrs Bennett, she sings, she 
doesn’t care even if the lyrics are wrong, 
she’s so great at singing! I just want to have 
her on the record’. And my mother said, 
‘Uh-uh. You take all three of them, or you 
get none of them.’ So, uh, I started at a young

age and I still love it. And what I love even more
is to make people happy. I’m a big flirt, I’ve
flirted my whole life – but it’s very innocent…
is it alright if I smoke a cigarette?”

Sure. Go ahead. 
“That’s the problem with people today 

– artists. They think about money, they think
about girls, they think they’re going to be 
a superstar. That never entered my mind, even
when ‘Be My Baby’ was out. The first time I
realised I was a success was when we got off 
at Heathrow. There were photographers, fans 
– now we’d arrived. I never thought I’d even go
to London, growing up. I was happy I got to the
Brooklyn Fox! That’s the place where Murray
The K started out, with the beautiful dancing
girls. We were headlining at the Apollo

Theatre, and I was so afraid – I’m a half-breed –
that they would boo me off that stage. During
Patti LaBelle & The Bluebelles, I thought the
whole place had fell down, because of people
hollering and screaming their wigs were
coming off! I got so scared I ran all the way
down the stairs to the bottom; they had a
water fountain there. And one of The Ronettes,
Nedra, came and said, ‘Come on, we’re almost
on!’ I said, ‘I can’t do this’. She said, ‘Ronnie,
we’re every race, we’ll make everybody happy!’
Once I got out there, the rest is history. They
didn’t boo us, they loved it – because we
danced, with the slits and sexy and all that.”

Yeah. I know. I’ve seen your dance. 
“You have? OK, OK! You know what I’m

talking about. This is what I love: singing,
talking to you…and of course my kids and my
husband. I have everything that I’ve wanted,
but my life is backwards. I was supposed to get
married and have children before, but I got
married and had three adopted children. I got
my biological kids when I married Jonathon,
and I’ve been married to him for 22 years.”

When ‘Be My Baby’ was so massive, did
you wake up and think, ‘I’m Number One’? 

‘I’m hearing boom-da-boom and it’s
Dick Clark, American Bandstand. 
I almost passed out’

Sixties bad girl Ronnie Spector is back in the swing 

plan b | 35

Words: Everett True
Illustration: Emily Twomey
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“Naah. I woke up and I’d pinch myself
because I didn’t think it was real. We all slept
together – the three girls and stuff – and I’m
hearing boom-da-boom and it’s Dick Clark,
American Bandstand. I didn’t even know it was
out. I heard the drumbeat and I almost passed
out. Dick Clark said, ‘This is gonna be the hit 
of the century!’ You know? I know you know!”

Yeah, pretty much!
“But I was taken away from everything. I 

did my shows and then I had to be in California,
[Phil Spector’s] Goldstar Studios. I couldn’t see
the musicians. I wasn’t allowed. I’d have to go
back to the hotel. I was writing poems, but I
didn’t know about publishing, writing songs.
That’s where the big money was. Who knew
that, y’know? You’re 16 years old, you’re only
thinking about getting out there and kicking
ass on stage. I came back in ’72 [with George
Harrison] and I didn’t get my divorce until
almost 1974. In those two years I was on tour 
– I didn’t do any of that when I got married [in
1968 – Ronnie was born in 1943, and met Phil 
in 1963]. I didn’t do anything! I had maids and
butlers. I couldn’t even go in my own kitchen. 
I got yelled at for going in my own kitchen, so
sometimes I’d go to bed hungry. I was naïve. 
I was a girl from Spanish Harlem – he thought
he could take advantage, and he did. And I was
vulnerable, cos I loved to sing: ‘You know I love
singing, so why aren’t I doing shows?’ And it
went on for years and years. He said, ‘Don’t
worry, you’ll have another hit’.”

Danny Rey took me along to see your
Christmas show on 42nd Street a few
years ago. That was great…

“At BB Kings? Yeah, I’ve always loved
Christmas. When I was a little girl, I loved my
dolls. We’d go shopping every weekend and 
I said, ‘Dad, I want these skates for my little
doll!’ and he said, ‘Honey, we don’t have any
money left’. So he went over to the guard and
said, ‘You know it’s a shame how people steal
in these places’ and he stole those skates for

me. When we got outside, he tapped me on the
shoulder. He said, ‘Honey look’. And he had my
doll ice-skates. I was so happy. He said, ‘Just
don’t tell your mom how I got these!’

“He was a little hen-pecked, but I loved my
dad. He loved music, too. He couldn’t get into
any of the black clubs, because he was white
and that was his downfall. They wouldn’t 
hire him, y’ know, because practically every
musician was black. I think that’s why my 
father drank a lot.”

You’re part of Christmas now. 
“Yeah. Well, Phil was Jewish, so the

Christmas album [A Christmas Gift For You
From Phil Spector] was my idea. In the mansion,
we had those tall ceilings. He’d buy a tree that
tall, but I was the only person in the house –

except for the servants, of course – but I had 
no friends, no guests. So I had a big old tree,
every year, just for me. Eartha Kitt was the 
only person that came over to the house, and
that was once. When she was doing Batman, 
I’d go babysit for her little girl. Y’know, The
Beatles were so hot and touring with my band,
and I’m sitting there babysitting! They were 
so mad when they found out I wasn’t singing!
And I had no choice because I was married. 

“Then there was adopted twins, first we
adopted a baby; it was crazy, OK? To have 
five-and-a-half year old twins as a Christmas
gift was quite a lot! And I loved children so 
I couldn’t say anything. When I got home, those
kids were running around the fountain. So it
was like, ‘Where am I? Am I going to have more

children? What happened to my singing?’ 
I would ask him and he would shout, ‘I don’t
have time to talk about your goddamn career’,
so I wasn’t going to ask him that question 
again because he yelled a lot, and I mean 
a lot. So I stopped asking him and became 
this little quiet girl. 

“He said, ‘This is important – she only had
one Number One record’. My lawyer said, 
‘Well, Frank Sinatra never had a Number One
record and he was popular all over the world’.
He tried everything he could; ‘She was a go-go
dancer’…I never was a go-go dancer. I made
records before him! So everything he did, it got
squashed. And that’s why he’s in the position
that he’s in now.”

Right.
“Phil knew all about publishing – if he didn’t

write the song, he wasn’t gonna to do it cos he
wouldn’t get the money. [The Shangri-La’s]
‘Leader Of The Pack’ was written for me. Brian
Wilson wrote ‘Don’t Worry Baby’ for me, and 
I thought it was the perfect follow up to ‘Be 
My Baby’, but I didn’t get to do that either. 
I never thought about that stuff back then.
Who thought about money in the studio? 
He did. A lot of people did, I’m not just saying
him. But the artist didn’t. 

“That’s why Frankie Lyman was begging 
for change on 42nd Street at the end of his life,
even though he wrote ‘Why Do Fools Fall In
Love’. And the guy Morris Levy put his name 
on it. I said, ‘That’s impossible’. He wrote that
song. He was like a John Lennon before John
Lennon. He had an imagination. He imagined
the birds, ‘Why do birds sing so gay’, and all. 
We were not wealthy people, not even half-
wealthy. We were just having fun. And I crept
past his house and stopped, ‘Oh my god,
Frankie lives here’, and I invited them to my
13th birthday party and his two brothers came
and he didn’t. I was devastated! He showed 
up two weeks later. But he showed up wanting
to kiss me, and he brought me a rose. I was
afraid of him…He was into drugs, and drinking,
and if I’d touched a drop my mother would
have killed me. I just wanted the music. I was
like, ‘You can’t do that, undoing my button 
and stuff!’ 

“Where I grew up, everybody was a
different race. Spanish restaurants, Chinese
laundry, Jewish delis, black barbershops. 
I didn’t even know what prejudice meant. 

I’d look out that window and I’d see the black
girls throw a cigarette down, and I’d be like, 
‘I wanna do that!’ And I did. I did a video with
Eddie Money, [1976 hit] ‘Just Like Ronnie Said’.
They only showed my feet with heels on and 
I threw a cigarette down and squashed it – and 
I was great!”

“Do you have enough, honey?” she asks. 
“I could talk all day!”

She throws back her head and laughs, 
lights up another cigarette. I glance at my 
tape recorder, the jug of water, the livewire
lady in her sixties sitting in front of me. The
spell is broken.

Sure. Sure, I do. Ronnie fucking Spector.
Wooo-wheeee, baby.

Why I Love: The Ronettes
Because they were untouchable.
Because they were a monotone chorus
of (bizarre) harmony. Because they
represented America when it wasn’t 
a country of consumption, but a country
on the verge of change. Because as
America fell into demise, we could 
trace it in the demise of Phil Spector and
Sonny And Cher (Cher is the history of
liberal America) – but Ronnie Spector
kept going. Because the West Coast of
America is a magical place, and as The
Beach Boys represent the ghost of the
coast itself (Red Hot Chilli Peppers 
now have that role – wtf?), The Ronettes
represent the ghost of the Hollywood
Boulevards and the myth of Stax. 

Because all you need is ‘Be My
Baby’: the most important song in the
world, ever. Because they were prefab,
and prefab is always best. Because their
style is constantly mimicked, but the
music is never touched. Because they
were the first female three-piece (that I
loved). Because Phil Spector understood
the importance of percussion, how
rhythm churns the soul. Because Joe
Meek’s music ruffled hair and arched
eyebrows but Phil Spector’s made
people dance and fall in love, and was a
dyed pink poodle next to Meek’s lapdog.
Because all you need is ‘Be My Baby’.
Jon Cassette

‘I couldn’t even go into my own
kitchen. I got yelled at for going into
my own kitchen’
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Osaka’s new noise mutants are transforming the face of the Japanese underground 

A port city located on the southern coast of Honshu,
the biggest island in Japan, Osaka is a bustling
centre of commerce with a reputation for breeding
some of the hardest-working salarymen outside of
the Tokyo rat race. Peel back the gleaming, opaque
glass of the twin-pillared Umeda Sky building,
however, and perhaps you’ll uncover something
beneath. For the last quarter-century, Osaka has
played home to a tangled lineage of musicians
digging an underground beneath the underground
– generation after generation of lunatics, pranksters
and dissidents warping the boundaries of music, 
of performance, of sound itself. From the Satanic
laptop sludge of Maruosa and Gulpepsh to the
cranked banshee garage of Afrirampo, the
razorblades-in-the-nursery hip hop of Doddodo 
to the myriad outfits working in the fallout after 
the split of anarchic cosmic rockers Zuinosin, Osaka
is building wild, beautiful, utterly unique music 
on the ashes of yesterday’s noise scene. 

bad sound for bad ear
“Our second ever live show was even more extreme.
I cut my leg with a circular saw. When I jumped 
from this big drill press thing that I was up on, down
onto a desk, the power saw hit something hard and

bounced back into my thigh, about two inches in.
Since it was a vertical cut, all the muscles were still
connected. If I had cut myself sideways, the show
would have stopped right there. I knew I had cut
myself, but I was so excited I didn’t feel any pain. 
I surprised myself that time! Blood spurted way out.
Even though there was a lot of blood, I kept running
around for about 15 minutes. It was some kind of
extreme emotional state. I really thought, ‘Oh, I’m
going to die’ without feeling anything in particular
one way or the other. Mind of ashes” – Yamatsuka
Eye recalls an early Hanatarashi show 

The international noise scene of the Eighties was
vestigial and far-flung, connected by circulating
fanzine communiqués that made distant
communities of disaffected, outsider kids sound 
like brutal, unrelenting noise overlords. Formed in
reaction to the abrasive noise and nihilistic power-
play of Throbbing Gristle and Whitehouse, acts like
The Incapacitants, Hijokaidan, and The Hanatarashi,
or Hanatarash – an outfit formed by Yamatsuka 
Eye, later the founder of transcendental drum circle
The Boredoms – recorded dense, punishing bursts
of noise that eclipsed even their inspirations in
extremity. The aims of Japanese noise musicians 
are diverse and often unclear, but the live arena 
– and it certainly became an arena – became a place
where the rigid conformity of Japanese society 
held no sway. Eye spoke of the “penis principle”,
explaining that offstage he was shy – placid, even,
but that onstage he became “erect”: powerful,
aggressive, explosive. 

It didn’t stop with songs about fucking, mind.
Hijokaidan shows featured onstage urination and
defecation, while Hanatarash gigs, in particular,
were flat-out fucking life-threatening; Eye’s onstage
apparatus included fireworks, buckets of petrol,
power tools, and in one notorious show, a hired
mini-backhoe, with which Eye caused structural
damage totalling $60,000. Hit up YouTube for 
the evidence: on ‘Cock Aktion’: drummer Mitsuru
Tabata pounds out a monotonous backbeat as 
Eye, wearing leather jacket and red hockey pads,
clambers around a warehouse, swinging a 20-foot
length of chain and hefting oil drums and car parts
into the audience. This was the state of the art in
Eighties Japan: music tipping into noise tipping 
into violence, a pantomime of carnage that, in 
lieu of setting its own sonic parameters, decided 
to test every social parameter going. 

“Noise is everywhere in Japan; perhaps 
what makes Osaka stand out are the performers

themselves,” explains John Harte. Originally from
Melbourne, Harte – author of new photo book Zero
City – has lived in Osaka for over a decade, where he
works as a photographer and plays in noise outfit
Pig & Machine. For Harte, the mischievous spirit of
Osaka noise is distinct from its more cerebral Tokyo
counterpart, characterised by the strict, sober
thematics of Merzbow, Guilty Connector et al.

“In Osaka, humour is very important and so 
is the ability to entertain people,” reckons Harte.
“Being funny in this city will get you laid a lot
quicker than being good at sport. For artists, too, 
an entertaining stage presence is just as important
as the music. In Osaka, this naturally leads to some
extreme acts. Hanatarash and Masonna had stage
shows to match their extreme sounds. Noise very
much fits in with Osaka’s sense of spectacle.”

The missing link between the Eighties noise
generation and the city’s modern renaissance is
Maso Yamazaki, aka Masonna. Naming himself 
in parody of Madonna (although the name itself is
also a conflation of two Japanese words – ‘Maso’,
meaning ‘masochist’, and ‘Onna’, meaning ‘girl’).
Masonna’s schtick is short, sharp, and unhinged 
in the extreme. Dubbed “the rock god of Japanese
noise”, he would typically take to the stage face
covered by a mask of lank, oil-black hair, deploy
equipment – often just twin microphones, boxes 
of effects pedals, and a miked-up box of 10-yen
coins – and let loose, in sets that would last
anywhere between 10 seconds to 10 minutes. 

“I don’t think about the sounds as much as I try
to see how high I can jump,” Yamazaki once told an
interviewer. “As long as there’s stage action, I don’t
really care about the sound.” 

From: Louis 
To: GRADY, Spencer 
Subject: Masonna 

Hey Spencer, 
You told me a story the other night about seeing

Masonna at the Garage in 1995 or something – can
you just recap on what happened for me? 

Louis 

From: GRADY, Spencer 
To: Louis
Subject: RE: Masonna 

Yeah, of course. It was on Valentines Day. My
bird was in the car eating a chicken burger (she’d
had enough). Anyhow, the curtains as The Garage
were drawn shut, all the techno-heads there for Pan
Sonic had disappeared, and these crazy metal kids

Words: Louis Pattison 
Photography: John Harte 
Translation: DJ Scotch Egg 
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Jungle evolution: Ove-Naxxx
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Confusion, obfuscation, anti-conformity whatever the cost
– that’s the intention

“What is music anarchism?”: Zuinosin
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appeared in their place at the front. The curtains
drew back and revealed this skinny, long-haired
Japanese dude just standing there in front of a wall
of amplifier stacks – no instruments, apart from a
mike. Then he seemed to press a remote in his hand
and all hell broke loose for the next minute and a
half. He whirled the microphone out into the crowd
and bashed some kid – I literally saw bloody spittle
leave this kid’s face. Then Masonna threw himself
into the wall of amps, and with that it was all over.
The crowd was amazed and we were all shouting
for more. A nervous-looking promoter ambled on
stage flinging his arms around and saying, “No
fucking way, no fucking way. Go home”. 

I hope that this is helpful. 

excuse me disorder
Osaka’s present health can be traced to the
foundation of Misono, an art space, venue, hotel,
and underground mall next door to a sex club in
Osaka’s downtown. “There’s a big club of about
400 capacity that’s basically an unlawful zone,”
explains Yuu Endo, local journalist and founder 
of Macaroni Records. “Come to Misono and 
you’ll hear reggae, dub, breakcore, trance, techno,
and Afro-Caribbean music – it’s a truly important
building to Osaka”. 

John Harte founded Café Q, a small space within
Misono that hosted many early events. “Out of
necessity, we started our own regular monthly 
event and invited anyone else that didn’t really 
have a place to play. Fresh out of high school,
Afrirampo, Zuinosin, Ove-Naxx, Maruosa and 
many of Gulpepsh’s various incarnations would 
play on the same bill.”

Although the outfit has recently gone on hiatus,
thanks to circumstances surrounding the guitar
player Yoshiharu Kakoi that remain a mystery to 
Plan B, Zuinosin are the band that most clearly
resemble The Boredoms in their mid-Nineties
heyday. Zuinosin were formed to perform a 
guerrilla show on 31 December 2000, a six-man
performance curtailed by the Japanese authorities
after the band hurled faeces at police and
pedestrians. The original line-up quickly splintered,
leaving a core of Satojima Nani and Kakoi. The pair
originally took to making music out of recycled
trash. “I was chiefly interested in improvisation,”
writes Nani. “I was interested in music that used
things other than musical instruments – a part of 
a tyre as a drum, part of a bicycle. We collected a lot 
of garbage for our live performances.”

Before long, however, Zuinosin had enlisted 
bass player Showgo Yoshikawa, and with new
personnel came new instrumentation. “It was 
a big misunderstanding that we couldn’t make
something original if we didn’t use original
instruments,” explains Nani. “We realised it was
possible to express ourselves even on conventional
instruments, a core of bass, guitar and drums.”
Zuinosin’s Zui, out on De-Fragment, confirms such 
a realisation: passages of blissful, cosmic noise rub
up against tightly coiled, Naked City-style passages
of cacophonic spazz-metal, the trio engaging in
elatory, gasped call-and-response like they’re being
fed rock’n’roll afresh, telepathically, from some
distant star. 

For many of the Osaka underground, however,
Masonna’s one-man example has rendered the
trappings of a full-band set-up unnecessary. This

isn’t to say that Maruosa, Gulpepsh, Ove-Naxx, 
or Doddodo make ‘pure’ noise; rather, these
musicians reinvent noise’s monomaniacal edge as
queasily enjoyable, multi-sensory madness – bursts
of sound pumped full of E-numbers and high off
Sarin fumes, plundering pop and underground
culture alike in search of the weirdest trip. 

From the example of Masonna and Hanarashi,
Maruosa learnt “freedom of spirit, the courage to
confront evil and splendour of loud noise”. For the
last six years, he’s run scene staple Renda Records,
and performs live shows that see savagely dissected
Bad Brains samples dropped into a broiling sea of
Amen breaks and digitised metal grind. “Noise
music is about escaping from the rule of shit adults,”
he explains. “More people should understand”. 

On a similar tip is Osaka resident Isao Sano, 
aka Ove-Naxx, whose UK releases on Adaadat 
– keen documenters of the Osaka scene – hover
around the outer reaches of the breakcore scene.
On Ove-Chan Dancehall, junglism is forcibly
crossbred with death metal, J-Pop, and dancehall.
There are no survivors. It’s through the breakcore
community that the new Osaka scene has broken
outside Japan: Ove-Naxx has collaborated albums
with Cock Rock Disco’s Jason Forrest, while the
whole community finds a natural ally in Wrong
Music’s Gameboy wunderkind DJ Scotch Egg. In
turn, Midi-Sai – an occasional Osaka party helmed
by promoter/DJ KA4U and Gulpepsh – hosts some
of the biggest breakcore bills in Japan. Ultimately,
though, it would be reductive to pin Osaka’s 
noise renaissance on breakcore: it savagely resists
any outside tag. Confusion, obfuscation, anti-
conformity whatever the cost – that’s the intention. 
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freak scene

These musicians reinvent noise's monomanical edge as
queasily enjoyable multi-sensory madness

Misono nights: party time at Do-Core
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Multi-sensory overload: Doddodo and Gulpepsh
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Premiere among the shapeshifters are Gulpepsh
and Doddodo. Occasionally performing together,
the pair take to the stage clothed in multi-coloured
costumes that hint at everything from Japanese
Kabuki theatre to cybergoth gear to kawaii
schoolgirl cutesiness (just Doddodo, that last one).
Both are a break from Osaka past – or anything
outside their own idiosyncratic orbit. Doddodo, 
aka Namin Haku – barefoot, microphone in mouth 
– turns in a playfully wonky plunderphonic hip hop
performance peppered with banjos, scratching and
gabba kicks. 

Less sweetness and light is Gulpepsh. Working
under countless pseudonyms, he intercuts savage
bursts of noise with incredible feats of human
beatboxing, the sound as utterly alien as his 
masked exterior. 

plan b meets gulpepsh
When did you learn to beatbox? 

Gulpepsh: “School child.” 
What’s the appeal of dressing up? 
“Funny character.” 
Do you make your clothes yourself? 
“I am making T-shirts. Please check my site

ggpp.cc.” 

How would you describe your sound? 
“Vgvgbzzvggvgbzzz.” 
What are you aiming to do for the listener? 
“Huge surprising.” 
What is the message behind Gulpepsh, if any? 
“Belch musixxx after gulp the Pepsi.” 

“There is definitely a philosophy underlying this
scene, but one would be hard pressed to pin it
down,” explains John Harte. “I think it’s a
celebration of what they themselves find funny 
– the ‘Osaka factor’. They all possess a very DIY
attitude; they design their own cases, T-shirts,
stickers, everything. You have to keep in mind that
the artists in this piece are very underground here in
Japan, and are considered freaks by the average live
music fan. They do not like to be pinned down and
will go out of their way to be difficult to understand
or simply nonsensical. They like to keep mutating.” 

And still, this tight cell mutates. Two-thirds 
of Zuinosin have resurfaced as a duo, Bogulta. 
Do-Core, a space in the Misono Building, acts 
as incubator for a new breed of noisician. Renda
Records prime a new spree of releases. 

“The future?” writes Maruosa. “There is an
answer in our hands.” 
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Misono Days 
Afrirampo In Hong Kong/Japan 
John Harte (Studio Warp)
“For me, Misono changed everything. It gave us a
place to create, to play, to talk and be ourselves.
We set up bars. We set up shops. We set up clubs
both big and small” – John Harte

Harte’s Café Q was at the hub of Osaka’s
noise renaissance, a mushroom-cloud of neon
insanity documented throughout the pages of
this postcard/CD set Misono Days. 

Harte’s live photos have an eerie, frozen
quality, noise anarchists frozen mid-mosh so they
resemble awkward, gurning statues. But it’s his
bright, absurdist set-pieces that really impress:
Zuinosin are warlords of the surreal, kitted out in
hockey masks, twirling parasols; Gulpepsh and
Doddodo crouch down and vomit columns of
multi-coloured tassles into a similarly lurid felt
container; Ove-Naxx and a bevy of young women
squeeze into a toilet cubicle and expose their
buttocks. It’s hilarious, eerily beautiful and comes
with a free CD. 

Afrirampo In Japan/Hong Kong, meanwhile, is
an A4 hardback dedicated entirely to the
caterwauling garage-rock maidens of the Osaka
underground. Nakedness is a key feature. So is
red body paint. Yet potential lechers should
remember lessons learnt from the sleeve of The
Slits’ Cut. They might be tiny, naked girl-things,
but check the eyes; they gleam like a tiger’s. This
is all good fun, say Afrirampo – but perv, and we
might just rake your eyes out. 
Louis Pattison

freak scene

How would you describe your sound? 
‘Vgvgbzzvggvgbzzz’ – Gulpepsh

Public enema: Pig & Machine
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Contains 7 previously unreleased tracks
★★★★★ Uncut

Contains 6 previously unreleased tracks
★★★★★ Uncut  

★★★★ Q Recommends

Contains 8 previously unreleased tracks
★★★★ Q Recommends

NME Classic Album

Each album comes with a deluxe booklet containing rare and previously 
unseen photos and sleevenotes by Jarvis Cocker.
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DOWNLOAD THE DIGITAL DELUXE ALBUMS NOW @ WWW.ISLANDTUNES.CO.UK 
AND GET 3 CLASSIC PULP VIDEOS WITH EACH ONE

i

Visit www.doyourememberthefirsttime.co.uk and share your first Pulp time!

PULP.

“In a different class… matchless Britpop trilogy”
Uncut

“Pulp chime with the times once more”
Uncut

“Dazzling”
Word

“Sumptuous”
Observer Music Monthly
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Inspirational punk-
gospel-blues trio 
The Gossip have
travelled a long way
from their origins 
in Searcy, Arkansas. 
2006 may yet prove 
to be their time

Words: Melissa Bradshaw
Photography: Charles Peterson
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‘I had more in
common with
feminism than
the punk stuff
I had been
listening to’

– Nathan
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For a punk three-piece, The Gossip are awe-
inspiringly, jaw-droppingly effusive. 

Somewhere between Beth Ditto’s ebullient
vocals, Nathan Howdeshell’s kinetic guitar, and
Hannah Blilie’s driving beats is an urge – an 
urge to dance, certainly; but one that touches
somewhere just beyond the bottom of your lungs. 
In the way Beth’s voice sears the edges of vowels
into resistance, harnessing her vocal rawness 
against Nathan and Hannah’s restless beats, and in
the massive, lyrical fragility of ‘Coal To Diamonds’…
in these and more, The Gossip can make a girl kind
of confused. Whether to dance or cry? Or better, 
do both at once…

With their third LP, 2006’s Standing In The Way 
Of Control now in full throttle, the charged title 
track about to drop as a single (complete with
remixes from Le Tigre, Soulwax, Trevor Jackson and
Headman), and their fans captivated, The Gossip 
are finding themselves noticed like never before 
in their seven-year career. You only need to hear
them to know they are strong enough. 

Stronger than enough. During The Gossip show
at ATP this year, Beth cried. 

“Yeah, at ATP! We played after The 1990s!
When I was at high school and started getting 
really into punk I really loved The Yummy Fur and
John from The Yummy Fur [the group that also
threw up one-quarter of Franz Ferdinand] is in 
The 1990s. So I got to meet him, and that was 
a really big deal for me. I just felt lucky to be there. 
I looked out and there was a huge crowd of people
who were there because they loved it and I was 
like, this is great! It was kind of a mile-marker in 
The Gossip’s career.

“You know, we’ve been in a band for seven
years and when you think about how two years 
ago you’d go to Kansas City and you’d play to 15
kids even though you’ve been in a band for five
years, and then you feel like yeah, this is your time
and you’ve really earned it. And it’s really emotional
because we’re from such a small town, where
people never, ever got us.”

Beth’s speaking voice is less loud than you’d 
expect, especially from a woman who professes 
in interviews to have had a set of vocal cords 
whose carry got her into trouble in class. Her
Arkansas accent graces a cheerful tone and lilting
expressiveness: means of emphasis that you 
can’t write down on a page, especially when she
says ‘badass’, which is clearly the ultimate Beth 
Ditto approbation. 

Her origins in Searcy, Arkansas – a place where,
according to the singer, by the time you graduated
high school you were probably pregnant or a 
meth user – are the root of The Gossip story. Beth,
Nathan, their former drummer Kathy Mendonca
and their close friend Jerry chose instead to make 
a swift exit to Olympia. It was their Riot Grrrl Mecca,
and the place where, amid basement parties and
queer politics, The Gossip were formed.

Beth calls a story of beauty from nothing: how
they got from their own self-made Arkansas punk
scene – where Nathan organised shows that used 
to be the same 10 people playing to each other, 
mail ordering from K and kill rock stars catalogues
and writing fanzines to escape the ‘horrible jocks’ at
the high school he shared with Kathy – via Olympia
to now. How a bunch of Searcy punks became an
emotional tour de force. 

double the taste, double the fun
“I am an emotional person,” Beth explains. “I feel 
a lot of things. I think that messages don’t have 
to be insanely beautiful and they don’t have to be
intricate; they can be very simple and kind of ugly
and still be very, very powerful. I feel like The Gossip
is about that. Like, even if it’s a really bad song, it can
be powerful because it has its beauty and its place 
in the world. And that makes me really emotional,
because the world makes me really upset. There’s
not a day goes by when I don’t think about what’s
going on, and then I think about what I’m gonna do
about it and all of a sudden I feel powerless. Then I’ll
write a song, and it may not fix it, but it makes the
hole in your heart kind of feel a little better.” 

Strangely, and kind of wonderfully, Beth and
Nathan talk about things as if they are telekinetically
linked, echoing each other even when they’re apart.
It’s the mark of a long and close collaboration: at
different schools, they met via the aforementioned
Jerry – whom Beth herself had known through 
a mutual friend, at about the same time as Beth 
was living out her Tori Amos phase. 

“And in fact, Nathan didn’t like me very much
when we were in Arkansas.”

(Shocked) He didn’t?
“Uh-uh. I mean, he didn’t like me at all. But he

was really protective, like, he was a badass. He was 
a real fucking punk. Jerry, Kathy and Nathan were
really badass. They were really different at school,
people would harass them all the time. My school
was different, it was a really tiny farm-town school,
everyone was neighbours and cousins and all knew
each other. They were different, they were the most
badass people I’d ever met in my life.”

So what, did he tell you later on that he didn’t
like you?

“I could tell he didn’t like me! He’ll tell you if 
you ask him: ‘Oh, I didn’t hate you. I just had my
guard up cuz everyone was so mean to me…’ Punk
scenes are super elitist, that’s just the way things go,
but I hate that about them. If ever I sensed myself
getting like that I’m like, ‘God what a bitch, that
sucks, that’s not what it should be about’. But when
you grow up and people are so mean to you all the
time you’re really protective of your space, so that
made sense to me.”

“I didn’t hate Beth!” Nathan quips. “She always
says that. I was just super defensive because I used
to get such a hard time.” 

Beth went to a tiny school where everyone had
known each other all their lives, and didn’t get any
shit because she “didn’t take any shit”. Plus there
was no reason to be shy with people you’ve shared
your whole childhood with. Nathan went to a larger
place full of people he violently disliked. “I wasn’t
open to people because I was so…I dunno, music
was my thing, my way of escape but people gave 
me shit for it, so I was really sealed off and, like…” 

Paranoid? 
“Yeah, paranoid! And Beth was just this girl who

liked Tori Amos, who I really didn’t like. But she was
in band that was really good.” 

The band was – “heh heh,” Nathan laughs –
called Little Miss Muffet, and featured a girl named
Nicki Atwell who was the first girl Beth saw play 
who couldn’t play her instrument and who was
Beth’s first encounter with Riot Grrrl ethics. Beth
was a born performer who used to cut baloney into
strips so she could dance at her own reflection on

the turned-off telly. She’d put in her mouth like 
it was chewing gum and impersonate the Wrigley’s
Doublemint adverts – “You remember that jingle,
‘Double the taste, double the fun!’ …it’s really
disgusting,” the singer laughs. “I used to fold 
it into my mouth the way they put the gum in 
their mouth.” 

Beth’s own internal challenge was being gay 
in a conservative and religious community. 

Nathan and ‘painfully shy” Kathy, meanwhile,
were also turning onto the message of Riot Grrrl. 
“I am an emotional person too,” the guitarist
explains. “It goes into my guitar playing. What 
Bikini Kill were doing, I could really relate to that.
That they were standing up to this masculine thing
that they were excluded from: I felt like that at my
school, and that really inspired me. I had more in
common with feminism than some of the other
punk stuff I had been listening to.” 

feminist focus songs
The Gossip LP That’s Not What I Heard (2000) is
credited, along with The White Stripes’ De Stijl, 
as widening the audience of lo-fi garage rock – the
two bands also toured together. Like The White
Stripes, The Gossip’s sound was blues strained
through punk filters: thick, emphatic guitar; Kathy’s
bolshy, immediate percussion (less crappy than
Meg’s). Beth sang all Southern diva about love 
and sex. So it was queer: Beth calls herself a queer
(rather than a lesbian). Speaking of her partner 
with i-D magazine, she described him/her as 
beyond gender; the queer aesthetics of bending 
are captured on the album by her loose vocal 
style, swirling birdlike around its melody. 

The Gossip’s next release, the five-track EP
‘Arkansas Heat’ (2002), had more power and 
a heavier tone to guitar and drums, which shimmer
a dense heat mirage as if over a Southern highway.
The final track ‘(Take Back) The Revolution’ is, as
Beth explains, “a feminist focus song” inspired by
Lou Reed’s drone album, Metal Machine Music.
“We always start from a concept,” says Nathan:
Beth adds that they also always seem to have the
same intentions for the direction of their sound, 
so much so that they barely need to talk about it.

By 2004’s Movement the songs were opening
up, Nathan’s playing taking on a more dance-y 
feel. Beth sounds more direct. “[My voice has]
developed but it hasn’t changed. I was so afraid 
of it when I started this band. I wanted it to be soft
and pretty…It was always so loud. I had a choirgirl
voice, I could harmonise – but you weren’t hearing
punk band with girls who were singers, they’d all
scream and talk, not hit crazy notes like Celine Dion.
So I was afraid of my voice, I didn’t use it as much.” 

The germs were there already…

connection, change, movement
Hannah Blilie grew up in the suburbs of Seattle,
where it was “boring and preppy”. The grunge
scene was an intense presence for Seattle teenagers,
although Hannah was slightly too young; her
parents wouldn’t let her go to the Nirvana show that
ended up being their last. Her dad was a teacher so
she’d have to stay late at school: she started playing
the drums at 12, practising on the school kit in the
waiting time. Later, she got into hardcore punk, 
but its male dominance was starting to turn her off.
Going to Olympia every couple of weeks to shows
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‘Messages don’t have to be insanely beautiful and
intricate, they can be very simple and kind of ugly and still
be very, very powerful’ – Beth
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and parties, she was also turned on to Riot Grrrl. 
She met Beth shortly after she moved to Olympia. 

“She’s such a wonderful person, she’s warm;
she’s so hilarious too,” Hannah reveals. “We played
in different bands but we were always friends.” 

Kathy, meanwhile, was starting not to want 
to be in a band anymore. Training as a midwife, 
she couldn’t attend a two-week Gossip tour, so 
Beth and Nathan asked Hannah to play for them. 
It worked immediately, says Beth. “We’re still 
good friends and hang out with Kathy all the time.” 

Hannah was playing in Shoplifting, a more
experimental band whose sound involved more
complexities, intricacies and time changes. The
Gossip was welcome fun. To Nathan and Beth,
Hannah had the technical proficiency suited to 
the direction they mutually (telepathically) wanted
to go in. “It changes the genre, almost,” clarifies
Beth. Hannah wanted to go for an open style to 
give Beth’s voice the room it needed. 

Further, they had acquired a new producer,
Fugazi’s Guy Picciotto, a “total icon” to Hannah
who was a huge fan of his band. “Straight edge 
is the ultimate punk aesthetic, ”she says.

Standing In The Way Of Control is a massive
achievement: the ESG disco of ‘Listen Up!’, the
gospel of the title track and the momentous blues 
of ‘Yr Mangled Heart’. The more melancholic 
depths of ‘Holy Water’ and ‘Dark Lines’ all prove 
the immense potential of an accomplished three-
piece. To be able to suggest such a rich range of
influences but still within their own very simple
formula – that’s Beth’s potent, simple “beauty 
from nothing”, right up in your ear drums, coursing
down your spinal cavity…

The Gossip’s audiences know this, even the
unwilling ones. Live, Beth is vibrant. 

“Beth has this amazing power to mesh with 
the audience,” Hannah gushes. “There are people
moving and inspired, and she has hilarious banter 
inbetween songs, and total passion in her voice. 
We just played this really stupid corporate rock
festival [reviewed left]. We played the very first slot
and then it was like all these ‘alternative’ teenagers,
and ‘alternative’ adults that got all their music from
radio and MTV and stuff. We started playing and
there was this really confused looking crowd of
teenage boys with Red Hot Chili Peppers shirts and
stuff…and in the end everyone was clapping along
and freaking out. Beth has this effusive energy and
you can’t not notice her voice. It was so cool and
hilarious to watch!”

I start to talk to Beth about how both she and
Nathan emphasise connecting with people.

“Emphasise?” she asks. “Connecting? 
Yeah!! It’s SO important. If you playing to a crowd
that are just there to see a band, whatever band, 
I don’t feel anything, but if you can tell that people
are they because they relate to you or they like 
the energy and the feeling of going to see a 
band they like, or they like the feeling of going 
to see other feminists speak about whatever…
I like people who are there because it means
something to them. 

“It’s soul-sucking to play music to people who
don’t get it. It’s soul-sucking to play to people who
are so afraid of reacting when meanwhile you’re
going crazy on stage, you’re giving it 115 per cent.
It’s like, they don’t really care, and you’re like, ‘Well 
I care so MUCH!!’”

Connection, change and movement forward 
define what Beth explains she calls spirituality. 
It’s a secular thing; she doesn’t believe in God. 
The God she used to know in Searcy wasn’t spiritual,
but one she only learned to fear. Her spirituality is 
a current flowing between people, and in how clear
her conversation makes it that she really does think
about the shittiness of the world all the time: her
anger at seeing that a whole bunch of fat queers
who got together in Olympia in the Nineties have 
all gone on diets; the compassion and respect 
with which she talks about her single mother, 
who raised seven kids alone; and how she knew 
she was a feminist back in Searcy before she knew
very much about it at all. 

“Really basic things like commercials would 
have women on them cleaning the toilet boils, 
and saying how excited they were to be cleaning 
the toilet bowls! I’d be like, ‘I’m not excited about
that, my mum’s not excited about that! My mum’s
tired, she works real hard…’ I didn’t understand 
why I had a lot of stepdads who were lazy as hell 
and never did anything. I never understood why
women would be happy to clean the toilet bowl. 
So that’s how it started to happen for me; plus 
being gay and confused.” 

Spirituality, according to The Gossip, underpins
of their appeal. It means they are open to influences.
Hannah and Nathan both DJ hip hop and r’n’b, and
find its use of “simplicity and repetition” fascinating,
as Hannah explains. All of them regret any form 
of punk elitism and the “weird racism” (Beth) 
of the predominantly white scene. 

I find common ground with Beth when we talk
about Mary J Blige: 

“Mary J Blige is so badass, she’s a total icon. 
She sweats when she plays, she screams, she cries…
that’s SO punk. Sometimes there’s a very fine line
between punk and soul, because soul can be so
badass, and punk can be so soulful.”

I used to read men’s magazines and stuff and
they’d be like, ‘Oh Mary J Blige isn’t very beautiful,
but she’s a great singer’…

“Yeah! And it was like, what? Mary J Blige is
totally HOT. It was like, ‘She’s a singer, asshole – 
why are you even saying that??’”

Spirituality, according to The Gossip, means that
you’re right there in their songs, most of the lyrics to
which Beth composed as messages to people. Some
were based on specific situations: the new single
‘Standing In The Way of Control’, for instance, was 
a message to Jerry, still a close Gossip friend. “He’s
the missing Gossip member,” says Beth. Others 
are conversations to herself or to an imagined
person in her head, but because her voice is so
utterly emotive, The Gossip’s music so physically
enthralling, you’re drawn right into the message.

Spirituality, according to The Gossip, is having 
a whole starry canopy of musical icons in your head
as an imaginary alternate universe you look up to. 

“I’ve started praying when I get really
scared…because I’m so conditioned into praying
when you’re scared…I’ve started praying to Nina
Simone,” says Beth. “She has something that I can
look at as a person I can respect and appreciate, 
and she was a beautiful person who made things
happen. So when I’m, like, home alone and I hear
noises or something and I’m scared, I’ll pray to Nina
Simone. It sounds really woo-woo but…”

I think Beth might just be up there.
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‘Beth has this amazing power to mesh
with the audience’ – Hannah
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“Hello everyone, we’re Snow Patrol!” Beth Ditto’s
sarcastic reference to the absentee band that failed to 
fill their assigned slot is completely lost on the handful 
of boys who have started to meander around the stage. 

“C’mon, boys!” Ditto prods at the adolescent crowd
and mimics their vacant stares and motionless stances.
“I’ve been drinking a lot of green tea today,” Ditto
continues, “…and that can really give you the shits! 
No one has time for that, especially when you’ve gotta
play a rock show!” Nervous laughter. Anxious looks.
Nothing could prepare these kids for Beth Ditto.

The show is one hour south-east of Seattle on an
Indian reservation. Retirees form a line of cars in the left
turn lane towards the nearby casino, while angst-ridden
white male twentysomethings line up in the right lane,
headed to Endfest 15, a one-day music ‘festival’ notorious
for championing the local radio station’s machismo and
pubescence. It’s led this year by the Red Hot Chili Peppers.
The ‘What’s Next’ stage belongs to The Gossip and a few
indie bands with forgettable names. Their stage is close 
to the main entrance; it’s the perfect trap to draw in
unsuspecting boys proudly sporting Chili Peppers garb. 

“Clap! Pretend you’ve got soul!” Ditto shouts, as 
she leads the band into an exhilarating all-out assault 
on presumption and corporate rock convention. Ditto’s
unassailable vocals and enormous stage presence,
Nathan Howdeshell aka Brace Paine’s drudging, murky
guitars and Hannah Blilie’s fierce punk disco beats fuel
this show into a combustive reaction of motion and aural
pleasure. Ditto’s voice obviously sets The Gossip apart, 
but the contribution of Blilie, the band’s latest addition,
can’t be ignored. Her minimalist blues rhythms are infused
with electrifying fills and infectious, dance-inducing
emphasis on the backbeat. The result is tantalising. 

Ditto gyrates across the stage and demonstrates 
her Aretha-esque wails, moans and growls. The boys in
the front row start to headbang. It sure isn’t my idea of
dancing, but I’ll appreciate that as a cultural difference.

“Clap your hands people! Haven’t you ever been to 
a rock show before? Raise your hand if you’ve been to 
a rock show before.” Don’t make the large, crazy woman
with the microphone mad. The shell-shocked teens raise
their hands. There’s a loud mumble from a kid in the front.
“A gay show? Yes, this is a gay show, literally. Literally,
this is a gay show. Come on, homos! Let’s play!” 

The band follows Ditto into a fierce rendition of ‘Listen
Up!’ during which she calls out kids who aren’t clapping.
By the end, everyone is clapping. Maybe it’s because 
the boys have learned that this is punk rock. Or maybe
they’re just scared shitless. Ditto bids adieu by advising 
her new teenage cohorts, “Fuck shit up and don’t be
boring. I know that might be hard.”
Natalie Walker

The Gossip
EndFest, Seattle
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“Oh my God – is that Nik Kershaw?” exclaims
Tracyanne Campbell, in wide-eyed salutation, 
as I babble apologies for being late. It’s actually 
a mulleted Eighties George Michael, rusting and
crooked, pinned to my lapel. “Woah, even better!”
she races. “I persuaded my mum to name my wee
brother after George Michael, you know…”

Tracyanne Campbell – songwriter, chanteuse
and wily lynchpin with Glasgow’s shimmering
Camera Obscura – has rendered me dumbstruck. 
I had her down as a gentle defender of vintage 
pop and Orphic love songs. I had her marked 
as a celestial archivist of the volatile and vulnerable
vagaries of ardour. I didn’t reckon upon her as
someone who’d huff ‘til her mother conceded 
to baptise her brother in homage to Wham. 

I salute her.
“Well, she drew the line at christening him

George,” Tracyanne capitulates, “but she
compromised, so his middle name’s Michael. 
I was pretty happy with that.” Campbell has since
channelled myriad similar tributes to heroes and
heroines via her pop art: she’s reworked Sheena
Easton, named a song after Dory Previn, name-
checked Clark Gable and Catherine Deneuve. 

And she’s paid accolade to Lloyd Cole.
“What would it take to wipe that smile off of

your face? Are you ready to be? Are you ready to
bleed? Are you ready to be heartbroken?” (Lloyd
Cole And The Commotions: ‘Are You Ready To 
Be Heartbroken?’) “I know you can stay a girl by
holding a boy’s hand. Hey Lloyd, I’m ready to be
heartbroken.” (Camera Obscura: ‘Lloyd, I’m Ready
To Be Heartbroken’)

“When Lloyd Cole did the Rattlesnakes reunion
tour [in 2004], I managed to sneak into the secret
gig,” Tracyanne confesses, “and I remember sitting
down the front, just totally excited, and he walked
right past, still dead handsome…” He is really
handsome. “Oh I know! Anyway, I had that song
[‘Hey Lloyd…’] at the time, and I remember
wondering if he’d ever get to hear it,” Campbell’s
eyebrows rise. “And now he has. I like the fact he
knows I exist now,” she laughs.

An upbeat, organ-thrusting frolic amid astral
girl-group melodies and candied guitars, ‘Lloyd…’
opens the sextet’s ebullient current (third) album,
Let’s Get Out Of This Country (Elefant). Its classic
Scandinavian rapture sashays all across the album 
– not least on current single ‘Let’s Get Out Of This
Country’ and beam-induced handclap-romp ‘If
Looks Could Kill’. 

If this is largely thanks to the talents of 
Campbell (guitar and vocals: mixtape mistress),
Carey Lander (piano, vocals: literary cognoscente),
Kenny McKeeve (guitar, mandolin, vocals: master 
of minutiae), Gavin Dunbar, (bass: culinary kaiser),
Lee Thomson (drums: celluloid doyen) and Nigel
Baillie (trumpet and percussion: top five crackerjack)
– it’s also due to the technical intrusion of Jari
Haapalainen (The Concretes), who produced 
and recorded the album in Sweden. 

Was it an unsettling process, working away 
from Glasgow, putting your songs in the hands 
of a stranger for the first time? “It wasn’t weird, 
I was pretty prepared for whatever,” warrants
Tracyanne. “I’d sent Jari rough demos, and he came
over to Scotland a few times: it wasn’t like we just
arrived in Stockholm and there’s this unknown guy
sittin’ there,” she assures. “I think his involvement
was more surprising in terms of the sound, but it
was great. Jari’s just a really nice guy: we called him 
‘wee Gary’,” she reminisces with a grin. 

“This album feels different. I know it’s different. 
I know it’s better.”

Formed in 1996, a nascent Camera Obscura
rehearsed in cellars and bookshops. They played
their first-ever gig in a scout hall: a show to raise
funds for a new church fence. Do you fondly recall
those bygone days? “Oh my God no, we were
shambolic.” Campbell issues a comedy shudder. 
“I don’t know if you saw any of the early shows 
but believe me, we were totally crap,” she jabbers.
“I was a wreck – a sort of half mental-case, half
nervous wreck – and we couldn’t really play, and 
we were just learning, and it was just torture. Every
rehearsal, every gig, was like: I hate this! I don’t
want to do this! Honestly, imagine getting yourself

into that state,” she censures, incredulous. “It
would’ve been easier not to bother.

“But I guess something in me said, if you keep
on doing this, something’s gonna happen. And
slowly it did,” she unfurls. “It’s great for us to have
played to 900 people in Glasgow [at a recent sell-
out QMU show]. We loved it. Although it’s taken us
this long to get here, it’s something that we feel we
deserve,” she asserts. “I think it’s great we’ve come
this far – even if it has taken 10 years. We’re real 
fast movers,” she wryly harangues. “It’s not that 
we lack ambition, but…” You’re slow burners?
“Haha, yeah. That’s exactly what we are.”

‘Slow-burners’ they may be, but they’re also 
fans of quick-fix pop: they’ve been known to evoke
prime-era Prince (‘Come Back Margaret’); and
Tracyanne’s current online mixtape highlights no
less a gem than Whitney’s ‘I Wanna Dance With
Somebody’. “Oh yeah, I love that. Poor Whitney…”
she laments. Can we anticipate a Camera Obscura
tribute? “Oh my God no. We’d have to change the
song quite a lot,” she lampoons, “ you know – like
totally change the melody so I could sing it.” A
chuckle. “That said, we do cover Sheena Easton’s
‘Modern Girl’,” Campbell enlivens. “I can just about
manage that.” Have you sent a copy to Sheena?

“God, I wouldn’t know how to get it to her. 
But I really hope she hears it. I love Sheena Easton,”
she avows. “I want to write her a comeback song.” 

Is there anyone else to whom you’d like to alert
your existence – your veneration – by virtue of your
aural wiles? “Oh yeah – Dory Previn,” she rouses,
and true to form, the Seventies songbird, (and
André’s ex), is bestowed a titular homage on the
new album. “Somebody was telling me she’s 80
now,” raves Tracyanne, “and that she faked her
own death! Anyway, I’m wondering how we can
get our album to Dory. I’d love that,” she marvels.
“Ach, mind you, she might think it was crap…”

Your press release reckons Mike Myers and
Bright Eyes are big fans – maybe they could help 
you track down Easton or Previn in the States? 
“Ah, well, actually – technically – the story is this,”
she elucidates. “We were playing New York, and
[silvery chanteuse] Maria Taylor was supporting us,
and I guess she’s well-known in America because
looking round the dressing room it was like – there’s
Conor Oberst over there, there’s bloody James from
Smashing Pumpkins over there, and there’s Mike
Myers over there, right?” Right.

“Except we play this game called ‘celebrity look-
a-likes’,” she cautions, “so when I see Mike Myers 

I turn to Kenny and I’m like – look who we’re about
to walk past! It was Austin Powers: you know. But
Kenny didn’t see him – none of the band saw him 
– so they’re all complaining that I made it up!

“To make matters worse,” she persists, “Carey
thought I meant the guy out of Halloween – the
killer? Michael Myers?” she sniggers in mirth. “So
she was looking for one of the horror icons of all
time, from the Seventies – mask, overalls and all 
that – in our dressing room,” she laughs fondly. 

I guess you’ll just have to track Sheena and Dory
down for yourself then, next time you’re across the
water? “Yeah, I’m really looking forward to going
back to the States,” Tracyanne concludes. “We
have a great time over there. Playing big crowds –
you’re like, my God. Mind you, we’re playing some
big shows over here too,” she enthuses. (Upcoming
appearances include gigs with Yeah Yeah Yeahs,
Antony and enduring comrades Belle & Sebastian 
– plus a brace of headline dates). 

“It’s great: we really appreciate playing these
days, but you can’t take it for granted. We still turn
up to gigs thinking, oh no, maybe nobody will
come,” she hushes. 

“But I guess that’s just us. Camera Obscura:
expect the worst.”

‘I love Sheena Easton. I want to write
her a comeback song’ – Traceyanne Campbell

From their shy beginnings in a Scottish scout hut to their recent taste of the big time, 
Camera Obscura remain hopelessly devoted to classic, cinematic pop – and Whitney Houston
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sonic boom
Words: Adam Anonymous, Louis Pattison
Photography: Mei Lewis

Supersonic Festival
The Custard Factory, Birmingham

beat down
Friday could only be bettered if naked rave chicks
were swimming in The Custard Factory’s sadly
emptied central water feature, and drinks weren’t
sufficiently priced to make teetotalism seem a
n interesting lifestyle choice. And talking of
interesting lifestyle choices, here’s DJ Scotch Egg
(above), a man for whom standing barefoot on 
a table screaming Japanese-accented gibberish
into the faces of baying onlookers is all in a day’s
work. He drops all his hits from an alternate
universe – tunes that should be soundtracking 
your life right now – and just when thoughts that
perhaps his unique niche might have been mined
to death begin to form, another monster future
retardocore dance classic gets aired. He’s already
crossed into the national consciousness far beyond
that expected of a man from Japan making 
music on a Game Boy – even office workers in
Gloucester’s grim surroundings have been heard 
to rock Scotch Egg ringtones, crazy culture fans 
– and with good reason. 

Shortly after, his brilliant buddy Shitmat all 
but empties The Kitchen mini-venue with face-
crushing, happy hardcore-infused digital fuckery 
– but it matters little. Mere hours earlier, he’d
already scooped gems from manure sporting
Wellington boots and clutching toy sheep 
as part of rural rave parodists Countryside
Alliance Crew.

Across in the larger Medicine Bar, The Bug is
uncharacteristically muted in volume but typically
brilliant in tune selection, emcees respectively
resplendent in head wrap (Ras B) and striking dyed
blonde locks (Warrior Queen). Finally, back in The
Kitchen, American Berliner and all-round portly
hero Jason Forrest busies himself destroying ears

and any hope of coordinated crowd movement
with wild breakcore. It’s the sort of splendid
behaviour even a hand-chewingly unmemorable
set from DJ Food can’t dull. (AA)

nailed up
After a day of Rave (Not Rave) comes Saturday 
– the day of Metal (Not Metal). Birmingham breeds
heavy metal, birthed Der Sabbath and Der Priest
from between its concrete loins. But even so, it
knows nothing of Thrones and Final. Solo projects
of ex-Earth/Melvins man Joe Preston and Justin
Broadrick of Godflesh respectively, these
performances announce Supersonic’s second

phase: room-filling experiences that are more
structural than emotional, yet impressive in 
their own way. 

Outside, a lone Michael Gira oversees the
crowd with hollow dispassion. Gira is not metal,
has never been metal, but tonight’s performance 
– a solo, acoustic run-through of fare from 
his band Angels Of Light – shares the genre’s
obsession with bodily disgust, with the celebration
of dysfunction, and his spiteful, cleaver-in-an-
abbatoir guitar lines unlock the acoustic guitar’s
potential for malodorous drone. 

Persistent rumour has it Gira used to date
Madonna; I indulge fantasies that, should

Madonna truly want to crucify herself, Gira might
be a good bet to wield the hammer and nails.

Circulus are not metal – or are they? Trussed 
up in Medieval finery, we glean from their glowing
cheeks and broad grins that they worship Bacchus,
not Beelzebub. But as any good Christian could 
tell you, false Gods are false Gods in this game, 
and as their merrie jig gains in tempo, wicked
licentiousness and diabolical muscle pokes through
the fraying seams. 

Circle are definitely metal – or are they? Jussi
Lehtisalo wears a leather cap, paedophile Aviators,
and 10 bands of studded belt, like Rob Halford’s
libido made flesh; but far from trawling through
greased buttocks and clinking chains and bare 
flesh for kicks, Circle demand cosmic satisfaction,
locking into a groove that sounds like Neu!
covering The Knack’s ‘My Sharona’, the climax
forever shifting away like a distant horizon. 

You’ve got me here: Broadcast are never,
could never, will never be mistaken for metal. Ten
years on from their inception, they still sound like
they’ve just been freed from vacuum sealing, sweet
songs all out-of-time – not retro, but timeless. From
the back, you see just Trish Keenan picking notes
from her zither, a Maria von Trapp sent from Alpha
Centuri. Up close, you see the men, supplicant
around the hem of her isometric dress, teasing
radiophonic bliss from a elaborate circuit-board 
of spaghetti wiring. 

But the keyboard fanfare of Zombi – Tangerine
Dreamin’ for the Lightning Bolt generation –
heralds Supersonic’s inevitable relent to the metal.
Isis never really impressed me on record, a Mogwai
without the meteoric mood swings, but tonight
they rock with tidal force, one trick exploded into
widescreen ‘til it’s all you’ll ever need. 

And by High On Fire, I’ve relented, staggered
outside for a dunk in the fountain as back within,
several hundred huff the fumes and hit the floor
~as one. I emerge from the muddy water like
Colonel Kurtz, the walls around me trembling 
with joyful volume. Metal just came home to 
roost. (LP)

Should Madonna
truly want to
crucify herself,
Michael Gira
might be a good
bet to wield the
hammer and nails
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baby blues
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Junior Boys
The Luminaire, London
A web legend in his own lifetime, Junior Boys’
Jeremy Greenspan has a voice that forces you 
to imagine him as a skinny, pale-faced, pained
manchild who gently cries himself to sleep. 

So it’s a surprise that he emerges, alongside 
co-conspirator Matt Didemus and an excitable
drummer, into this cheerily packed music industry
clusterfuck as a slightly paunchy ginger-bearded
man in a white suit. A surprise, sure, but – unlike
the suit – somehow fitting: Junior Boys deal in
turning the ordinary and everyday into blindingly
bright lights.

As ‘So This Is Goodbye’ opens – a dislocating
album centrepiece brought into vivid colour and
life onstage – it’s immediately apparent why Junior
Boys instantly found a home online. What they do
so well is to externalise what should – really now,
boys and girls – be hidden; look back to the past 
to refashion new beginnings; and probably e-mail
their exes when drunk. 

‘The Equalizer’ follows. “Springtime, you’re
gonna wish that we were friends/Then we 
talk/You never feel so sure again,” the delivery
somewhere between vitriol and surrender; the
music Brotherhood-era New Order: clipped, 
clear and confident. Technical problems ensue.
Greenspan starts to sweat.

In 2003’s CTCL feature, I wrote: “Junior Boys
play parlour games with tempo; their rhythms
sound like they are drifting backwards through
snow: slow, slow, slowly.” (In the same interview,
Greenspan also merrily cleared up that the name
wasn’t an attempt to appeal to a child-molesting
demographic). Three years later, the point remains
true. While the songs on new album So This Is
Goodbye play it straighter than Last Exit – the
skittering two-step shuffle of the production
displaced by chunky techno tendencies that you
mostly can’t dance to; the breathy vocals higher 
in the mix – there’s an aching space and pace to
Junior Boys that’s never less than absorbing, never
far from jarring. 

‘In The Morning’, you slightly can dance to. 
The first fruits of a collaboration with Mouse On
Mars’ Andi Tomi, it teases with a ferocious sub-bass
riff, and then somersaults from your peripheral

vision with a piano arpeggio straight out of the Get
Physical school of sampler abuse. ‘Birthday’, one 
of only three old songs played tonight, is bigger
and broader than ever – the Kraftwerk-collapse 
of the synths, and the bleakness of vision twisted
into something special. But it’s been superseded 
by the of likes of ‘Count Souvenirs’ and closer ‘FM’
– panoramic, stuttering songs always on the brink 
of imploding, but managing to soar.

It’s at this point that you realise Junior Boys
would be the best underground pop band in the
UK, if it weren’t for the annoying fact that they’re
Canadian. There’s a subtlety, vision and sadness to
these intricate, arch, world-weary songs that you
can trace through the best pop albums of the past
year – Nathan Fake, Jenny Wilson, Scritti Politti 
– and, tellingly, Greenspan emotes through the
wreckage with the easy grace as the reborn Green
Gartside. They return, stepping back to the epic
microsampling arc of ‘Under The Sun’, a whole
crowd enraptured.

In all? Fear, loathing, naiveté, loss, betrayal,
pain, guilt, denial, shame, depression, and enough
beauty to floor your inner cynic in a nanosecond.
But enough about my weekend. 

Close your eyes, and wet your lips.

live
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Fear, loathing,
naiveté, loss,
betrayal, pain,
guilt, denial,
depression, and
enough beauty to
floor your inner
cynic in a
nanosecond

A Hawk And A Hacksaw
The Luminaire, London
I told someone earlier that A Hawk And 
A Hacksaw play wedding music and funeral
music. That they weave tales of love 
and death by way of accordion and violin.
But while their frenetic Balkan instrumentals
have a conjugal stomp and whirl that would
send any nuptials happily on their way,
tonight the laments and warnings, the
grave-voiced folk songs, come to the fore.

A line of polite young people perch on
the ledge before the stage, like children in
school assembly. A moustachioed Jeremy
Barnes urges them to come closer, his blue
eyes wide and preacher-like. Bells shake on
his ankles, and a drumstick is gaffer-taped to 

his leg like a splint. Heather Trost keeps 
her back half-turned to us, leaving a visual
imprint of strong, slender shoulderblades
and hard, clear bowing. The pair exude 
a kind of unforced intensity that makes
Barnes’ invitation more of a challenge: 
are you ready to feel as free as we do? 

Barnes and Trost join vocal forces to
keen ‘Song For Joseph’ (ostensibly about
Stalin, says Barnes, but equally about Bush),
and its lyrics feel timely and idealistic. The
audience shuffles forward and some clamber
onto the stage. There is dancing as the
tempo picks up, but mostly there’s just a
drawing together of forces; we’re warming
our hands on the musicians’ fervour tonight,
because the world feels big, cold and wrong. 

Appropriately, the final song is Darkness
At Noon’s closer ‘Portlandtown’. Barnes
allows his grainy voice to carry the song
while Trost bows a soft harmony. “Sent my
children off to war,” he rasps. “Murdered 
my children, one, two, three…Yes they did,
yes they did, yes they did.” Somehow I had
forgotten that, along with the weddings and
funerals, A Hawk And A Hacksaw made
music for protests, too. 
Frances Morgan

Ellen Allien & Apparat
Festival Internacional de Benicàssim, 
Spain
I’m hot and my hairs are all sticking on end in
excitement and my head feels sweetly dizzy;

it must be the Friday night of Benicàssim
again. This time last year I found a fantastic
new set of friends and a recharged lust for
music and life. This time I’m lucky enough 
to witness Ellen Allien & Apparat play some
of my favourite music ever. 

Their Orchestra Of Bubbles album is 
a beautiful, radiant kaleidoscope of sound
colour; tonight they sound even more
joyously poignant. As a couple they may be
no more, but I am assured that, had I looked
up at the right moment instead of dancing 
in blind ecstasy, I would have seen Apparat
calmly rub Ellen Allien’s shoulders and lift 
her hair to cool the sweat from her neck.
That’s what this music feels like to me.
Robin Wilks
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Truck Festival 
Hill Farm, Oxfordshire
“You don’t really meet any dickheads at things 
like this”, says ¡Forward, Russia!’s Rob Canning,
sandwiched between Volvos backstage at
Steventon Hill Farm. “Everyone’s here because 
of a genuine love for what Truck’s doing; that’s 
the beauty of it.” 

Truck, y’see, is more than just a festival. Truck is
cowpats, 50p wine and a giant tractor attempting
to cross the field three times a day. Truck is not-for-
profit, all-for-charity. Truck is a friend getting so
battered on Irish cider that he dyes his hair blue 
and kisses a man twice his age at 4pm. Truck is The
Walkoff dressed as grizzly bears, scissorkicking to
a hyper-rap version of Britney’s ‘Toxic’ while 100
folk in anoraks mosh. 

Welcome, my friends, to The Countryside. 

Saturday 15:11 The Rotary Club’s donut stall has
experienced a monsoon-induced power failure and
thus they are handmixing the dough. WOW.

Saturday 15:18 One boy with a really, really long
name – almost as long, in fact, as this description 
of his name – sings achingly choked, passionate
rallies. He is getcape.wearcape.fly, yellow T-
shirted on the back of three HGVs.

Saturday 15:45 Co-organiser Robin Bennett is
spotted in the Trailer Park Tent sporting, seemingly,
a picture of his own face on his chest. Later he’ll
front the dreamy swooshes of Goldrush and at
some point, presumably, do normal things like
eating, drinking, inhaling and other minor stuff,
but he’s currently leading Dusty Soundsystem’s
jaunty buccaneers into rousing knees-ups.

Saturday 16:31 The confused-looking dudes 
from Paddington Station reveal themselves to be 

:(. Spraypainted, ducktaped and laptopped up,
they bleep lots and garotte some robots. Outside, 
The Research’s Russell Searle plays badminton in
Hawaiian shorts against a lady using a kitchen sink
as a racquet. The net migrates slowly across the
field. We’re not on drugs.

Saturday 19:37 ¡Forward, Russia!’s agonising
electricity claws to terminal levels of crushing noise.
Tom (above) severs arteries with every banshee
gurgle; drummer Katie screeches a disarray of
metallic formulae into the darkening air. Thrashing
pits of apocalyptic disco-squalor never did anyone
any harm; nor did the brilliantly-naïve high school
poetry of Trademark, to whom respectable
businessmen throw tantrums, lose marbles. 

Saturday 22.30 Watching The Futureheads
from stage left in an absinthe-aided emerald 
pool, we see a couple of thousand play charades 
to ‘Hounds Of Love’. Later: there are barns full
ofdrum’n’bass and bloodshot, strobelit eyes. 
At some point: sleep…

Sunday 12:45 Nymph-like in a bashfully short
princess dress, Emmy The Great is in a trance. 
Just as the steadfast, unflinching stare she fixes 
us with comes as a surprise from such a dewy,
Bambi face, the sincerity and hurt behind her
fragile melodies are breathtakingly apparent.
Mesmerised, we’re not quite sure what to make…
which is probably exactly the point.

Sunday 14.20 Katy Bennett – aka KTB –has
cottage-floral frocks; tousled, bucolic curls; socks
and muddy walking boots. KTB has honeyed rivers
and mothering embraces for a voice. KTB has a
mournful-joyful tunefulness rising so effortlessly

from violin, cello and bongos that it seems more
natural than breathing. Nervously, then magically,
a packed tent sings along like a school choir in
innocent rapture. 

Sunday 15:26 …And my heart does something 
it probably shouldn’t for a few more decades. 
But Jesus, Youthmovies. Intensity is having 
every neurone sandpapered to a splintered fray,
each fibre plugged into million megawatt sockets
and 50 lightning bolts shot down ‘em ‘til your eyes
bleed Niagara and your brain erupts and yellow
flame spurts across stage and elfin Andrew Mears
flicks his lips with relish. Youthmovies are intensity. 

Sunday 15:47 “I BOOKED A TABLE FOR TWO!”
shouts a bloke with golden locks. Someone 
pops up, squeaks “Why…?”. Is interrupted 
with “BECAUSE I! LOVE! YOU!” A Scholar And 
A Physician. You had to be there.

Earlier, The Research encountered, “Two
children in our T-shirts!” and took chase. “I don’t
think they knew who we were,” explains Russell. 
“I think they just liked the horses”. 

Sunday 19.23 A coy Russian lady trots in, 
opening cherry-ripe lips. She thwacks a chair 
with wooden beater, as though taming a pony.
People cry silently. I hadn’t heard her before, for
shame, but you can take a good swing at me now 
if Regina Spektor isn’t a purring angel of love 
and lunacy.

And y’know what? Clambering through the
night for Foals’ art-rock shapes, all squares and
bangs, we decide that Truck is heaven. The woman
chasing us down the straw gauntlet with nine
bananas giddily declaring “A pound! A pound!”
almost definitely agrees.

Thrashing pits of apocalyptic disco-
squalor never did anyone any harm
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Errorsmith
The Concrete Basement, London
Sonically, it’s all about ergonomics, innit.
Melodies seem to crackle’n pop, beats 
are flung around like rubber, everything’s
filtered through a digital purifier. People 
are talking about ‘spastic disco’, or ‘elastic
breaks’. With only a handful of releases 
and even less live visibility, sometime Basic
Channel affiliate Erik Wiegand’s cheekily-
titled Errorsmith project is a rare treat for
anyone interested in the more adventurous
end of dancefloor rhythms.

The small South London warehouse
party-style soundsystem struggles to keep 
up with Wiegand’s short attention span. 
He snaps together tempos from genres as

disparate as Chicago house (First Choice’s
‘Let No Man Put Asunder’) to lewd
dancefloor (South Rakkas Crew’s brilliant
‘Bionic Ras Riddim’), from the sublime digital
dub of Rhythm & Sound’s ‘See Mi Yah’ to 
his own brand of wonky techno, culled from
his recent ‘Near Disco Dawn’. 

There’s no let up in three hours, but the
stifling heat adds to the atmosphere, girls
end up dancing barefoot. Errorsmith smiles,
we writhe.
Sheikh Ahmed

Hair Police
Henry’s Cellar Bar, Edinburgh
Henry’s is reeking. More a cellar than a bar,
or perhaps even a dungeon, the walls are

stinking of sheer filthy debased noise. 
Four hours elapse before Kentucky’s 
Hair Police take the stage and already 
we have endured the air percussion of local
noiseniks Usurper, the bilious black vomit 
of Muscletusk, the hideous candy-coated
screech of Hockeyfrilla and the sub-
Whitehouse exposed suffocations of
Glaswegian power electronics bunch 
Kylie Minoise.

At 11.30, led by a bug-eyed screaming
lunatic model of Bill Oddie, Hair Police 
batter us into submission yet again. It’s 
hard to tell whether Robert Beatty, Wolf
Eyes’ Mike Connelly and Trevor Tremaine 
are actually playing the instruments clutched
close to their chests or simply reopening

gaping wounds so as to invoke some
howling, communal demons. 

As the oxygen is sucked from the room,
black tarry drone-throbs are interspersed
with frequently accelerating full throttle
screaming frenzied BeardNoise. 

The air buckles under the strain, 
the spectators mutate and form a multi-
limbed, violent, spasmodic, threshing
machine. Space fuses, sound and body
transfigure into the pummeling, diseased
muscle, of flesh and metal. How to remove
the stench now? 

Wide-eyed, a girl looks around the
dancefloor and exclaims, “I don’t
understand! Is it their hormones?”
Euan Andrews

live
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Future Of The Left
Cardiff Barfly
The evening’s entertainment: Guerilla Press. “Who
they?” Shush! They’re secretly Future Of The Left,
taking the stage for only the second time under 
an moniker derived from the Ultimate Warrior’s
finishing move. “Who they?” Two parts of the
sadly departed Mclusky and one part of the sadly
departed Jarcrew. “Who they?” Oh, fuck it. We’re
going to have to go on diversion.

Point one (abstract): Mclusky were awesome
and funny as a sun that could fake a solar eclipse 
at will just to trick people into believing the world
was ending. Point one (elaboration): Mclusky
comprised of Andy ‘Falco’ Falkous, Jonathan
Chapple, Jack Egglestone and the sort of music
which makes you reference the Pixies as shorthand
for ‘married an oblique take on hard rock, dual-
vocals and a sense of humour so violent it passed
through comedy into some hysterical and brutal
area on the far side where beserkers cackle to
themselves while playing with entrails’, rather than

‘A loud bit then a quiet bit’. They released albums
like 2000’s My Pain And Sadness Is More Sad And
Painful Than Yours and 2004’s The Difference
Between Me And You Is That I’m Not On Fire. They
wrapped it up in January 2005. Chapple fucked off
and formed Shooting At Unarmed Men. Falco and
Jack fucked off to… that’s enough of point one.

Point two: No point! Onwards.
They take the stage, Falco sans shaved head.

Perhaps he’s mellowed a little? This thought lasts
until he starts to play. By the end we’re getting 
the sort of neck-veins visible that bring to mind
Cronenberg’s Scanners. Kelson goes a-wandering
into the crowd to celebrate his birthday with the
sort of bonhomie best expressed by thunderous
bass working us over like bodyblows. Jack sits
behind his kit and punches holes in tympanic
membranes for kicks.

Future Of The Left pick up where McLusky left
off, gleefully opening old wounds and slicing open
new ones. It’s not the same – there’ s a viciousness
to them, which jerks between sullen and spiteful as
the mood strikes them. A scan of the set list reveals
that while a black sense of humour remains, it’s
heading into the heart of a black hole. Opening
‘The Lord Hates A Coward’ sets the tone. Circular

like a wheel in a torture chamber, it turns around 
its gleefully sociopathic mantra: “Violence solves
everything”. When it stops, Falco notes the few
yards’ distance between the stage and the crowd.
“Other bands say, ‘Move closer to the stage’,” he
grins, shooing us. “Fuck off.”

‘Fingers Become Thumbs’ does exactly what 
the song title promises, and I find myself seduced
into such a deep conversation with the rock I fail 
to scribble anything down. The set slows into the
deeper genocide-grind with ‘All To Wife’. 

“This song is fast and has some more swearing
in it, for those who were bored,” announces Falco
decisively before unleashing ‘Cloak The Dagger’
which – yes – is faster and has more swearing in 
it, racing to its conclusion and letting its vocals
tumble off en route to some distant destination.
The – whisper it – almost anthemic closing ‘A Dead
Enemy Always Smells Good’ sounds like ‘I Love
Rock And Roll’ rewritten by Satanists to lead the
choir at the Black (Comedy) Mass. 

A double-speed ending, seven songs and 
out. Future Of The Left becomes the future of my
speakers and the future bane of my long-suffering
neighbours. Violence – musical violence, especially
– solves everything.

‘Other bands say, ”Move closer to the
stage”,’ he grins, shooing us. ‘Fuck off’
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MJ Hibbett And The Validators
The Albert, Brighton
He’s stocky, personable, from up North
somewhere. He wields a guitar and sharp
observational lyric like a man born and bred
on John Peel’s Eighties shows (Serious
Drinking, I Ludicrous, The Wedding Present).
He has a female mate upfront, colouring 
in his shouted exhortations with the odd 
“la-la-la” and “do-be-do”. He engages the
audience in banter about the forthcoming
Pride march and the confusion of out-of-
towners surrounded on public transport 
by lesbian activists (‘The Gay Train’). He
sings pellmell, 500 miles per hour, about 
not driving, or flying, or learning other
languages, during a touching love song
(‘Better Things To Do’) over violin and sheer
electric noise, so frantic his words are lost.
His band – casual-looking, friendly – refuse
to join in with his singalongs, genially
embarrassed at their frontman’s enthusiasm. 

His name is MJ Hibbett, his band are the
Validators, and – as the title of their new,
download-friendly album, We Validate!
states – he and they will validate your
existence if you let them. I think he’s ace.
Everett True

Peter, Bjorn And John 
Nice And Sleazy, Glasgow
A jovial, disorderly indie-pop troika of hairy,
literary beatnik Swedes, Peter, Bjorn And
John amicably shamble over new wave jams
and existential ditties and whistling wig-outs
and C86 serenades. Their effervescent
single, ‘Young Folks’ (Wichita), has suffused
our summer days and airwaves – and tonight
we embrace it in wide eyed delight, as 
the glacial, ace Victoria Bergsman, newly
departed from Stockholm’s Concretes,
makes a surprise appearance onstage.
Tonight is also drummer John’s birthday: 
we sing to him; Bjorn amplifies a musical
greetings card; Peter proudly presents a gift:
“A Gentleman’s Set – an umbrella, some
gloves, and a comb!” he comedy booms.
They reel the shell-shocked percussionist 
all over the stage and into the grabbing arms
of fans. “I’d like to thank my mum and dad
for making this possible,” John parodies,
straight-faced. We’d like to thank them too.
Nicola Meighan

Trencher/Phil Collins Three/
I’m Being Good
Engine Rooms, Brighton
Tonight, I’m Being Good lock in to infinite
angles. It isn’t ‘angular’ music in the Paul
Epworth sense; you just get the impression
these guys really, really like angles. Like,
obscure ones. Nothing obvious as a 45°
(Bloc Party) or a 90° (Franz Ferdinand). 

Phil Collins Three’s brilliantly shit
costumes (tonight: Star Wars) expertly lower
expectations, only for them to pounce with
music that must have taken a lifetime of
heavy metal adolescences to learn. They’re
the best party band in Brighton.

Casiocore motherfuckers Trencher 
never work quite how you want them to.
Their best bits are where the individual
components…atomise. When you’re most
aware of the bass as an opaque white fuzz
gliding between off-the-rails drums and
intuitive, unangry stabs of Casio and throat.
They’re the worst metal band in the world,
but grind it down to its elements and you get
summat pure and paramagnetic – Uridium.
David McNamee

Witch/Saviours/Titan
Mercy House, Amherst, 
Massachusetts
There’s heavy, and then there’s weird, 
and then there’s folk. Seems like Witch
would know about all three, holding within
their ranks J Mascis (uh, Dinosaur Jr), and
Feathers’ Kyle Thomas and Asa Irons.
Whether this combination measures up 
to something that rocks with the volume 
and force of men with a cause is yet to be
seen, at least after this all-ages sweatbox
show, taking place in the kind of church
whose parishioners must not mind attending
a Mass that smells like man sandwich. 
Or bands rife with Pagan and Satanic
connotations, for that matter. One might
suppose that it would take some effort to fill
up a room in a college town at the peak of
summer, and one would be right, but what
the crowds couldn’t muster, Witch boldly
attempted. Unfortunately, it felt as if 
the band members tossed this one off as 
a favour to the touring bands on the bill, 
as Witch’s repetitive slow, dirgey rock jams
with trademark fast coda couldn’t wake the
crowd out of its humid slumber.

Oakland, CA’s Saviours were a serious
threat last year with a third guitarist in tow,
but following his departure, we’re left with 
a somewhat lacking sound that trades in 
the weakest parts of High On Fire (the
vocals) and the most obvious parts of
NWOBHM worship (the arrangements). Only
Brooklyn’s Titan, a new quartet bent on
fusing the grand complexity and dynamics of
progressive rock to latter-day stoner/hesher
metal, carried through on their promise,
blisteringly loud and raging like early Uriah
Heep at war with The Stooges.
Doug Mosurock

The Victorian English 
Gentlemen’s Club
Hoxton Bar And Grill
The Victorian English Gentlemen’s Club. 
It sounds like an episode of The Avengers. 
At the back of a trendy restaurant in Hoxton,
we find a mysterious door. Whisper the
password, pull back a heavy velvet curtain
and we’re transported to a subterranean
cavern. Blimey! It is The Avengers!

Emma Peel’s little sister plays fuzz bass,
in bustier and kinky boots, balanced by 
a suited and booted blond John Steed 
on guitar. Between them lurks the exotic,
possibly evil villainess, smashing the drums
with her ballgown hiked up to her knees.
They simply look brilliant, thousand yard
stares and needle-sharp hips, theatrical and
slightly contrived.

The perfectly controlled rhythm section
barely holds the spontaneous, chaotic bursts
of guitar in irregular orbit. And the voices!
‘Singing’ doesn’t do them justice. Whoops
and yelps of incoherent longing – or anger –
and the best yodelling this side of The Virgin
Prunes. It’s reminiscent of a younger, more
vitriolic B-52s, mixed with the desperate
surrealism of Surfer Rosa-era Pixies. No,
scratch that, almost like Black Francis
fronting The Slits. The boy strings together
words, all in a rush like he daren’t stop to
breathe: “Ban the gin/Ban the gin/She can
knock ‘em back like a cannonball!”

It’s demented, it makes no sense at 
all, yet it’s energetic and utterly brilliant. 
This band live in a world of their own: barely
controlled chaos in sequinned gowns.
Fiona Fletcher

live
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live preview
comets on fire
Comets’ second album for Sub Pop, Avatar,
tones down the acid-fried wig-outs and
ramps up the good-time boogie, but live
you can be sure that California’s premier
freak-rock conundrum will lift off in style.
London ICA (October 6),
Nottingham TBC (7), Glasgow
Mono (8), Galway Roisin Dubh
(10), Belfast Auntie Annie’s (11),
Dublin Whelans (12)

king creosote
Accordion-wielding Fife minstrel Kenny
Anderson, bearded colonel of the Fence
collective, plays some sad songs, and 
some glad songs, and some more besides.
Support from Peter, Bjorn And John. 
Shepherds Bush Empire, London
(October 26)

the rapture
Disco-punk progenitors rekindle the party
flame with new album Pieces Of The People
We Love, plus their first live dates in over 
a year. Make vocal your desire for “more
cowbell” at the following UK venues.
Nottingham Rescue Rooms
(October 8), Brighton Concorde
(9), Norwich Waterfront (10),
Edinburgh Liquid Rooms (12),
Belfast University (13), Sheffield
Leadmill (14), Manchester
University (15), London Koko (17)

tunng
Wind-up birds chatter, girls morph into
hares, a corpse with sewn eyelids drifts
downstream. Hey-nonny-no meets hard
drive processor in the quixotic, universe of
pagan-themed electronic folk troupe. 
Reading South St (October 18),
Leeds The Faversham (19),
Glasgow ABC (20), Manchester
Night And Day (21), Birmingham
The Glee Club (22), Cambridge
Junction Theatre (23), Brighton
Komedia (24), London Scala (25),
Norwich Arts Centre (26), Bristol
Casablanca (28), Exeter Phoenix
Arts Centre (29)

touch 25 live
Veteran cassette label celebrates its quarter
centenary. Sunshine music concrète from
Fennesz, avant-turntablist Philip Jeck,
Auckland’s Rosy Parlane and Stockholm
sound artist Carl Michael von Hausswolff.
The Bedford Arms, London
(October 17)

iliketrains
Fresh off tour with kindred spirits 
British Sea Power, UK post-rockers
iLIKETRAINS tick off their numerous
hobbies: nice game of chess, The Life 
And Times Of Captain Scott, making
necklaces out of human teeth. That 
first date, incidentally, is a venue – not 
a railway platform.
Nottingham Junction (October
14), York Fibbers (15), Liverpool
Barfly (16), London Cargo (17),
Cardiff Barfly (19), Glasgow
Barfly (20)

final fantasy
One-man string symphony and peripheral
member of Toronto’s The Arcade Fire and
The Hidden Cameras, Owen Pallett brings
the tremulous, homoerotic chamber-pop 
of his new album He Poos Clouds over 
the pond. 
London Scala (October 24)

soviet 2
Vintage ballroom in Elephant & Castle
hosts the next Seed Records techno 
all-nighter, featuring sets from Cristian
Vogel, British Murder Boys, Kenny Larkin,
Phil Hartnoll (Orbital DJ Set), Arovane 
and more.
The Coronet, London 
(October 21)

plan b/forecast presents: 
acid mothers temple/voice 
of the seven woods
Totally freak out to Japan’s premier
exponents of the out-there. Support comes
from Twisted Nerve’s Fahey-esque folk
explorer Voice Of The Seven Woods, plus
DJ sets from Plan B’s Frances Morgan and
Louis Pattison.
Cardiff The Point (November 8)

atp: the nightmare before
christmas
Hi De Hi-style noise hurrah curated 
by Thurston and chums. Expect 
countless petulant Americans shrieking
over the sound of a washing machine 
full of bricks and broken glass (but there’s
probably some lowlights too). 

See Iggy and The Stooges, Sonic Youth,
Six Organs Of Admittance, Bardo Pond,
Jackie-O Motherfucker, Charalambides, 
My Cat Is An Alien, The Skaters, Melvins,
Magik Markers, Wolf Eyes, Prurient and
many more.
Butlins Holiday Centre,
Minehead, Somerset 
(December 8–10)

bardo pond photography: Greg Neate
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live

NEW SINGLE OUT 11 SEPT
MAXI CD, 7”, ITUNES, ALL WITH EXCLUSIVE B SIDES

ALBUM “UNDERHANDED ROMANCE” OUT 2 OCT 
TO PRE-ORDER A COPY GO TO SCISSORSFORLEFTY.COM 

plus guests

Saturday 28th October

A Halloween show at the

BRIGHTON DOME

Tickets from: 01273 709 709  

www.seetickets.com  www.ticketweb.co.uk 

www.brightondome.org

A Melting Vinyl presentation 

www.meltingvinyl.co.uk

MAX TUNDRA & METRONOMY
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Plan B talks to Fred Cole

You have 50 words to tell us the full,
unabridged story of Dead Moon.

“14-year-old kid starts playing in
bands. 25 years later, decides to go 
back to his roots and do covers. Could 
give a shit anymore and the cover band
(Dead Moon) starts going over. The band
starts doing originals and still goes over.
Don’t figure. Band flies out on 9/11 for
European tour…”

Did you set out to avoid bigger
record labels, or did they avoid you? 

“Like the bumper sticker says ‘I Brake
For Animals’,  labels brake for Dead Moon.
They stop, we pass, they go…”

Forty years of rock’n’roll must
teach some pretty profound
lessons. What are the most…

“Until it’s done, it ain’t a done deal.
Promises, promises…”

…and what are the least? 
“But think about the exposure!”
Do you really, really hate 

the blues?
“Don’t we all? Why do you think 

we love to sing about having them?”
What’s your secret to longevity?
“Toody and stage.”
And finally – if Dead Moon were 

to write an autobiography, what
would it be called? 

“Down The Road.”
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too tough to die
Words: Everett True
Photography: Charles Peterson

Dead Moon
Echoes Of The Past (Sub Pop)
The most obvious parallels are Roky Erickson’s acid-fired, jug-wielding bunch of Texan
psychedelic freaks 13th Floor Elevators, Tacoma, Washington’s Cramps-ian, Eighties
primordial gods Girl Trouble (alt country darling Neko Case was once a Girl Trouble Go-Go
Girl), Mudhoney at their rawest and simplest, Royal Trux when they were any good, and 
the early albums from Jack White’s minimal, blues-blasted The White Stripes. 

But Fred Moon, founder of Pacific Northwest cult heroes Dead Moon, predates all these
groups. His first garage band, The Lords, formed in 1964. His next, The Weeds, got renamed
The Lollipop Shoppe and were featured on the first inspirational Nuggets box set of
forgotten, lo-spun psych classics from the Sixties. He met his future wife and Dead Moon
bassist, Toody, in Portland in ‘66 when his band’s van ran out of gas on the way to Canada,
trying to avoid the Vietnam War draft. During the Seventies and Eighties, the pair made
music in numerous bands, and built a home and a record store out of junk. Dead Moon – a
minimal, feral, morbid three-piece from out of Clackamas, OR – were formed in 1987 with
drummer Andrew Loomis , releasing records on their own Tombstone imprint cut using the
same 1954 mono lathe used on The Kingsmen’s ‘Louie, Louie’ (another classic Sixties Pacific
Northwest record). Initially championed by Germany’s Music Maniac Records and the
garage-crazed kids on the continent, it didn’t take long for all The Sonics/Blue Cheer-loving
kids from Seattle and Olympia to catch up. 

During the Nineties, Dead Moon built up a reputation among the DIY rock cognoscenti
equalled only by Mick Collins’ Gories, for similar reasons. The two groups stripped music
back to its essentials, raw to the bone: in Dead Moon’s case, guitar, bass, drums, two voices
(Fred’s wavering, emotive crusade; Toody’s shriller but no less keen tones). No overdubs, no
drum fills, no effects, no stage show – beyond a solitary candle placed in a Jack Daniel’s
bottle – and no guest participators; nothing except for good, righteous, cleansing,
incendiary, tough, passionate rock’n’roll like…well, like Fred Cole has always played it.
Sounds simple? Then how come so many rock’n’roll bands fuck it up?

This new double-CD collection of Dead Moon material collects songs from their 15 or 
so albums (it sounds impressive, but several of these are live recordings, outrageously low
quality and crackling with interference – the band tours constantly, playing sets up to 150
minutes long each night, loading their own gear and selling their merchandise). Herein lie
49 songs of raw-assed, blistering, powerful rock’n’roll that so rarely gets treated right. There
are too many highlights to name – but among the ones that deserve to be are the inclement,
claustrophobic ‘Psychodelic Nightmare’ (from 1994’s Nervous Sooner Changes), wherein The
Bomb casts an indelible stain over Dead Moon’s Tombstone world; the psychotic live
barnstormer, 1992’s seven-inch ‘Fire In The Western World’ (that year’s album is an absolute
stand out); the emotionally deranged ‘Point Of No Return’ – most of Dead Moon’s lyrics
carry a healthy paranoia and fear of both the known (the Government) and unknown

(death); Toody’s punk rock call-to-arms ‘Johnny’s Got A Gun’ (from 1990’s Defiance);
opening scene setter ‘Graveyard’ (from 1988’s In The Graveyard); self descriptive

‘Ricochet’ (from 2001’s Trash & Burn); the slow-burning and maudlin ‘I
Hate The Blues’ (from 1992’s Strange Pray Tell)…way too many to

name, but man, the greatest compilation and least waste 
of space between hits since that last Ramones’ early

years anthology. 
As ever, it’s what you leave out 

that counts – the silences between
the fiery beats, the voices

partly hidden, 
lurking in the

shadows. 

No overdubs, no drum fills, no stage
show – beyond a solitary candle
placed in a Jack Daniel’s bottle

No overdubs, no drum fills, no stage
show – beyond a solitary candle
placed in a Jack Daniel’s bottle
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Christina Aguilera
Back To Basics (RCA)
The nebulous Twenties/Thirties/Forties
soul/jazz/blues concept being used to sell
Christina Aguilera’s new double-CD opus 
is a red herring: the real concept of Back 
To Basics is more traditional. If the sturm 
und drang of 2002’s Stripped, still one of 
the strangest cases of intense emotional
catharsis masquerading as a mainstream pop
album, was the sound of Xtina confronting
all her demons in one go, the themes of Back
To Basics are redemption and salvation via
good old-fashioned romance. It reads like an
extended love letter to Xtina’s new husband,
but at no point does it cloy; instead she’s
rapturous, so passionate that every obstacle
is swept aside with one blast from those
lungs. When she ends up at the chapel 
on the soaring finale, ‘The Right Man’, 
you feel like applauding.
Alex Macpherson

Alice Donut
Fuzz (Howler)
It’s been a slow and crooked rise to the
heights of indie-rock obscurity for Alice
Donut, but hark – what sounds those
creaking steps produce. Their ninth full-
length, full-strength release not only
references monkeys, death, and “the 
dude from Coldplay”, but also features 
a trombone. It has me jumping around
excitedly, slavishly preaching the brilliance 
of the curiously metered canticles that
bounce from the speakers to anyone who’ll
listen. It chants, it goads, and it mocks
accordingly. It rocks, it rolls, it kicks, and it
punches playfully. A loud and loving lunge 
at the perversities, curiosities, sick joys and
wonders of modern life, this should put a
contented smile on the face of old fans, while
a new generation of Donuts will no doubt 
be caught by the Fuzz.
Ki Ellwood

An Albatross
Blessphemy (Of The Peace-Beast
Feastgiver And The Bear Warp) (Ace Fu)
I was already converted to the sound of 
An Albatross when I picked up their previous
record We Are The Lazer Viking, which 
made its sonic statement in an eight-minute
barrage of electric carnival organs and feral
screaming. Blessphemy, in comparison, 
is like an extensive, psychedelic evangelical
sermon, played out on orange Farfisa organ
and screamed along to by a member of the
congregation who speaks in particularly
high-pitchedtongues. Top that off with the
sweaty cabaret performances of impressively
well-rehearsed, off-kilter grind in their live
shows and I’m just about ready to baptise
myself ‘fanboy’.
Ralph Cowling

Basement Jaxx
Crazy Itch Radio (XL)
There should be a mandatory retirement
scheme in pop music to avoid albums like
this. The thudding inevitability with which
Basement Jaxx, a decade into their career,
have begun retreading past glories in ever-
decreasing circles on Crazy Itch Radio is all
the more painful given that just three years
ago they made music which was the most 
fun anyone could possibly imagine. Now,
Lady Marga’s desperately humourless Lady
Sovereign impression on ‘Run 4 Cover’ and
the pedestrian funky house of ‘Hush Boy’ are

emblematic of a duo who’ve completely run
out of ideas. The Chemical Brothers went
shit, The Prodigy went shit, everyone apart
from Madonna goes shit in the end. Pension
them off now!
Alex Macpherson

Bat For Lashes
Fur And Gold (The Echo Label)
Natasha Khan flickers within a disorienting,
pan-temporal dream world, switching
identities to suit her mood. One moment
she’s a lovelorn teenager, rolling in a mope
on her rumpled bed, singing up at her Björk
posters to a muffled techno thud. The next
she’s the star of an alter-dimension where
21st Century Motown girl-groups construct
call-and-response chick-tunes with
harpsichords, handclaps and growling bass
guitars. On ‘Seal Jubilee’ – her debut album’s
stand-out track, with its psychy guitar and
mellow vibraphone – she’s clinging to the 
rail of a lighthouse, wind streaming her 
hair darkly behind her, staring at the waves
below, ready to leap in a dramatic gesture of
Kate Bush Romanticism. Then, on the eerie
power-ballad finale, ‘I Saw A Light,’ she’s the
gateway to a terrifying dream of on-rushing
doom crashing silently through a forest. She’s
probably exhausted, too.
Daniel Spicer

The Bronx
The Bronx (Wichita)
Los Angeles. A city of shifting identity and
disconnected subcultures, the poisoned pot
of gold waiting at the end of the American
Dream’s rainbow. You couldn’t vault the
distance between the spasmodic fury of LA’s
hardcore scene – Black Flag, Germs, X – and
the swollen, hedonistic swagger of G’n’R’s
Sunset Strip. Could you?

The Bronx’s debut (produced by ex-Gun
Gilby Clarke, natch) retooled the swallowed-
nailbomb kinetics of the Flag’s Damaged for
kids who also loved AC/DC. The white-heat
hardcore of their second album crackles and
flames, emboldened by the kind of colossal
noise QOTSA sculpt their riffs from, and a gift
for hooks that beg a bellow.

There are power-ballads too, and they
slay, in a slyly sensitive fashion – ‘Dirty
Leaves’ is all verbalised diary entries and
whisky-soaked melancholy, like Poison’s
‘Every Rose’ if it wasn’t written by preening,
hollow assholes. Mostly, though, The Bronx’
is a mess of addictive pop melodies, hidden
under a mesh of helter-skelter thrash,
hairpin-turns and choruses of “You stupid
cunt!/You’ve got some explaining to do!”

It doesn’t sound like Nirvana’s
Nevermind, but has that album’s electrifying
sense of a band scraping their hands deep
into the gravel of the underground and
hurling it towards the mainstream, with 
a better-than-likely chance it’ll stick. Let’s 
see if lightning will strike twice.
Stevie Chick

in the studio 
What we were listening to: “Old records
that were laying around the studio…mostly
Teddy Pendergrass.”
What we were eating: “Everything
fattening. We all gained like 20 pounds in
there. We would barbecue everyday – we
have become quite good chefs.”
What we were watching: “Nothing.
Someone forgot to pay the cable bill.”
(Matt Caughthran, The Bronx)

Cursive 
Happy Hollow (Saddle Creek)
Now It’s Overhead
Dark Light Daybreak (Saddle Creek)
It’s the Saddle Creek showdown. Meaning,
four white men from the USA making indie
music vs oh, I dunno, four white men from
the USA making indie music? Fortunately,
Cursive are actually pretty good. They sidle
off-course in places (eliciting responses of
“This sounds like the fucking Offspring”), 
but stick to the anthemic ballads pretty well,
even if it’s all a bit poor in comparison to their
previous Ugly Organ. 

Meanwhile, Now It’s Overhead 
are unbearable. Nasal white man sings
melancholy lyrics over 4/4 rock: a formula
that works so well I’m sure it’ll be whipped
up when I drop it off at the charity shop.
Ralph Cowling

The Curtains
Calamity (Asthmatic Kitty)
A number of participants have drifted
through The Curtains, the odd, mild jazz-pop
project of Deerhoof’s Chris Cohen, but it’s
clear that the gentle songs issuing from
behind these brightly patterned drapes are
now predominantly solo endeavours. Cohen
follows each musical whim as far as he
pleases – sometimes for 10 bars, sometimes
for two minutes – and alternates between
faintly sketched improv outlines and
complete, vivid pictures with a capriciousness
that suggests a mind scurrying to get its 
ideas down on tape before they dissipate,
and a working method unencumbered by
collaborative compromise. While this results
in some of the sharp shocks familiar to
Deerhoof listeners, the overall outcome is 
a surprisingly sweet flicker book held in place
by plaintive pop binding. The lyrics seem to
long for peace, passivity, resolution and
innocence; sentiments which are echoed in
playful piano, chiming guitars, mournful
horns and plangent harmonies reminiscent 
of Landlocked or Love You-era Beach Boys
without the creeping dysfunction and weird
songs about diets and children.
Frances Morgan

Cyann & Ben
Sweet Beliefs (Ever)
“You can’t escape the past in Paris,”
American poet Allen Ginsberg once said,
“And yet what’s so wonderful about it is 
that the past and present intermingle so
intangibly that it doesn’t seem to burden.”
This holds equally true for Cyann & Ben,
themselves natives of the French capital.
Sweet Beliefs weaves together strands 
of vintage Pink Floyd and Hawkwind-style
psychedelia and hitches them to the
effortlessly melancholic dreaminess of Low 
or Blonde Redhead. Tracks like ‘Words’ and
‘Let It Play’ particularly shine, imbued with 
a distinctly Gallic va-va voom and pastoral
romanticism made sweeter by ethereal 
voices and lugubriously sweeping synths.
Spencer Grady

Kiki D’Aki
Villa Flir (Siesta)
At first I was not convinced: the album starts 
with a wicka-wicka sound. These people
were famous in Spain in the Eighties. It is, 
on the whole, really flowery: there are regular
glockenspiel flourishes and accentuated
horns. But the main thing to take away from
this is Kiki’s gorgeous voice. I don’t know

what she is saying, but I’d like to ask her for
romantic advice. Hearing her harmonise in
late summer kind of works. But no more
‘flirtations with electronica’, if that’s what 
it’s called.
Miranda Iossifidis

Darc Mind
Symptomatic of A Greater Ill (Anticon)
Appearing, curiously, on Anticon a decade
after it was recorded for Loud/RCA but 
never released, this is a thunking addition 
to the left-of-centre Nineties NYC rap 
annals. Kevroc’s lyrics are dense and often
obfuscated by their own patterns, most
notably on opener ‘Visions Of A Blur’, a slur
of intelligent cusses set to a rise-and-fall
cadence very like Chali 2na’s distinctive 
flow, only sped up several notches. Initially,
therefore, it threatens Anticon/Busdriver-ly
nerdiness. But by the time you get to 
‘Seize The Phenom’, visions of the greats
accompany his abstract, metaphysical
visions: we’re talking Jeru Tha Damaja,
Company Flow. By ‘Covert Op’ and ‘Give 
Me Time’, X-Ray cuts his deep sounding
minimalism to a Nas or Wu-Tang type
groove; soon ‘BMOC’ and ‘Fever’ pitch 
are reaching further back, and geeky heads
are realising they need this record.
Melissa Bradshaw

Devastations
Coal (Beggars Banquet)
I can’t just line up Devastations’ Conrad
Standish as another Nick Cave deadringer
and shoot him in the face. It wouldn’t be 
fair to you. I know you long for those sombre
autumn days when the sun finally gives in 
to the moon and the rain washes away your
summer memories. That’s Devastations time,
and that’s when you need Standish’s dirge-
like croon. When it coalesces with raging
feedback during ‘Take You Home’, you 
know there’s more to Coal than just string-
laden serenades. It’s called passion. 
It means brilliance. 
Joris Heemskerk

Dr Octagon 
The Return Of Dr Octagon (OCD)
There may have been a certain incipient
derangement even in the early stages 
– have you seen the tracksuits on the cover 
of Ultramagnetic MCs’ Critical Beatdown?
It’s a classic illustration of the link between
insanity and genius. And the originator of 
the rap alter-ego’s journeys into the dirtiest
depths, the most outrageous egoisms and
the bizarrest weirdnesses of his several
personas could be taken as indicative 
of some kind of, well, syndrome.

This comeback LP is so disappointing 
– messily constructed of flaccid beats and
misconceived jokes – that people have even
been doing investigations to prove it’s a fake.
It’s not. Keith has just lost it a bit. And as 
the culmination of a career-long trajectory,
strange choruses about trees and CO2

and all, it’s actually kinda fascinating. 
Melissa Bradshaw

Four Tet
Remixes (Domino)
With crystal scalpels, glass shapes and
photographs, Kieran Hebden causes 
power cuts. He splatters the surge of Lars
Horntveth’s sphincter-flushing drone with
scratches, rustles, creaking doors and the
ticking of clocks. Metronomes dangle from
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tune in frock out
Words: Frances Morgan
Illustration: Meg Hunt

The stress dreams are about clothes
(depression dreams are about houses,
empty or emptying; often mouldering),
and this dream is a about a dress in 
a thrift store. The dress is in a smock-like
style with a tight bodice, long sleeves 
and full skirt which flows out from a high
empire-line waist. It is especially bright.
Its predominant colours are white, yellow
and cyan. But what catches the dreamer’s
eye is the small photograph in the centre
of the bodice, printed onto the slightly
crinkled fabric. It is of a couple sitting
facing the camera. Serious and black-
and-white; hints of smiles. They look
Spanish or Latin American. The woman
wears black-rimmed glasses. The label 
in the collar says Amanita Industries.
Outlines of the couple’s faces are stitched
onto the label. The dream-me remembers
reading about them somewhere: that
they designed clothes for specific use in
mushroom trips. That the Amanita line
was a short-lived experiment in directly
combining fashion and the psychedelic
experience. The dress is £26. This is
reasonable, considering its history.

I’m trying to draw a neat line
between the Amanita Industries dress
and the lavish s/t debut by Brightblack
Morning Light (Matador), and finding
that it doesn’t quite work like that. 
You get a pair of free rainbow-traces
spectacles in the CD case, true; but that’s
as close to spiralling mushroom-chaos 
as the Brightblack experience comes. 

Main players Rachael Hughes and
Nathan Shineywater, on elegant, funky
Rhodes and shimmering, squelching
guitars respectively, live lives of itinerant

questing, pitching their tents beneath 
the stars of a Northern California sky, 
but their slinky, dusty-footed, generous
songs are awash with the feeling of
home; of warmth and calm. 

Hughes and Shineywater’s voices
provide deep strokes of colour, sleepily
enunciating dream imagery of their own.
You can rarely hear the words, but their
textured harmonies speak volumes 
of sunshine, rain, canyons and clouds.
Twinkling flutes, sometime trumpet,
touches of FX and surprisingly propulsive
percussion wrap your troubles in
wilderness fantasies, and the whole 
thing is beautifully recorded, mixed 
and packaged, resulting in a luxurious, 
exotic reminder to us city-bound 
stress-dreamers that there is an outside. 
That there is peace; that it might sound
like this.

OOIOO, the Japanese psych
priestesses for whom those cyan and
yellow Amanita frocks were more likely
designed, have a different understanding
of peace, of the wilderness, of pretty
much everything. 

After a two-year gap between new
releases (the last, Gold And Green, being
a reissue), Taiga (Thrill Jockey) picks up
where the primal, intimate Kila Kila Kila
left off but amps up the percussion
frenzies with commendable lunacy:
opener ‘UMA’ is the sound of a samba
band marching through the Aurora
Borealis. Elsewhere there are melodic
nods to Kila (‘KMS’ is almost a variation
upon ‘On Mani’), and brilliant value-for-
money jams like ‘ATS’ and ‘SAI’, which
have everything: vocal gymnastics,
toybox electronics, Alice Coltrane organ
freakouts, marimba madness, suspense,
screaming, guitar solos, the entire
universe, etc. Put OOIOO on after a fix 

of Brightblack’s sleepy sweetness and
find yourself transformed into a high-
cheekboned goddess of words and
weather. OOIOO are from a place you
only dream about when you’re happy: 
a warm mountainside above clear sea; 
an infinite outdoors that stretches
ecstatically onwards until you wake.

Back in the real world, Bert Jansch
is singing with Beth Orton, and the only
outside to be had is the failed garden 
and the waterlogged park across the
road. But from this prosaic setting springs
Black Swan (Sanctuary), an affectionate
acknowledgement of both Jansch’s
songwriter/interpreter status and his
continued vitality. Jansch’s oddly bristly

guitar and heartfelt vocals are always 
a joy, and when gently augmented 
by guests including Orton, Espers’ 
Helena Espvall and Otto Hauser, Noah
Georgeson, Devendra Banhart and Kevin
Barker take on added resonance. Jansch,
in turn, does his collaborators a lot of
favours: Orton in particular sounds lovely
on ‘Katie Cruel’. There are a few false
notes (‘Texas Cowboy Blues’ is heavy-
handed and incongruous, however well
meant), but Black Swan works like Vashti
Bunyan’s Lookaftering did last year: it
strikes a note of certainty and continuity;
chases bad dreams back to the back of
the mind and strange dresses to the back
of the cupboard, which is where they
must stay for the time being.

Find yourself
transformed
into a goddess
of words and
weather
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their frames. There are icebergs and
coughed-up black stuff from the bellies 
of machines. Ageing violins are taken from
dusty cases, chalk and fibres rising suddenly
from their taut horsehairs. Somewhere, the
singing whine of a wine glass, a drum kit
falling down the stairs. 

Radiohead’s ‘Skttrbrain’ is unbridled
and jubilant, with jewelled chords and
euphoric clashes. The thrusty, purring Sia 
is all deep and peaty amidst muggy, humid
xylophones and shakers like swarms of
mosquitoes. Hebden’s music is futuristic, 
yet not clinical; there’s a pulse, it’s a labour
of love. A lyric in Madvillain’s ‘Great Day’
goes “This one he wrote in blood with 
a toothpick”, and you can make of that
what you will .
Lauren Strain 

Liam Frost
Show Me How The Spectres Dance
(Lavolta)
Manchester has this incredible, sad beauty.
A grizzly, gritty-soft breeze meets your face
around each corner; faces peer against cold
glass from beneath amber yellow lights 
as buses wheeze in the rain. It has such
battered, blossoming romance; such wind-
blasted stoicism; such nostalgia; such eerily
quiet walks back to patient homes. 

And thus, Liam Frost writes about
funerals and flowers. Sings, in his gruff
voice, about simple loves and wistful all-
nighters, about grabbing her by the hand
and running between bars, and probably
about how standing alone in the dark
surrounded by derelict industry listening 
to the harmonica of ‘Shall We Dance’
is a perfect match for everything I’m trying 
to say. 
Lauren Strain

Hatebreed
Supremacy (Roadrunner)
Despite a reputation for delivering some 
of the toughest, heaviest metal’n’hardcore
ever committed to tape, amazingly
Hatebreed felt the need to add another
guitarist – Frank Novinec (ex-Terror) 
– to make their sound even more lethally
crushing. The result is an album that bulges
with enormous riffs and defiant attitude.
Frontman Jamey Jasta delves deep into 
his psyche to provide positive nuggets of
testosterone-soaked wisdom, all bellowed
with heart-stopping conviction. 

The energy levels are so pumped up 
it’s a wonder no one suffered an aneurysm
in the studio. Vein-bulging, brutal and
uplifting stuff.
Essi Berelian

Jowe Head
From A Parallel Universe (Topplers)
More deranged goofiness from the former
bassist of Television Personalities, and the
tallest and most cultivated of the cult
Seventies pre-punk London band Swell
Maps. Dionne Warwick’s ‘Paper Maiche’
gets reworked as a solipsist nursery rhyme;
Sun Ra is given a full-on homespun freak-
out, and ‘Neither Fish Nor Fowl’ lingers,
nastily. This isn’t so much Do It Youself, as
Done It Myself, Bought The Pressing Plant,
Watched A Few Too Many Late Night Films
And Now I Have No Idea What To Do With
My Life. Like Vivian Stanshall, only bald.

www.topplers.net 
Everett True
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Head Like A Kite
Random Portraits Of The Home Movie
(Pattern 25)
Seattle’s Head Like A Kite throw up
something of a hotch-potch on Random
Portraits…, juggling a montage of beats ,
recycled noise samples, and full-on rock riffs
that once it’s up in the air, feels a little out 
of control. ‘Tell Mommy You Want A Sip 
Of Beer’ is slow, gurning and atmospheric,
tainted with Parisian circus melodies that
haunt like the presence of a macabre clown.
This track is sandwiched between ‘Your Butt
Crack Smile’ and ‘A Dime And A Cigarette’,
two tracks of riff-based indie schmindie. 

Very disorientating. Maybe that’s 
the point?
Jonathan Falcone

I’m From Barcelona
Let Me Introduce My Friends
(Interpop/Mute)
Hailing from Sweden, named after 
a catchphrase from Fawlty Towers and
featuring up to 29 members, I’m From
Barcelona are a Spector-esque party of
instant summer colour and unabashed pop
playfulness. There’s one singer-songwriter 
in charge, Emanuel Lundgren, who has 
a Seventies footballer’s moustache. Are 
there catchy hooks, cheery harmonies,
childlike handclaps and singalong choruses?
Are there songs about stamp collecting and
treehouses which AREN’T laced with a dark
underbelly? Are there videos where the band
dress like they’re in a deleted scene from
Napoleon Dynamite? Well, OF COURSE 
there are! 

And I rarely use exclamation marks, or
capital letters, so take heed.
Dickon Edwards

Indian Jewelry
Invasive Exotics (Monitor)
Texan shape-shifters Indian Jewelry have
been around for a number of years under 
a number of guises. A collective fully tuned 
in to the warping, cut-up frequencies of
Throbbing Gristle and Suicide, they’ve
learned the disorientating, physically
displacing qualities of tape looping from 
the former, and, from the latter, that dead
beats don’t talk, they just move. 

Invasive Exotics swallows whole the
pulses of urban paranoia and lets them
wriggle and squirm inside a mammoth 
belly of dub echo and gang dance that
William Burroughs’ heavy metal kid 
would approve of hugely.
George Taylor

Junior Boys
So This Is Goodbye (Domino)
In the fallout of Punk there was a lot of talk
about reclaiming the middle of the road. 

It’s an idea that has been intrinsic to
some of the greatest Pop since; from the
sugar-on-Sunday sweetness of Saint Etienne
to the opulent bounce of Oppenheimer. 

It’s ground that Junior Boys tread 
with aplomb, and this, their second set, 
is a worthy successor to 2004’s masterful
Last Exit. Techno and house come together
with smooth singer-songwriter charm
(witness the spectacular cover of Sinatra’s
‘When No One Cares’); the sound of Pet
Shop Boys without any of the ‘clever’ post-
modern irony.

And it’s all the finer for it.
Alistair Fitchett

ain’t whistlin’ Dixie
Words: Ringo P Stacey
Illustration: Lady Lucy

OutKast
Idlewild (La Face)
They ran out of champagne before I got to my fourth
glass. Rest of the night I had to make do with white wine
and Stella. It was a great night, although not in keeping
with my version of this crew. My view on OutKast is still
defined by a 12 year old manifesto from their debut
album, from the definition, “An outkast is someone 
who is not considered part of the normal world”, through 
to the conclusion, “Fuck being anything else”. 

I’m not familiar with these occasions. Is it standard for
bands to hire out the London Eye to flog their albums? Or
is it only OutKast who can afford to hire Britain’s biggest
ferris wheel for the playback of the soundtrack to their
new film? Who are these people, and why would they
rather ride what our compere, DJ Cutmaster Swift, has
christened the “Big Ass Wheel Of No Respect” than listen
to the album? And are the vegan crudités always so tasty?

But it was great, wasn’t it? As indebted to Big Boi’s
Kate Bush fetish as Andre’s narcissistic purple funk-isms.
OutKast may not be making great rap albums any more,
but they’re making gloriously outre pop records. Like Big
Boi’s stuttery, undanceable hard funk on ‘Bugg Face’, his
self-evidently reasonable boast that “An ounce of weed

couldn’t place you on the planet I’m coming from”. And
Andre’s ‘When I Look In Your Eyes’, one of the few tracks
to exploit the film’s Thirties theme, with a bounce like
Madonna’s ‘Hanky Panky’ gone soppy. Despite the odd
period trappings, much of what’s here would have slotted
in neatly on Speakerboxxx/The Love Below. They save the
exception for an epic finale, stretching from Andre’s piano
ballad ‘Dyin To Live’ through the slightly less conservative
song-cum-sonic sculpture of ‘A Bad Note’. An agreeably
monolithic drone, the experience melts, for eight minutes,
on a treated feedback guitar and voice trip, like Dylan
Carlson jamming with the Invisibl Scratch Piklz.

For sure there are gripes: they’re still not working
together much, Andre doesn’t sing as well as he raps 
and he doesn’t rap nearly enough. But in the balance 
the gripes are as relevant as the thoughts of the folk 
who rode the big wheel. Because they refuse to follow
anyone’s template other than their own; because they
give each other the space to fuck up; because they still
sounds like no one else on earth; because of all this and
3000 reasons more, they’re still outkasts, still OutKast,
and the crudités are just a bonus.

OutKast may not be making great
rap, but they’re making gloriously
outré pop records
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THE TELESCOPES  
Hungry Audio Tapes 
HUNGRY AUDIO CD
A fabulous new mini album from former Creation Records 
stalwarts The TELESCOPES. Treading a fine line between
astoundingly brittle beauty and a brutal cacophony 
of ear-bleed noise this is a monumental record by 
a seminal band. Their strongest work to date. 
"Beautiful, chaotic and compelling" UNPEELED

DAWN OF THE REPLICANTS
The Singles - Bust The Trunk 

SL Records CD + DVD
'Bust The Trunk' features DOTR's 20 singles to date, the 

previously unreleased David Holmes Remix of 'Skullcrusher' 
and the original 7" version of 'Cocaine on the Catwalk'. 

The CD comes with a bonus DVD that includes 10 videos (none 
of which have been released before) plus two documentaries 

'The  East West Years' and 'Behind the scenes at SxSW'.

SPY 51
Play For Your Life
CORPORATE RISK CD
North London trio Spy51 have been a bit quiet since their 
Fierce Panda releases & the mini-album 'We Jet Hem',
but they've spent the downtime productively, developing 
a confident and sultry sound on this 11-track debut full 
length. 'Play For Your Life' is brimful of pop sensibility 
with heart-wrenching vocals in a memorable set of songs.

LUOMO
Paper Tigers
HUUME CD

The third installment in project LUOMO from VLADISLAV
DELAY. 'Paper Tigers' is a brilliantly lush and subtle 

electro-house masterpiece from the Finnish master of 
future disco. Vocals are courtesy of Johanna 

Iivanainen & AGF guests on one track. 

RIO BAILE FUNK - MORE
FAVELA BOOTY BEATS
Various Artists
ESSAY RECORDINGS CD
The Rio dance craze gets a fresh treatment by Daniel
Haaksman. Baile Funk is music from the favelas of Rio 
de Janeiro - bouncing booty beats with Portuguese rap. 
Baile Funk mixes up Funk, Miami Bass, Electro, Rap,
Hip-Hop, Freestyle and Bastard Pop.

CATHAL COUGHLAN
Foburg
BENEATH MUSIC CD
Foburg is the 4th album by ex-FATIMA MANSIONS 
and MICRODISNEY singer Cathal Coughlan. 
Comprising 14 new self-composed songs, this album 
recalls Coughlan's work with the Fatima Mansions 
and his first solo album, Grand Necropolitan. 
Live dates in November. www.cathalcoughlan.com

HIT PARADE
The Return Of The Hit Parade

JSH RECORDS CD
Fifth and finest CD from London's No.1 Pop Group. 
The reclusive Hit Parade play bitter suburban tunes 

with a retro sixties feel that nods to Philip Larkin 
and The Beatles.

ISIS + AEREOGRAMME
In The Fishtank
KONKURRENT CD & LP
Guitar throttling slow drone metallers ISIS team up with
Glasgow underground heroes AEREOGRAMME on this latest
installment in Konkurrent's Fishtank series. Where both bands
are known for their love of metal and post-hardcore, they find
the time here to experiment with epic soundscapes.

DAUGHTERS
Hellsongs

HYDRA HEAD CD
DAUGHTERS inject grind and all manner of extreme heaviness

with a much needed dose of lube, style, and danger. 
ON TOUR Oct 28th Coventry Jailhouse, 29th Southampton

Joiners, 30th Manchester Musicbox, 31st Hull Adelphi. NOV 1st
London Islington Bar Academy, 2nd Nottingham Rock City

THE BELLRAYS
Have A Little Faith

CHEAP LULLABY CD
The BellRays exploded on to the Los Angeles music scene 

with a fiery sound described as "maximum rock 'n soul." 
With their new album Have A Little Faith, the band incorporates

more elements of old-school soul, while still maintaining their
signature, kick-ass sound. Long heralded for the intensity and

passion of their live shows catch The BellRays on tour in October .

CAMERA OBSCURA
Let's Get Out Of This Country
ELEFANT CD & LP
Camera Obscura's new album features the singles "Let's Get
Out Of This Country" &  "Lloyd, I'm Ready To Be Heartbroken ".
The NME called it  "A gem" , UNCUT  "A triumph" (4****) and
MOJO  "a killer record" (4****). 
Oct tour dates : 12th Dundee Reading Rooms, 16th Edinburgh
Cab Voltaire, 17th Manchester Jabez Clegg, 18th London Scala,
19th Bristol Thekla, 20th Nottingham The Social 

GEORGE BYRNE
Foreign Water

LAUGHING OUTLAW CD
"A pastoral and American inflected take on the Pink Floyd

thing...my favourite track is the slut-fest riff-wrestle of 
'Tongue Tied', slicker than a bag of eels in grease and 

addictive as chocolate flavoured crack, every pavlovian 
beat button is pushed with backbeats, handclapping,
Chuck Berry licks, and all that good stuff." UNPEELED
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Kaada
Music For Moviebikers (Ipecac)
Artist albums that aim for the aesthetic of
movie scores are strange creatures. Scoring 
a film means playing off narrative. Without
that, the point seems almost missed. But
you’ve just got to get the approach right,
which is something Norwegian composer
John Erik Kaada handles rather deftly.

He eschews any attempt at challenging
Bernard Hermann or Angelo Badalamenti,
creating his own textures from the ground
up. And it’s dusty ground at that, all empty
valleys and lonesome cowpokes. ‘Julia
Pastrana’ could see The Man With No Name
traverse vistas shorn of pomp, perhaps
retaining a little John Ford grandeur, while

‘Daily Living,’ with its old country scope and
plaintive wail, is where the individual
becomes his surroundings.
Stewart Gardiner

Kid Koala
Your Mum’s Favorite DJ (Ninja Tune)
Comparing Kid Koala to any other modern
turntablist is as futile as comparing the
Ramones to The Grateful Dead. Koala writes
stories, where they wank their instruments
pitifully, like juvenile dogs after a sleepless
week on heat. And, oh, what stories! 

This one seems to be the tale of an
unlikely young Prog DJ, copulating with an
implosion of period sounds on his way
through a music in bloom. ‘Songs’ are OK,

but superfluous. Heaving chunky cable-knit
guitar riffs are condensed down to their
sticky essence, pianos rollick menacingly 
and jazz flute, sadly, makes only a spoken
appearance. As always the scratching, 
sharp and lyrical, jubilantly free, is 
at the centre of activities, endearingly 
dorky and cuddly enough to justify the
album’s title.
Ringo P Stacey

Lambchop
Damaged (City Slang)
It’s hard not to wonder what Lambchop’s
charismatic leader Kurt Wagner makes of 
the new folk revival: backwoods traditionals
with  big-budget advertising that would have

Elliott Smith revolving in his resting place.
Mind you, discounting the possible
connotations of ‘The Decline Of Country 
And Western Civilization’, the quietly
grandiose conclusion to Damaged, it’s
possible the cult neo-Nashville figurehead
hasn’t afforded it thought at all. The eighth
Lambchop LP suggests as much with its
‘more of the same’ approach, gracefully
slotting fresh inspiration into their distinctive
Americana template. Opener ‘Paperback
Bible’ is especially poignant. As Wagner
deadpans “I have always thought that
handguns were made for shooting
people/Rather than for sport…”, it’s 
tough to imagine life without Lambchop.
Adam Anonymous

peak time
Words: Joe Stannard
Illustration: French

Mastodon
Blood Mountain (Warner Bros)
Having braved the storm-shattered ocean in search of 
the Great White Whale on 2004’s Leviathan, Mastodon
now set their sights several hundred feet above sea level.
Some folks might interpret the ascension/survival theme
of Blood Mountain as a metaphor for Mastodon’s stellar
progress through the music business, but fuck, that sticks
in my craw. I’d rather bask in the glow of pure fantasy
than think about the money involved, or the lawyers, or
the demographics. I’d rather dive headlong into Blood
Mountain the way I would 2112 by Rush, The Lamb 
Lies Down On Broadway by Genesis, or Music From 
The Elder by Kiss, witness the birth of a parallel universe 
and negotiate the dangerous curves and treacherous
paths of this music without worrying about the desperate
shittiness of the real world. Have you seen the real world
lately? Man, it sucks. Fancy a climb?

Where previous albums came caked in thick layers of
sonic filth – or in the case of Leviathan, encrusted with the
barnacles of a hundred thousand years – Blood Mountain
is buffed to a shiny-shiny chromium gleam. If anything,
this enables these disgustingly talented musicians to strike
with greater accuracy than ever before. Blood Mountain
recalls Megadeth’s 1990 peak Rust In Peace, state-of-
the-art metal with tunes, technicality and testiness in
abundance. Cynics might sneer at the inclusion of a few
star guests – Cedric and Ikey from The Mars Volta on
‘Siberian Divide’, Scott Kelly from Neurosis on ‘Crystal
Skull’, Josh Homme on ‘Colony Of Birchmen’ – but with
the exception of Homme, whose vocal harmonies always
make me feel a little queasy, they’re absorbed into the
whole, sacrificed for the heavier good. 

Mastodon may well be The Future Of Metal. I don’t
know what that means, exactly. More pertinently, they’re
The Past Of Metal, all the good parts compacted into 
one formidable outfit. For example, Mastodon plunder
Iron Maiden far more convincingly than any twattish
metalcore outfit ever could, because they know what
they’re doing, and they mean it. Thus the serpentine
Adrian Smith/Dave Murray harmony leads become part of
a mile-high chain-link fence closing in from all directions
rather than a feeble, nostalgic signifier for people feckless
enough to require that kind of thing. In any case, there’s 
a steely sense of purpose to even the most baroque detail
of this music – it’s all 100 per cent necessary to the plot.

Mastodon have sustained their steady rise without
once losing their footing, becoming the benchmark 
for contemporary mainstream metal in the process. 
Know what that means? It means things are about to 
get interesting…

Have you seen the real
world lately? Man, it
sucks. Fancy a climb?
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Plan B talks to Brann
Dailor of Mastodon

Can you explain the concept
behind Blood Mountain?
“It’s kind of just climbing 
a mountain, y’know? And the
different things that can happen
to you, like starvation, or crawling
through dirt, or getting trapped in

the snow, the different creatures
you run into. It was kept pretty
open-ended so everyone could
have their interpretation.”

Blood Mountain is very
prog. What Seventies prog
do you find inspirational?

“I love The Lamb Lies Down
On Broadway by Genesis. Close
To The Edge by Yes, Red by King

Crimson, The Inner Mounting
Flame by Mahavishnu
Orchestra…I’ve stopped
worrying about being cool.”

What weird shit you into?
“I like Egyptian Top 40 music.

It’s pretty much standard pop
music, but it uses the Arabic scale.
Pretty much all the stuff I write for
Mastodon uses the Arabic scale.”
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Las Malas Amistades
Jardín Interior (Honest Jons)
An album of 20 tracks, and not a face 
to be seen. Just people in masks. Who are
Las Malas Amistades? Who are ‘The Bad
Friends’? Were they, as the press materials
say, Colombian art students who met in
1994? Does that mean they are now in their
mid-thirties? Older? Younger? Are they
Maher Shalal Hash Baz fans? I can’t imagine.
All I can picture is a girl pushing an enormous
old synth down the street, a man following
with a shopping trolley full of shakers and
tambourines. All I can picture is a circle of
friends and a whirring four-track recorder;
musicians creating half-songs, mood pieces,
vignettes. No faces, just masks: balaclavas,

papier-maiché, face-paint. A man in a goat
mask with a drum machine and acoustic
guitar, snatches of melody drawn out of
summer air. 
Sean Michaels

The Lemonheads
The Lemonheads (Vagrant)
It’s always a sure sign that bands have run
out of ideas when, several albums in, they
make a self-titled record. Self-made fuck-up
and former alt teen idol Evan Dando has
always been burdened with insecurity, the
desire to be someone he isn’t (Howe Gelb,
Gram Parsons, Kurt Cobain), so much 
so it almost seems like happenstance that
Lemonheads have released such ravishing

pop songs over the years. This album falls
into the same traps: Evan’s legendary
insouciance transfers into lacklustre
performances in places ( ‘Become The
Enemy’) and he’s clearly torn between
wanting to be the indie Eminem (the tepid
revenge fantasy song ‘Baby’s Home’) and 
J Mascis (most everywhere else). The album
is littered with unseemly Mascis guitar solos
– some real (on ‘No Backbone’ and ‘Steve’s
Boy’), but mostly imitated. When Evan 
shines – that gorgeous key change at the
start of 'Rule Of Three',the delightfully droll
'Pittsburgh', 'Poughkeepsie’  –  he certainly
shines, but boy, you wish he’d learnt to 
love himself.
Everett True

Mates Of State
Bring It Back (Moshi Moshi)
Mates Of State are all that is good about 
the world, like love, and blusher, and boys
hitting high notes while girls mumble low. A
drum set, an organ, a boy and a girl, who are
in love, and have bought a house, and have
had a baby. Find the part of your heart at the
root of that sneer, reader dear, and uproot it:
this is one pretty, poppy, smart, sappy, cute,
classic, big-hearted, open-minded, well-
adjusted and conscientious band. Their
career is a masters thesis on why Care Bears
are better than Star Wars. I would like to
keep them in a box, and feed them lettuce
scrupulously washed under the kitchen tap.
kicking_k

Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy
The Letting Go (Domino)
Sure, I was gagging to straddle his “horny horn”.
Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy inveigled me, after all. And
sure, I dug his saucy dialogue of spanking beast-
masters and randy goats and avid, passion-addled
man-rams. But that was then: amok the grizzly,
lupine love-in of last year’s Superwolf. And this 
is now: amidsthe whispering obsessions of The
Letting Go. Billy’s smiling a different smile, sighing
a different sigh. Singing a different song.

Familiarly riddled with gentle perversions 
and poetic inversions and dark-country reverence,
The Letting Go is less bestial, no less beautiful;
somehow more autumnal than previous treatises
from Will Oldham; Palace: the Bonnie Prince.
Where once there were twisted claws and cloven
hooves, now there are little birds and woeful
monkeys in the snow. Billy’s come-hither lure is less
visceral also. “My full-size charm is fully unclothed,”
he ushers on gruff-wracked dirge ‘The Seedling’.
By turns he sounds close, remote, lonely and loved.

But there’s a revelation in this tender recording:
the devastating presence of Faun Fables’ Dawn
McCarthy. Her voice trails and caresses Oldham’s
every motion: like strings, the wind, memories,

echoes, lives lost and found. Her bearing on the
essence of The Letting Go is glorious: her defiant
harmonies convey both bruising intimacy (‘Lay And
Love’), and bruised desolation (‘Then The Letting
Go’). Crucially, they signify a shift in Oldham’s
definitions of love: someone is singing these words
back at him, as he reaches out – (not) letting go. 

“The softest lips ever, 25 years I’ve been waiting
to kiss them, smiling and waiting, to bend down
and kiss,” McCarthy and Oldham wonder in unison
on the breathless, exquisite ‘Strange Form Of Life’.
“There was someone, a long time ago,” Billy
endures on ‘Then The Letting Go’ – but he’s
blissfully wretched: his paradigms of ardour 
remain equal parts amazing and baleful.

Hence the truly staggering ‘Cursed Sleep’ sees
our gingery hero ruing the eternal hex of love in a
rough-hewn, blues-strewn wig-out: “She holds my
love/Against its will,” he laments in a wrath-gnarled
growl. “Cursed love is never ending,” he anguishes,
in a fitful, raggedy paean whose swagger recurs in
‘The Seedling’ and ‘Cold And Wet’. “The future is
diminished by what today we did”, he yowls on the
latter, in 21st Century alarm, intimating – yet again
– a warmer proclivity for the past.

Said nebulous dread amasses in ‘No Bad News.
“Something bad happens, and a lot of people go
bad themselves,” Billy concedes, in general fear.
Eventually, however, the psalm converts and 
takes to the skies: a whistling, two-part nursery
rhyme. “Hey little bird,” they lullaby, in a burst 
of bittersweet prescience – or beatific defeat. 

Either way, it’s a euphoric device that resonates
all over The Letting Go, not least on ‘Strange Form
Of Life’, whose wavering conclusion is sublime. 
It retreats into itself, and into an album of
anticipation, patience, devotion and reciprocation,
as Oldham uncovers his heart, his body, his soul.

Long may we smile at the sighs of him, size 
up the cries of him; sigh at the size of the Bonnie
Prince. He is loved.

Where once there were
twisted claws and
cloven hooves, now
there are little birds
and woeful monkeys 
in the snow

folorn fables
Words: Nicola Meighan
Illustration: David Bailey
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Metallic Falcons
Desert Donuts (Voodoo Eros)
Metallic Falcons are Sierra ‘Cocorosie’
Casady and Matteah Baim, and with 
a little help from friends Antony (he of the
Johnsons), Jana Hunter and Devendra
Banhart they have created gentle mischief
and invented a new kind of soft metal.
Desert Donuts spins in circles across a vast
expanse of soft choral soundscapes,
whispered and impenetrable lullabies rising
in clouds around it. Arrestingly sparse, each
layer of sound is kept distant from the next
as if physically separated by stretches of
barren land and hazy, heat-bent roads. Arias
are peppered by the slow beating of drums
and rattling of snakes. Pagan psalms are

pecked at by crows and punctured by cacti.
This is the sound of the arid ground.
Ki Ellwood

Miss Violetta Beauregarde
Odi Profanum Vulgus Et Arceo
(Temporary Residence Ltd)
At first – relief: glitch pop has come a long
way since Lolita Storm. A second later 
– doubt: is the happy noise core of Miss
Violetta Beauregarde really that different
from DHR’s drum’n’scum trademark sound
from 10 years ago? Finally – disillusionment:
The world has moved on, and this
juxtaposition of violent bursts of electronic
noise, shouty gabba-punk and 16 bit sound
effects doesn’t sound that fresh anymore.

‘Flanger When You Die’ carries off the
demented shrillness with panache and ‘Try
To Misunderstand This One’ almost brings 
to mind the haunting, dark, electro-cool 
of Crack W.A.R. But elsewhere, songs 
with titles like ‘I’m Wolverine And You’re 
A Walrus And I’m Kicking Your Ass’ sound 
a little too calculatedly bonkers.
Pil and Galia Kollectiv

Napalm Death
Smear Campaign (Century Media)
Napalm Death are one of the very founding
inspirations for all music under the extreme
banner today. And in outliving any
movements, and outgrowing grindcore 
– now reduced to a hit-and-miss descriptive

cage for any double bass drum pedal-
peddling chancers – they’ve become 
a one-band genre. Smear Campaign displays
subtlety few would credit the veterans for. 
Of course, subtle is relative in the world of
Napalm Death – they’re only kicking your
face off for 75 per cent of a record nowadays
– ensuring nobody partial to aural blasting
goes home disappointed.
Adam Anonymous

Nina Nastasia
On Leaving (Fat Cat)
We know what to expect. We’re happy with
that. We anticipate the stern bun of her hair,
the maudlin torture of her muse: the cut-
glass clarity of her song. We know Nina
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The Rapture 
Pieces Of The People We Love (Mercury)
Talking about dance punk is a bit of a mortuary
science these days: those members of the class of
2003 who made good and got out of the Brooklyn
ghetto (Liars, YYYs, TV On The Radio and Ted Leo)
have since superseded the label and genre; others
did not fare so well, and now the 4/4 hash of the
high hat beats a klangy death march (!!! is a jam
band, Radio 4 a footnote). Sadly, The Rapture 
have fallen into this lower echelon, despite being
the ones who busted the whole thing wide 
with ‘House Of Jealous Lovers’, a song that 
well-husbanded the underground’s burgeoning
appetite for coke dancing, and winched open 
the mainstream’s maw for avant-disco trash. In 
the three long years since the modestly-received
Echoes, they’ve split from their creative partnership
with DFA, and the band is onto their fourth label 
in as many releases. Meanwhile, the trend-titular
band has been bested and almost forgotten in the
wake of what they helped birth – lapped by the
chart success of tie-clad imitators and bands that
got signed off MySpace. In their attempt to keep
up, they have fashioned a multi-purpose album: 
a record that also doubles as a coffin nail. 

It’s sad the band split from DFA, as having three
different producers (Paul Epworth, Ewan Pearson,
and Danger Mouse) has furthered the bands
penchant for schizophrenic sound; each song is
dosed with signifiers of another band (Gary Glitter,

Gang Of Four, Happy Mondays and, most
curiously, The Farm) – but spliced with uneven
Rapture elements. While the band tries on a dozen
shades of euphonious abortion, the baloney has 
a first name – it’s L-U-K-E, as in Jenner, as in The
Rapture frontman, as in the one who sings like his
nuts are firmly clamped in a shop vice. Previously,
Jenner mostly sounded like a spazz getting his goth
on, typical post teen Lydon-spits. Here, Jenner is 
all insufferable squawking, aiming for notes he
couldn’t reach with a cherry picker. It is hard to
decide what’s worse, Jenner’s new-romantic
pterodactyl sing-style or his lyrics, which are such
cringeworthy e-z cheese they make Pete Wentz
seem like Slavoj Zizek in comparison (“Pain of
brokenhearted life/You are so fucked up/I wish
you’d die” – ‘Don Gon Do It’). 

There are moments of redemption – a surplus
of cowbell and wood block, Mattie Safer’s bass
boom, Jenner’s Kylie-esque eroto-sighs on ‘The
Devil’ – but People We Love lurches like a lost
Canistoga wagon train, with its 90 BPM payloads
and fardled, plotless stasis. Though the band spent
a solid year writing the album, it doesn’t sound like
they had an album in them. It would be easy to
attribute the loss of steam to the departure of DFA;
but prior to DFA-helming, The Rapture showed
they could wreck a party with murderous aplomb.
This time around, it seems no one could save them
from sinking under the weight of their bad ideas,
making People We Love… an Album You’ll Hate.

A multi-purpose album: 
a record that also doubles
as a coffin nail 

disco balls
Words: Jessica Hopper
Illustration: Robert Ramsden

Plan B talks to Mattie Safer

Why so long between Echoes and this?
“We were touring for about a year before and after

the release of Echoes, so we got back and we were 
a bit burnt out. We took some time off from each other,
a few months to do various things. I wanted to spend
some time DJing in Europe and not tour. We got back
together a little before New Year 2005, and we were 
all pretty refreshed.”

The title track has a glammy shuffle 
that harks back to the cover of The Glitter 
Band song, ‘Rock And Roll Part II’, you were
playing live…

“That song went through an evolution. It started off
as this synth-pop Depeche Mode thing. We were doing
it on the last tour, but it was all drum machines because
Vito was really sick of drumming. We completely
changed the feel, according to what felt best. 

“It does have that glammy feel, some of us are 
into that aspect, but some of us were feeding off 
the German techno thing, that ‘schaffel’ thing from 
a few years back. Seventies British glam rock, modern
German schaffel techno – sometime it’s the same
fucking thing.”

Did you have to pay Gary Glitter royalties?
“For playing ‘Rock And Roll’? I think we may have

for the DVD. What’s he doing, he’s in jail now? Facing
death by firing squad? For better or for worse, I’ve
always tried to avoid that side of ‘Rock And Roll Part II’
and focus on the quality of the song.“
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Nastasia. We are wrong. Her new, fourth
album is a gentle aberration: still melancholy
it may be, but Nastasia’s unadorned,
acoustic art sparks as not before. From the
piano-drum tumble of ‘Brad Haunts A Party’,
to the arctic grandeur of ‘Counting Up Your
Bones’, she soars. But it’s the album’s
swinging, elating centrepiece, ‘One Old
Woman’, that truly enlivens Nastasia’s star. 
Nicola Meighan

Pajo
1968 (Drag City)
David Pajo seems to be like his labelmate
Will Oldham in having eight million alternate
identities and side projects. This said, I prefer
Pajo, not least because I like what he does
with his voice more – here a reflective purr
that’s Leonard Cohen spiked with T Rex’s
sighing catch. At points, 1968 is classic rock
under any other name, but it’s all in the
arrangements here – the muted brutalism 
of ‘Who’s That Knocking’, the quietly merry
bubble-percussion on ‘Wrong Turn’. When
he lets the understated prettiness step to the
fore, as with the descending guitar and soft
orchestrations on ‘Foolish King’, all is serene.
Ned Raggett

Seafood
Paper Crown King (Cooking Vinyl)
You notice the clouds in the sky more 
when you get older. The angst quotient of
Seafood’s noise-pop has risen over the years,
sharpening their gift for melodic scree with 
a pleasingly bitter lyrical bite, and a penchant
for squalling solos, barrage riffage and
passages of abstract disquiet. Paper Crown
King is their best yet, for the chilling lull of
‘Last Outposts’, for the elegiac sadness of
the Crazy Horse-esque ‘Time And Tides’, 
and for the way their tuneful winsomeness
still glimmers through the melee on tracks
like the cherishable ‘Signal Sparks’.

Their influences (Lou Barlow, Sonic
Youth) are still pinned proudly to their
sleeves, but Seafood wear them well,
honouring their forbears with an album that
eruditely employs the genre lexicon to make
a personal and affecting statement.
Stevie Chick

DJ Shadow
The Outsider (Island)
1996’s Entroducing set up Shadow as the
middle-class route to street culture, and
packed the snowball that rolled sampling
into the mainstream.

Now Shadow’s invisible – he’s left the
process. Songs run seamlessly: ‘3 Freaks’ 
is his stab at the West Coast hyphy sound;
‘This Time’ is soul weekender fodder. Raps
rat-a-tat and narratives distract as Josh Davis
recedes behind Lil Jon for crunk supremacy.
Eleven of the 17 songs feature guests, from
the more expected Q-Tip spit, as cheeky and
clinical as ever, to less predictable ones.
‘What Have I Done’ finds Christina Carter of
Charalambides striking operatic tones and
low folk murmurs, medieval guitars slowly
unfurling with stately grandeur. Davis rides
from one genre to another, he does it with
ease too, but the music fails to stagger. And
there lies the ultimate flaw. The Shadow of
Entroducing has gone. He’s put his thumb in
so many pies that none of them are his; his
eerie, dangerous presence has evaporated. 
Now, he’s dressed in nondescript bling and 
a cap that declares, ‘I’m the boss’.
Jonathan Falcone

hooligans against
reality
Words: Neil Kulkarni
Illustration: Adrian Fleet

As ever, rap keeps throwing rocks
in your way, tricky-to-negotiate
blocks to your onward progress 
– TOO MANY GODDAMN great
albums, each of which could keep
you absorbed and engrossed and
engulfed till ‘07. My advice – keep
moving, skip skilfully past the
mediocre likes of Pharrell’s In 
My Mind (Virgin) and Cut
Chemist’s The Audience Is
Listening (Sony) and DJ
Shadow’s I’m An Overated Pile
Of Arse Vol 3 (OK, I’m guessing
here) and ferchrissakes don’t
believe a word you hear about
what’s hot and not anywhere but
here. Keep moving, like hopping
on boulders. 

Don’t think too heavily too
often or you’ll get caught in 
the dazzle, paralysed by exactly 
how far out Oh No’s Exodus 
Into Unheard Rhythms (Stones
Throw) can spin you, the avenues
and alleyways that Jehst’s
Underworld Epics (Lowlife) pulls
you down, hand on the scruff of
your neck. Passed like a bad habit
in between Masta Killa’s Made
In Brooklyn (Nature Sounds), the
Natural Selection comp (Nature
Sounds), and LG & Biscuit’s
Smoke Rings (Sit Tight) you might
start to feel a little bleary, a tad
ravaged by the beats and the
damage done, the way that
somewhere 10 sky miles above
New York and London somebody

has laced together the sound 
of all that Seventies soul and
Miles Davis you’ve been losing
yourself in and stretched it 
across the cosmos. 

S’eerie the way hip hop
simultaneously seems to mirror,
stalk and foretell yr every move:
dig the dissonance and drive
behind DJ Nappa & Inja’s
Wideopen (injanu), Foghorn
Vol.1 (Whatever The Weather),
Yungun & Mr Thing’s Grown
Man Business (Silent Soundz),
Labrat/DJ Odin’s stunning 
Back Again (WhiteLabel) and
Baby J’s fantastic F.T.P The
Mixtape (Dat Sound) and 
wonder if these freaks have 
been stowed away in your
subconscious, taking notes,
finding your weak points. 

Wankers. Leave me the fuck
alone. Get out of my head and
home and give me a break:
gimme the committed escape
routes offered by Raydar Ellis’
ear-popping Late Pass (Brick),
Rhymefest’s state-of-the-art
Blue Collar (J Records), J Dilla’s
coffin-chasing-but-still-half-
awesome The Shining (BBE) 
and Pete Rock’s gratifyingly
unhinged Underground Classics
(Rapster). Big-bollocked hip hop
music from America that still, 
by dint of sheer accent and
syntax, sounds like the most
fantastical escape from
roundourway available. 

The best UK hip hop at 
the moment has a similarly
rampaging sense of hooliganism
against reality : check the

weirdest moments on Suspect
Files Vol.3 (Suspect Files) and
Concentration Camp Pt 1 (Twelve
Jewels) for the sound of society’s
bottom-end fronting like gods,
sound arranged with infantile
exaggeration and lounged in like
a fantasy-pad of final fulfilment.

And in Foreign Beggars’
Stray Point Agenda (Dented) we
have hip hop’s first outright UK
masterpiece of 2006, a simply
staggering hour-long journey
through all-too-accurate street-
vérité, all-too-disturbing mental
chaos, and the sort of musical
adventure scarcely any other 
UK bands are even interested in
any more (this side of Ty and
New Flesh’s newies anyhoo). 

Above all, keep moving, 
cos if you don’t this music will
simply tear through you and 
carry your steaming entrails 
on without you on the end of 
a mean-looking spike. And in 
those seven seconds while the
blood-supply to your head still
enables consciousness, you’re
gonna feel mighty silly watching
your innards hauled aloft ahead
of you. 

It’s not what I think. It’s how
this SOUND makes you FEEL.
Indestructible so long as you can
keep up. Grip tight. 

All-too-accurate
street-vérité; all-
too-disturbing
mental chaos
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Below The
Sea
Blame It On 
The Past
(Where Are My)
Playing amid the
hazier, drowsier

pacings of the ghost of post-rock, Below
The Sea slot major chord sequences
together in a warming and satisfying way,
like piecing together the most glorious
puzzle of a big smiley face. (JF)

Scott H
Biram
Graveyard Shift
(Bloodshot)
Tootin’, gnarly,
none-more-
stripped alt

country courtesy of black-hearted Austin,
Texas one-man band Scott Biram. ‘ File
next to ‘All My Friends Are Dead’. (LP)

Eric
Chenaux
Dull Lights
(Constellation)
On the edge 
of time, or at 
least old times

made new. Contemplating life’s minutiae
through wood-swollen voice, lap steel 
and harmonica. It sometimes gets hazy 
in there. Yet ‘Dull Lights’ is a quiet 
lighting out. Play before the more 
raucous Springsteen’s Seeger Sessions.
(SG)

Cinderpop
Their Skies Are
Beautiful 
(Bongo Beat)
After The Arcade
Fire, the Canadian
Indie Flood.

Vancouver quintet’s second album blends
Toytown whimsy, Elephant 6 dreaminess
and psych-lite guitar pop à la Left Banke.
Makes The Shins sound like Henry Rollins.
(LP)

The Dirty
Projectors
New Attitude
(Marriage)
Some more of that
American multi-
instrumental

fantasy joy stuff, but this time the joy is 
the justified yelp of the truly surreal. 
Dirty Projectors come on like a CGI Van
Dyke Parks, making an orchestral/glitch
racket that’s all bugs in hats, kangaroos
befriending be-caped boys, giant red-
billed birds and woolly mammoths – all of
which, by the way, you can see in their
excellent videos at www.vsanna.com.(FM)

Justine
Electra
Soft Rock 
(City Slang)
Stupidly HOT
Aussie-via-
Berlin chick

Justine Electra oozes deceptive sass,
haunting harmonies and fuzzing synths.
We’re in love for about, ooh, the eighth
time in a minute. (AA)

Excepter
Alternation (5RC)
Brooklyn chaos worshippers step back
from the noise brink. ‘Alternation’ is their
pop album – but it’s pop of the Ariel Pink
school, free-shifting passages of LSD sing-
alongs, ambient industrial beatscapes, 
and abstract, hauntologic witchery. (LP)

Matt Harding
Expectation (Moshi Moshi)
Breathless, darkness-before-the-dawn 
folk spirited along on cool electronics 
and synthetic iBook click. ‘Expectation’ 
is elegant but insubstantial, at least until
the raga-like, Eastern-tinged ‘Signs’. (LP)

Hundred Reasons
Live At Freakscene (Secret)
Hundred Reasons bypassed me back 
in 2000 when my friends discovered 
them and emo culture, both of which 
they still can’t justify. Live At Freakscene,
recorded at the band’s old haunt in 
Exeter, will appeal to new emo converts
who think Hundred Reasons are ‘retro’.
(MW)

Inca Ore with Lemon Bears
Orchestra
The Birds In The Bushes 
(5 Rue Christine)
An armful of bric-a-brac sounds, collected
in a cabin on the Oregon coast. Inca 
Ore plays this weird folk patchwork with
wild starry-eyed surprise, and it prickles 
– uncomfortable and uncoordinated 
– like the devil’s alleluia. (HG)

Larrikin Love
The Freedom Spark
(Infectious/Warner Brothers)
They read books in press photos and 
their debut comes in three ‘movements’
(‘Hate’, ‘Fairytale’, and ‘Freedom’). 
But Larrikin Love’s bid to be the young
intellectuals of Thamesbeat is mostly
hamstrung by this fact: they sound 
like Gene. (LP)

Dawn Landes
Two Three Four (Boy Scout)
Aside from the Enya-esque “sail away”
refrain of ‘Drive’, this summery debut 
UK transmission from Kentucky nursery-
crooner Dawn Landes is a largely 
amiable amble through dirt-kicking
country and playground folk and 
infantile arias. (NM)

Paul Marshall/Tascam Tapes
Split LP (Seduction)
Marshall’s effete, dusty melodica gives
way to a vocal that comes close to, but
doesn’t equal, the exquisite guitar that
underpins it. Tascam Tapes doesn’t even
reach the starting line. Torch singers 
need fire and this was cold as November
rain. (HA)

Pharaoh Overlord
PO#4 (Ektro)
The fourth album from Finnish freakout
kings Circle’s stoner rock offshoot finds
them piledriving Sabbath riffs and 
wobbly electronics over motorik grooves.
Songs about motorbikes and devils
delivered in gruff Nordic tones make for 
a heady brew of heads-down psychedelic
metal. (RF)

brief notes

Slayer
Christ Illusion (American)
Should the adage ‘if it ain’t broke, don’t fix
it’ apply to music? Is there a point where an
artist’s formula is so precise, so rewarding
that to ask them to reformulate would be 
a nullification of years of honing down. Does
everything need to adapt in order to survive?

It’s tempting to put forward that Slayer
are outside this theory – a band so defiantly
anti-trend, self-contained and hermetically
sealed they needn’t worry about integrating
outside influences. Making music in this riff-
sodden vacuum, however, leaves them
susceptible to a key problem of immortality –
they stay the same age, but we get older.

The only trick they’ve successfully pulled
off this time is having the comma removed
from the record title – Christ, Illusion it
should read, because this is all smoke and
mirrors. The real magic already left the stage.
George Taylor

Spencer Dickinson
The Man Who Lives For Love (Yep Roc)
When Jon Spencer goes shopping for
collaborators, he goes direct to the sources
of the venomous, sleaze-drenched, soulful
music he loves: Andre Williams, RL Burnside,
Speedball Baby. And so it is with the
Dickinson boys, Cody and Luther; their 
dad Jim played with and produced The
Rolling Stones, Big Star and Aretha Franklin
(and this album), while the boys’ groups
Gutbucket and North Mississippi Allstars 
are long-time Blues Explosion tourmates and
kindred. This set is heavy on curled-lip snarl,
barbed-wire guitar squall, and a restless
punkabilly groove that hits the boil with ‘Sat
Morn Cartoons’, the meanest cut Spencer’s
laid down since Pussy Galore. More subtly
seductive are the acrid, funereal jam for New
Orleans, ‘Flood (The Awful Truth, The Living
End)’, the atmospheric vignette ‘Appalachia’
and ‘I’m So Lonely’, a loose and vicious run-
through a familiar blues refrain Jon’s already
sung with the Blues Explosion and Burnside.
And so the circle remains unbroken.
Stevie Chick

Striborg
Embittered Darkness/Isle De Morts
(Southern Lord)
Lonely Tasmanian troll Sin Nanna has
released a ton of albums, none of which 
I’ve heard apart from this one. I’m kicking
myself with a big black metal boot, because
along with recent albums from Norwegian
experimentalists Secht and US duo
Nachtmystium, as well as the debut from
Leopard Leg, Embittered Darkness/Isle De
Morts has to be one of the wyrd highlights 
of 2006. Kind of. 

Actually, this CD couples five new pieces
with an 11-song demo originally released 
in 1997 under the name Kathaaria, which
you probably won’t own unless you’re 
as lonely and trollish as its author. The 
songs fall into three fairly strict categories:
primitive, fuzzed-out BM, eerie Goblin-esque
ambience and out-and-out hellish screaming
noise, all of which are performed with the
kind of conviction that makes you wonder if
the world is safe with weirdos like this in it.
Joe Stannard

Supersystem
A Million Microphones (Touch & Go)
Supersystem are just that: an intricate, 
giant, musicultural interface where caveman

terrace-chants propel space-age,
synthesised face slaps and the handclap 
is as mighty as the cowbell. With lyrics 
that walk the line between the banal and 
the psychedelic and trebly beats that jar 
the upper echelons of your hearing range,
boundaries and genres fare badly in the
world of Supersystem. 

The punk and disco seem lazy as fuck,
the poetry is wired wrong and shakes the
speakers. But ‘White Light/White Light’ is 
a winner, not only for its subtly inverted 
V-sign to history, but also for its “White
light, white light/ What butterflies are made
of” dancefloor-come-on of a chorus. All of 
a sudden, sitting down seems like a right
fucking waste of time.
Hayley Avron

Susanna And The Magical
Orchestra
Melody Mountain (Rune Grammofon)
Humcrush
Hornswoggle (Rune Grammofon)
Two impressive additions to the Rune
Grammofon catalogue, a label with a highly
artistic aesthetic reflected by its pool of
exciting young Norwegian musicians and 
the cover sleeve art of in-house graphics
maestro Kim Hiorthøy. Known to turn 
venues so quiet you can hear grown men
sob, Susanna And The Magical Orchestra’s
electronic torch songs possess more than
just a passing resemblance to the work of 
a certain Icelandic chanteuse. On Melody
Mountain vocalist Susanna Wallumrød 
and multi-instrumentalist Morten Qvenild
tackle cover versions from the obligatory
(Leonard Cohen) to the not so obvious
(AC/DC and Kiss) with darkly melancholic
effect. Humcrush’s Hornswoggle,
meanwhile, sees Thomas Strønen and
Supersilent’s Ståle Storløkken combine
electronics and percussion to produce 
a variety of styles, ranging from the defiantly
funky to more abstractionist grooves, all
handled with a master alchemist’s touch.
Spencer Grady

TBA Empty
Stupid Rotation (Max Ernst)
Has the minimal techno market saturated 
so totally, that all the decent artists of 
the genre are now fucking it off to turn
maximal? I’m punching a fist in the air with
some cowboy American phrase in mind if
they all turn out as totally brilliant as TBA.
Thomas Brinkmann goes from sparse clicks
und kuts to 4/4 boomy brilliance? It’s even
got tabla on it, yet here I am, bouncing away
to it. Perfect music to turn punters all bendy
on the dancefloor.
Ralph Cowling

Various
Chris Lake Presents…Electric
Boutique (Gut Active)
Two hours of unmixed spazzcore hoover-
electro just the wrong side of cool: this is
sweaty music for wanton idiots. Mostly, 
I love it. Highlights? You can’t really remove
The Egg’s ‘Walking Away’ from the Citroen
cyborg, but you can still get off on the
pinball-with-planets riff; Switch’s epileptic
retooling of the Incredible String Band’s
‘Apache’ into a mutant tribal-house
carpetbomb; Radio Slave’s ‘My Bleep’, 
fun as insomnia; Paul Woolford’s ‘Erotic
Discourse’, as sensitive as a cheese grater;
the rocketlauncher chorus and Martian
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The Needles
In Search Of The Needles
(Dangerous)
Part New York Dolls stomp, part Muse
histrionics, this is raw rock’n’roll without
pretension or frills. Vintage keyboards
swirl around spiky, angular riffing with
Dave Needles’ vocals urging you to
surrender to their scuzzy charms. (EB)

Principal Edwards 
Magic Theatre
Soundtrack/The Asmoto Running
Band (Dandelion/Cherry Red)
If you’ve been spellbound by the new
Circulus album – and you should be cos 
it’s fucking ace – it’s probably a good idea
to check out these two albums, originally
released on John Peel’s Dandelion imprint.
Awesome Vaudevillian prog-folk. (JS)

Sound In Action Trio
Gate (Atavistic)
Chicago sax-man Ken Vandermark honks
and hollers his way through a clutch 
of avant-jazz classics by Dolphy, Ayler,
Coltrane and Ra, propelled by the twin
drums of Tim Daisy and legendary Arkestra
member Robert Barry. Pure, blistering
rhythm and skronk. (DS)

The Telescopes
Hungry Audio Tapes (Hungry Audio)
A mini-album with a deceptively soaring,
vintage space-rock beginning, this latest
from the Northern drone veterans sees
them wading deeper into electronic
abstraction. ‘Winter #7’ needs no such
title: it’s suffused with pale grey sunshine,
frozen black peat and the thrumming 
quiet of a landscape waiting for spring 
to break. (FM)

The Thermals
The Body The Blood, The Machine
(Sub Pop)
“Locusts, tornados, crosses and Nazi
halos…” Portland, OR’s The Thermals 
are light on the hallelujahs on ‘The Body,
The Blood’ – a withering portrait of the
American religious right-wing, set to
visceral, soda-chugging lo-fi crunch. (LP)

Two Dollar Guitar
The Wear And Tear Of Fear: 
A Lover’s Discourse (Smells Like)
In which Tim Foljahn, reflecting on the
vagaries of love, spins together star-
spangled guitars and electronics in 
a modern American song cycle. For when 
a relationship ends on nothing more than
a resigned shrug of the shoulders. (EA)

Steve Turner & His Bad Ideas
New Wave Punk Asshole (Funhouse)
Mudhoney guitarist Steve Turner returns 
to offer us this – him and his bad ideas.
Garage-infused punk swaggering from 
our lead, a Farfisa to provide those new
wave blasts, and all 16 songs in under 35
minutes. I feel I’ve been cheated. (MW)

Vague Angels
Let’s Duke It Out At Kilkenny Katz
(Pretty Activity)
Chris Leo, the most beautiful of men 
– brother of Ted, the most beautiful 
pop-rock songwriter – remains joyfully
pretentious with poetic ramblings and
minstrel indie-rock. (AA)

Various
House Of The Rising Rat (Bronzerat)
I’m tired of this blues-rock glut, but cut
past the usual sozzled suspects (Gallon
Drunk, Dan Sartain), to the jokers in the
pack: the elegiac piano pop of Richard
Swift’s ‘The Novelist’, or the iron-wrought
prog of Guapo spin-offs Miasma And The
Carousel Of Headless Horses. (LP)

Various
Mr Scruff’s Big Chill Classics: Big Up
Your Tent (The Big Chill Recordings)
DJ and lounge scamp gets the broad
umbrella of compiling ‘chill’ tunes. 
He includes Donald Byrd, Fela Ransome
Kuti & Nigeria 70 and Nobukazu
Takemura among many. Bring on the
comedown and my ‘new media’ pad in
Clapham. Ciao. (JF)

Various
Rob Da Bank and Chris Coco: 
Listen Again (Ether)
Rob Da Bank can’t be all bad: he likes DJ
Scotch Egg. But this link-up with partner-
in-chill Coco breaks new boundaries in
respectability, a miasma of tastefulness
that leaves even gems (King Creosote,
Arab Strap) tarnished. (LP)

Virgin Passages
Mandalay (Fire)
Twelve tracks of glazed, freeform post-
rock lent crucial coherency by wisps of
male-female vocal, and an undercurrent 
of nastiness by a cover of Charles
Manson’s ‘Your Home Is Where You’re
Happy’; the right dosage, more or less. (LP)

The Whitest Boy Alive
Dreams (Bubbles)
Erland Oye used to croon us in the Kings Of
Convenience, now he’s playing gorgeous
trouble-funk pop. Recorded live it’s simple
and swelters in lush delivery, drums and
bass pump, guitars add jazz and his voice
exudes soft sexuality. Perfect. (JF)

Working For A Nuclear Free
City
Working For A Nuclear Free City
(Melodic)
Sometimes instrumental, sometimes
featuring slack-jawed vocals, WFANFC
attempt to soundtrack a 3am cruise down
the wrong side of a blackened country lane
with the aid of haunting electronics and
space rock guitars. Perfectionism and
patience have certainly paid off. (LS)

Yikes
Secrets To Superflipping
(Upset The Rhythm)
The 97th band from John Dwyer, SF noise-
rock superhero, is only 40 per cent as good
as his last-but-one band, immortal garage
fiends The Coachwhips. Why? Because it
sounds like them, except at 40 per cent the
speed. It really is that simple. (LP)

Brief notes by: Euan Andrews,
Adam Anonymous, Hayley
Avron, Essi Berelian, Jonathan
Falcone, Richard Fontenoy,
Stewart Gardiner, Frances
Morgan, Nicola Meighan, Louis
Pattison, Ned Raggett, Daniel
Spicer, Joe Stannard, Lianne
Steinberg, Megan Weston

brief notes

breakdown in Danny Freakazoid’s
‘Discount’. Lowlights? Piano house and
helium vocals out of a provincial nightclub;
Tiga; Goldfrapp; raps so ineffectual they’re
positively Lampard. Still, glass half-full, eh?
Chris Houghton

Various
The Sound Of The Pirates:
Mixed By DJ Cameo (UMTV)
DJ Cameo used to promote SU-funded day-
raves in my college canteen, in which South
West London’s putative suburban rudeboys
would pluck their bumfluff moustaches and
slap on endearingly ramshackle UK Garage
mixing as teens gorged on Otis Spunkmeyer
cookies. So imagine my surprise when 
he ended up on 1Xtra, and was massively
impressive at setting an agenda and a wide-
ranging niche as a tastemaker in the UK
urban underground.

With this he’s quite violently lost the
plot: a three-CD compilation that attempts 
to bridge the gap between bassline house,
US mainstream rap and grime, that is 
– if you’re looking for new music – mainly
only worth checking for the freewheeling
interchange on Blackjack and N.A.S.T.Y’s
‘Girls Luv N.A.S.T.Y’, L Dot Man’s emotive
suicide-prevention rap, Roll Deep’s inspired
techno-grime, and J Sweet’s breathtaking
beat-sewage on ‘Road Angel’ – and 
for stifling your gag-reflex at the hugely-
overrated JME’s playground rhyme scheme,
among other horrors.

Just where did it all go wrong?
Chris Ballard

Various 
Total 7 (Kompakt)
Some have it that Michael Mayer’s Cologne
techno powerhouse has been through a bit
of a dodgy patch lately. But that’s hard to
believe after hearing this latest installment in
their useful annual two-CD round-up of 
the year’s highlights. It’s packed with more
tasty cuts than a fine quadruple-decker club
sandwich, from Robert Babicz’s ‘Sonntag’
(sweet, hypnotic bleepiness) to Mayer and
Superpitcher’s monumental remix of Gui
Boratto’s ‘Like You’. Then there’s stylish
cosmic disco from Justus Köhncke; masterful
minimalism from Jurgen Paape; a sly, funky
shuffle from The Orb’s Thomas Fehlmann;
Boratto’s trancey slayer ‘Arquipelago’; 
and ‘The Happy Monster’ by Hug, a driving
groove with an awesome synth riff that
drops halfway through. 

This is the sound of a label still way
ahead of the pack and showing no sign 
of slowing down.
Robin Wilks

Various
Sweet Fifteen: Rough Trade
Publishing 1991 To 2006 
(Rough Trade)
A good compilation can launch a romance 
or friendship. Cool tracks sit beside the 
odd knowlingly-cheesy moment. Lyrics
breathe a thinly veiled message of ‘shag 
me’, ‘love me’.

Hearing Dubstar and The Violent
Femmes on side one, I’m back in 1995,
making tapes for Mark in Brighton, whom 
I met through Select’s small ads. I cringe
while nodding my head along to Le Tigre
reeling off a list of right-on feminist icons. 
I’m brought right back to the present by 
The Futureheads, whose clipped Northern

vowels have done more for the North East
than any tourist board could hope to. 

If this had been given to me by Mark,
instead of a mix-tape of drum’n’bass and
New Model Army, I’d have to moved
anywhere to be with him.
Natalie Boxall

M Ward
Post-War (Beggars Banquet)
The strange truth about Matt Ward is that 
he has a more soulful voice than the majority
of people who call upon his services – Rilo
Kiley, Bright Eyes, The White Stripes. 

He’s unassuming, sure – but his songs
have such a deep melancholy, burning desire
and astonishing resonance; his voice is filled 
with such pathos; his country blues guitar
has a zestful exuberance matched by few.
Whereas his previous album, Transistor
Radio, was a tribute to the bluesmen and
folk troubadours of old, this time the
Portland, Oregon singer plays it straighter, 
a full band in tow. 

The songs are fully matured – a rollicking
version of Daniel Johnston’s ‘To Go Home’,
the nostalgia-driven title track, the beautiful
‘Chinese Translation’. On the standout, the
remorse-laden, anti-war ‘Requiem’, Matt’s
voice is so full, so yearning, he even begins 
to sound like forgotten Sixties soul star
James Carr. 

Post-War is M Ward’s fifth album, and 
it is as wonderful as the rest.
Everett True

Weird Weeds
Weird Feelings (Sounds Are Active)
The mood is spooked: a basement light 
left on somewhere, a discarded diary lying
next to a few broken fuzz pedals, rain
seeping in through a crack in the ceiling.
Words are minimal, sung tentatively 
over the barest of acoustic and shaken
accompaniment – hushed, like the ambience
of the recording studio is the most important
sound in the world. Folksy, distorted through
a math rock filter. 

Austin’s Weed Weirds – a Jandek band
member here, a Deerhoof collaborator there
– create music for disillusioned cartoonists, 
a hint of mystery, a sense of discovery and 
a few gentle tunes (‘Tupper’, the pedal steel-
tinted ‘You Win!’). 
Everett True

Xiu Xiu
The Air Force (5RC)
California screaming: Xiu Xiu (pronounced
‘shoo-shoo’) are Jamie and Coralee, two
sexually ambiguous multi-instrumentalists
from the Sunshine State, who make
startlingly nightmarish records about being
in a state. Past releases were dominated by
Jamie (resembling Henry Rollins as styled 
by Morrissey), but this latest outing includes
a gender-twisting lead vocal from Coralee
(Chloe Sevigny as styled by Laurie Anderson),
the disarmingly calm flipside to his fraught,
open-surgery delivery. 

Amid the trademark tremulous
confessions bathed in a bubbling clutter 
of beats, bells, broken strings and toggled
wind-tunnels, ‘Boy Soprano’ and ‘Save Me
Save Me’ offer olive branches of elegant
synth hooks, while on ‘Bishop, CA’ an
impossible tsunami of velvet noise explodes
from absolutely nowhere. A dazzling
showcase of an incredible group.
Dickon Edwards
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Pulp
His N Hers
Different Class
This Is Hardcore (Island)
Once upon a time, when a viral revival of a 
second-hand style called Britpop (subgenres: 
‘Cool Britannia’, ‘New Labour’) briefly filled this
island’s proud tabloids like a day-glo yawn, I want
to state that – for what it’s worth – I was mostly
into trip-hop (yes, I know). The endless fête of
potato-faced non-stars sporting seemingly limitless
variations on the drum, bass and guitar, or guitar,
drum and bass (or once, memorably, bass, guitar
and drum) formula somehow failed to inflame. 
I couldn’t get with the reverent classicism, the self-
celebration, the music video social commentary
and the raging excitement of lower and upper
middle-class acts play-fighting for the soul of the
nation with their free hands shoving the cash down
under the waistband – and all the media’s brassy
attempts to sell us on the notion we were living
through another golden age.

But I do remember the first time I saw Pulp. The
song was ‘Babies’ and, although I didn’t analyse
why until later, I understood instinctually this was
different – of course Pulp had their antecedents,
but (and this is the important part) they weren’t 
just aping previous winners – you just knew you’d
always find them at the kitchen sink at parties.

I bought the album. And the next one, and 
the one after that. But now I’m sat here with white
paper and plastic sleeve promos of those same
records – only this time each album is doubled 
up with bonus tracks. I guess they’re what I’m 
here to talk about.

Career-wise, His N Hers was kind of like 
a half-finished fledgling finding clothes that finally
suited him or her, whose unfashionable haircut
was suddenly something to emulate – the perfect
cinematic pop postures of the record translated
naturally into hit singles, and we all know what
happened next. But listening to the second disc
charts their (until then) disparate play of styles
gelling once and for all – marrying each aspect
from graphic design to wardrobe, instrumental
flourish to Jarvis’ every over-extended dance 
step into as careful, considered and consistent 
an aesthetic as a teenager’s makeup. 

Pulp were never prog, never made a concept
album – were always more soap opera sprawl 
than sloganised oversimplification – and if they
sometimes achieved epic effects, it was through 
an accretion of detail, character and mood. More
often than not, any direct statements would be
routed through the social bloc they identified 
so wholly with rather than the art school
autobiographical cul-de-sac. And these wealth 
of B-sides are side streets, the supporting cast 
that flesh out the ensemble pieces.

The flipside of Different Class, meanwhile,
shows the relative paucity of back-up material 
they produced during what would be their high
tide mark – alternate mixes, cover versions and 
a Glastonbury sing-along snapshot suggest that at
this point the effort of producing their most perfect
single set left them little to spare for detours. 

We do get ‘Mile End’, their playful contribution
to the Trainspotting OST and the dipsodramatic
‘Nick Cave Pub Rock’ version of ‘Disco 2000’.
Meanwhile, their crowning festival moment 

– with the crowd chanting every last word of
‘Common People’ – is a pretty sweet tribute to 
their career-long love of the chorus (in all senses).

Although another record would follow, 
This Is Hardcore was the one that soundtracked 
the last dance – brilliantly synthesising the bitter
aftertaste of fame and a deliberate, almost
funereal, recounting of folly – like smashing the
mirror before walking out the door. Most
famously, ‘Cocaine Socialism’ (the ‘proper’ version
of which is included here for the first time) stone
cold nails the exact moment the party ended – a
freeze frame of a balloon bursting. Like all the best
jokes, its absolute despair sits in its centre, cloaked
with ironically delirious brass barrages.

Others dip so low even barbed punch lines can’t
resurrect a smile, all acoustic sketches, filtered vox
and go-slow disco. It’s sophisticated and smart, 
the rough edges of earlier times replaced by
instrumental cohesion that lets nuance set the 
tone – looking back and turning inward. Surely 
one of the most startlingly self-aware bands to 
ever make it in the mainstream, Pulp never forgave
anyone who patronised them, always bit back. 
But now, so close to the end of their time together
they knew that their original tactics had been
assimilated: “I’m only trying to give you what
you’ve come to expect – just another song about
single mothers and sex – OK, you’ve heard it
before, it’s nothing special – but it’s a living, y’see 
– I’m a professional” (‘The Professional’).

Not long after, Pulp matched awareness with
integrity, and finished with us before we finished
with them. I guess most of the people you never
stop loving do.

acrylic dreams
Words: kicking_k
Illustration: Holly Wales

Close to the end of their time
together they knew that their
original tactics had been
assimilated

The Associates
Wild And Lonely (EMI)
The last album to be released under The
Associates name, and precursor to the jaw-
droppingly beautiful ‘official’ Billy MacKenzie
solo effort, Outernational, 1990’s Wild And
Lonely sounds exactly like its year of release,
from the proto-house piano, the synthesised

strings (that go whhhhoooommphhh! like 
in Pet Shop Boys songs) and classy backing
vox right down to the faux Impressionist
cover art. In places, it reminds me of what 
I thought adulthood would be like when 
I was 12 or so: sophisticated, tragic, epic,
painterly, complicatedly romantic – all words
you could use to describe ‘Fire To Ice’, ‘Just

Can’t Say Goodbye’ and ‘The Glamour
Chase’, as well as the succinctly sorrowful
title track. 

Elsewhere, MacKenzie’s gorgeous 
voice can’t disguise a few weak songs and a
production style that was probably sounding
a little dated even at the time of the album’s
release. By Outernational, MacKenzie would

have moved gloriously into a sort of oceanic
house diva mode that fully suited him, but
Wild And Lonely is an awkward statement
from an artist no longer sure where he’s
going, and not quite able to capture his
former avant-pop euphoria. 

Lustrously flawed.
Frances Morgan
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Dawn Of The Replicants
Bust The Trunk (SL)
Bust The Trunk collects the enjoyably 
off-kilter pop/rock singles of DOTR in one
place, along with a DVD to defeat snarky
“But I already burned a CDR of them”
complaints. ‘Skullcrusher’ got remixed 
by one of the LCD Soundsystem bods, so 
that means everyone has to buy this. I hear
it’s the law.
Ned Raggett

Electric Eels
The Eyeball Of Hell (Scat)
“He died in Cleveland; I literally would not be
caught dead there. He had black hair; I had
white hair (mine from a bottle, as was my
solace).” Thus extrapolates Electric Eels’
John Morton, viz the discrepancies betwixt
himself and Pere Ubu’s Peter Laughner in 
the ace, mind-mashing liner-notes for this
thoroughly pummelling, scuzzy anthology.
Self-proclaimed mid-seventies Cleveland 
‘art terrorists’, Electric Eels’ castigating aural
arsenal entangled sledgehammers, sheet
metal and gas-powered lawn mowers – but
it’s their scabrous guitars, gobby assaults
and primordial garage rock that endure, as
vindicated on the insurgent triumvirate of
‘Agitated’, ‘Anxiety’ and ‘Cyclotron’. 
Nicola Meighan

Fad Gadget
Fad Gadget By Frank Tovey (Mute)
No one wrote a song about geodesic domes
quite like Frank Tovey, the sad cyborg behind
Fad Gadget. ‘Back To Nature’ finds Gadget
huddled up in magnetic embrace with your
VCR, sheltering from rain that spatters on
cold plexiglass; Neubauten nod ‘Collapsing

New People’ envisages human bodies as
Olde World architecture, rubble-strewn
slums fit for renovation. Synth-pop begins
here. But as this compilation strides boldly
towards the New Pop future, it sounds 
more and more like the past. Don't fret. 
Just admire the mechanical beauty of 
built-in obsolescence. 
Louis Pattison

Laurent Garnier
Retrospective (F-Com)
Garnier is one of those guys who just keeps
releasing records until you turn around and
realise, “Damn, he’s been around forever!”
Which is why it makes sense for a two-CD
collection, if only because that just about
scratches the surface of what’s there (while
there are a few straightforward album
tracks, most everything consists of remixes,
unreleased tracks and white label cuts).
Garnier’s style is remarkably consistent,
some would argue painfully so – opening cut
‘6 Months Earlier’ is from 2004 but wouldn’t
have sounded out of place in 1994, riding 
an eternal wave of Ibiza from then to now –
but it’s the difference between a core sound
and simply doing the same thing over again.
Garnier favors the former, and everything
from the neo-industrial crunch of ‘Crispy
Bacon’ to the skittering demi-minimalism 
of ‘At Night’ works very well.
Ned Raggett

Happy Hate Me Nots
The Good That’s Been Done… 
(Feel Presents)
Another of those legendary ‘lost’ guitar
bands from Australia, Happy Hate Me Nots
formed in 1983 influenced by The Jam, The

Sound, Mod and punk in equal measure.
Briefly signed to Rough Trade US, and
splitting in 1991, HHMN were unfortunate
that their hard-edged, Sixties-tinged pop
predated Nirvana and the commercialisation
of independent music by the slightest of
margins. Late Nineties Aussie success story,
You Am I, for one, borrowed heavily from 
the HHMN template. 

Although a lot of the material is
forgettable, at their finest (‘You’re 
An Angel’, ‘Things Wearing Thin’), 
HHMN provide the missing link between 
The Who, Flying Nun Records and Noughties
NZ rock. This anthology is exhaustive: two
CDs, 41 tracks – and yes, of course they’ve
since reformed.
Everett True

Jenny Piccolo
Jenny Piccolo (Three One G)
Nineties emo violence troupe from Santa
Cruz, inexplicably named after a character
from Happy Days. Formed from the ashes 
of Californian outfits Mohinder and Makara,
Jenny Piccolo sound somewhat less evolved,
more human, than the odd beast their
sometime tour-mates The Locust – but 
still, the likes of ‘Cynanide Inhaler’ share
something of that band’s deranged
viciousness and insectoid attention-span.
Louis Pattison

Leah Kunkel
Leah Kunkel/I Run With 
Trouble (Rev-Ola)
Sister of ‘Mama’ Cass Elliott, wife of
drummer Russ Kunkel, Leah Kunkel was 
a session vocalist whose dalliance with 
solo recording in the late Seventies and 

early Eighties offered two albums that are
the very definition of the curate’s egg. 
As with most recordings from the era that
didn’t pay lip service to punk’s back-to-
basics, both albums are glossed with a
frictionless sheen that distances the
performances from their audience. But
Kunkel’s powerful voice will always 
out, and the way she works through the
convolutions of Jimmy Webb’s ‘Never 
Gonna Lose My Dream Of Love Again’, 
or the quivering ballad ‘Hard Feelings’ 
is quietly, unassumingly overwhelming. 

Neither album is perfect, but there are
plenty of gems here. They’re just obscured 
by period aesthetics. 
Jon Dale

Michel LeGrand
Paris Rome Vienna (él)
You know these songs – of strings, not
voices. You may not think so, but you’d
recognise their meandering scores from
flickering black-and-white films. And boy,
they’re dreamy. I dreamt all the way through
the ‘I Love Paris’ section, of all the clichéd
images you might expect; of baguettes
tucked under elbows, billowy skirts in the
breeze; of can-can legs and big, heaving
arms playing big, heaving accordions. 

Then when the travelogue passed
through Rome and Vienna, there were
mopeds, full moons, leather jackets and
even waltz-paced ice-skating on frozen
lakes. It’s a picture postcard of an album.
Only with this music – and it’s jovial flutes,
sombre clarinet, and tiny chiming triangle 
in the background – these clichéd dream-
scenes seemed perfectly real. 
Hannah Gregory

LP • CD
SEPTEMBER 11
Produced by ROGER MOUTENOT

"A wonderful, intimate love letter to pop and its many
subterranean offshoots, a riot of styles, bound together by

warmth and wit ... polymorphously perfect" - **** Mojo

YOLATENGO.COM  
MATADORRECORDS.COM
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Chris Montez
Call Me – The A&M Years (Eclipse)
After an initial run of hits in the early Sixties,
topped by ‘Let’s Dance’, Chris Montez cut 
a clutch of beautifully unforced sides for 
the A&M label. Spanning 1966 to 1969, 
Call Me – The A&M Years is yet more
testament to the impact of bossa nova
aesthetics (if not always the actual nuts 
and bolts of the genre’s structures) on
English and American pop. Bossa is most
effective when its vocalists sound as though
they’re barely exhaling, disappearing into
the thunderous hush of the arrangements.
The accompaniment isn’t quite as lithe as 
on Brazilian recordings from the era, but 
it’s still gorgeously misty, and Montez’s
voice, perpetually caught somewhere
between swoon, sigh and seduction, is 
the perfect foil.
Jon Dale

The Peddlers
Suite London (Eclipse)
According to the folks at Eclipse, The
Peddlers’ previous album Three In A Cell
is a ‘charity shop staple’ in England – being
based in Australia, the only real parallel to
hand is Kamahl. To my knowledge, he never
made a record with the conceptual fortitude
of Suite London. Roy Phillips’ vocals are 
a slight stumbling block for these ears,
sounding a bit strained and performative,
but the arrangements throughout are
uniformly surprising, working through
melodramatic arcs and moments of
theatrical thunder like the jarring ‘In
Juxtaposition’. Some songs are a bit 
wobbly, coming close to lounge-lite for faux-
aesthetes, but the weave and warp of the
strings remind me of Jean-Claude Vannier’s
interventions on Serge Gainsbourg’s Melody
Nelson, which is high praise indeed.
Jon Dale

Bob Pegg
Keeper Of The Fire: The Anthology
(Sanctuary)
The work of West Yorkshire songwriter Bob
Pegg, comprehensively gathered in this two-
CD set, is akin to an unidentified ‘artefact’ 
in a local museum; the label says, ‘Historians
are unsure as to the purpose of this item 

– was it a fertility charm, a weapon, or just 
a humble kitchen utensil?’Of course, those
are always the most fun artefacts, and Pegg,
who has a sideline as a historian, would
maybe enjoy such a reading of his esoteric
ballads about dogs, gipsies, Jesus, the Lake
District, sheep, stars and ships, over which
an air of ‘WTF?’ inescapably hangs. 

Bob Pegg And Nick Strutt (1973) has an
unfortunate touch of Reeves and Mortimer’s
Mulligan and O’Hare skit combined with 
a fragility suggestive of Vashti Bunyan 
or The Incredible String Band. Recorders,
violins, drones and train sounds augment
country-ish guitar and frankly odd lyrics: “In
the shining rings of Saturn I have searched
for my identity,” Pegg assures us.

The Shipbuilder (1974) is not for the
faint-hearted,being a high-concept folk-
opera project with psych guitar frills to rival
Fairport’s – ‘Four Days’ Work’ is a great bit 
of seductive, serpentine prog about bedding
a lady in a hull of an unfinished boat. Ancient
Maps (1975) is a medieval-styled fantasie
full of valleys, chalices and dark riders that 
I imagine Michael Tyack from Circulus has 
a copy of. The rest is bonus material; an
honourable mention must go to 1978 single
‘The Werewolf Of Old Chapeltown’, which
places said lycnathrope in a present-day,
gloomy, industrial Leeds, resulting in a
bizarre tale of “bestial silhouettes” in grimy
bedsits – creepy enough, apparently, for
Halifax police to very briefly suspect Pegg 
of being the Yorkshire Ripper.  
Frances Morgan

Placebo
Tenth Anniversary Edition (Virgin)
Brian Molko: whose idea was that, then? An
arrogant prick with a comb-over and a silly
voice who, for all his claims to deviance,
made music about as sexual as getting an
armpit in the face on the morning commute.
Still, men and women of a certain age will
tell you that Placebo’s first album was pretty
good. If you were 15 or so when this, their
debut, was first released, the chances are
that this miserablist take on pop-punk was
your soundtrack to a whole lotta suburban
moping. Sadly, it doesn’t hold up to a 
second listen. Aside from the eerily hypnotic
‘Swallow’ (a never again seen experimental

side) the songs on this album are pompous,
conceited, one-dimensional and morose.
Much like being a teenager – and all I can
say about that is thank fuck it’s over.
Daniel Trilling

Purple Hearts And The
Coloured Balls
Benzedrine Beat! (Half a Cow)
Purple Hearts rock it like they got a rocket 
in their pocket. This two-CD retrospective 
is basically a bunch of bold advances to 
a bunch of young girls. After a few stock-
standard raves, the Brisbane beatniks start
to take chances as Lobby Loyde begins to
discover the power and perversion his
electric guitar is capable of. By ‘Of Hopes 
and Dreams and Tombstones’, the band 
has wrenched the heat up so high, Bunyip
speakers begin to yelp like a gang of
emaciated dingos. The second disc doesn’t
include Lobby, but that don’t mean it ain’t
got that swing. Those Jethro Tull covers are
Ron Burgundy to the max! From here it’s 
a short hop and a skip to the monolithic
Seventies where rock began to be almost
exclusively wrought from between the legs.
Shane Moritz

REM
And I Feel Fine (The Best Of The IRS 
Years 1982-1987) (IRS)
It’s easy to be dismissive of REM, but when
they appeared nearly a quarter of a decade
ago they were startling and special. They
made connections to The Byrds, the Beats,
the Velvets, post-punk, Pop Art and US folk
when such texts were still the stuff you could
only find in the obscurest of outlets. Their
sound was peculiarly angular yet melodic,
and it helped that you couldn’t quite figure
out what the hell Michael Stipe was singing
about. Most of their output from 1982 to
1987 was extraordinary, and you would be
hard pushed to find anything from any era as
spectacularly splendid as ‘So. Central Rain
(I’m Sorry)’, ‘(Don’t Go Back To) Rockville’ 
or the mesmerising ‘Feeling Gravity’s Pull’.
Even their ‘It’s The End Of The World…’
remodel of ‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’
still stirs in a way it really has no right to do. 

From a personal point of view, there 
are omissions: the cover of Pylon’s ‘Crazy’

should really be here, as should the beatific
‘Voice Of Harold’, although the inclusion of
various live tracks and demo versions more
than makes up for the loss. 

From 1987 onwards, REM moved more
and more down the tracks of obvious Rock
tradition. But as this collection proves, for 
a brief five years they really were as peerless
a Pop group as you could find.
Alistair Fitchett

The Ruts
Live At Deeply Vale (Ozit Morpheus)
The Ruts were a sussed, sharply political,
working class band from the late Seventies,
championed by John Peel and Sounds. 
Their music was an explosive mix of punk
aggression and heavily dub-influenced
beats: stalwarts of the burgeoning Rock
Against Racism movement, singer Malcolm
Owen would sing about life on the front line,
and inner peace through Jah and drugs…
If this sounds cheesy now, best believe it
didn’t back then. On record and on stage,
The Ruts were truly incendiary. 

This bootleg performance, captured 
in 1978 and ’79 at the student-punk-
hippy idealist Deeply Vale Festival near
Manchester, is of questionable quality 
but still manages to capture their fire.
Graham Wiveney

Sarandon
The Completist’s Library (Wrath)
This is a 28-track, four-single, collection of
Britain’s finest scratchy, abrasive indie-pop
trio (circa C86, and not the Bob Stanley/Alan
McGee twee/jangly/crap side of that comp,
either): formed in late 2003, listen to
Wolfhounds, Bogshed, June Brides, Josef K,
Big Flame, Shrubs, A Witness…”and they
should like none of the above,” boasts 
the press release. Ridiculous! They sound 
exactly like all the above, and that’s why 
I fucking love them so.
Everett True

Dusty Springfield
Complete As & Bs (Eclipse)
Everyone should know this music by now,
and most people do, in that disassociated,
‘in the ether’ way of the neglected pop
classic. But listening to Dusty Springfield is 
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Come closer. Closer. Want to know a
secret? Shhhh. Others may be listening.
Know how everyone goes on about ‘post
punk’ nowadays – Simon Reynolds, Paul
Morley, your mum, your mum’s neighbour,
your mum’s neighbour’s cat with that 2-
tone paintjob? Know all the names: Gang
Of Four, The Raincoats, Mekons, The
Slits…Think you know it all, right? Wrong.
Fucking wrong. There’s one group missing.
There was always one group missing. 
A group from Bristol, fuelled by paranoia
and fear and conspiracy theories and the
same bleak white boy funk that threw up
James Chance and Essential Logic and
Talking Heads. A group from Bristol,
renowned for stunning live performances
yet who barely played out of town, who
only released one album and a handful of
EPs/singles, who despised the orthodoxy
and musical apartheid that punk
engendered. They released two – wait,
three – of the finest songs of 1979, the
taut, sarcastic and sax-driven ‘Christine
Keeler’, the deeply danceable ‘Who Killed
Bruce Lee’ and foundations-shaking ‘This 
Is Your Life’. Any clue? Members went on
to join The Pop Group, Maximum Joy, The
Transmitters, Tricky…Their music is full of
uncertain angles and silent fury. They have
no entry on Wikipedia. Give up? OK. 

Their name is Gl*xo Babies – the
band was forced to insert the asterisk 
after being threatened by a certain giant
pharmaceutical company – and Dreams
Interrupted: The Bewilderment Years 1978-
1980 (Cherry Red) will tell you everything
you could possibly need to know about 
this stunning group of shy, psychotic
misfits, being a collection of everything 
they released, including the obligatory 
crap outtakes.

Next to it, the compilation from
atmospheric, post-Joy Division/DAF NYC

outfit Ike Yard, 1980-82 Collected (Acute)
sounds like it has several crucial elements
missing. This is unfair, because Ike Yard’s
proto synths and dark clattering sounds 
are far more similar to (early) Nurse With
Wound and their Factory Records label
mates (early) A Certain Ratio: words a
murmur of menace, music on the edge of
fear and implosion, all Gothic abrasions
and suspicious glances. Speaking of which,
the new Interstate double CD, Leigh Rock
Festival ‘79, as crackling, sludgy, distorted
and near-unlistenable as it is, is a bit of a
treat for fans of the Factory/Zoo late
Seventies genre, featuring entire sets from
Joy Division, A Certain Ratio, OMD
and The Teardrop Explodes. Be warned
though, this is real bootleg quality.

Two killer double CD punk
compilations from opposite sides of the
world: The Definitive Story Of CBGB The
Home Of US Punk (Salvo) is exactly that 
– Ramones, Patti Smith, Teenage Jesus,
Dead Boys, Pere Ubu, Mars, The Shirts,
Devo, Television, Blondie…the list goes 
on and on. Jesus, what’s not to like? (Well,
except for Plasmatics and Mink Deville, of
course.) Leaving aside the fact these are
mostly studio versions (so not the CBGB
story at all, then) and that it already came
out once a single CD, this is killer…The
Cramps, Suicide, The Gun Club, The B-52s,
The Waitresses, The Runaways…man, my
mouth is actually salivating as I type these
names! A little patchier, but no less
wonderful, is Tales From The Australian
Underground, Vol 2 1977-1990 (Feel
Presents), which again does exactly what 
it promises on the can – exhaustive sleeve
notes, incendiary performances from the
likes of The Saints, Boys Next Door, Hoodoo
Gurus, Scientists, Laughing Clowns, et al.
For those who like their punk rock straight
up, energy and attitude to the fore.

OK, enough rock already! During the
Forties and Fifties, ‘cool’ jazz chanteuse
Anita O’Day had a husky quality to her
voice that owed an obvious debt to Billie
Holiday, while her scat style of singing 
drew parallels with Ella Fitzgerald, but
O’Day’s exuberance, phrasing and lifestyle
were all her own. Her career was blighted
by drug arrests (marijuana in the Forties,
heroin in the Fifties), yet she released 
a new album in 2006 – her first in 13 
years – at the age of 87. 

Keep The Coffee Coming (Five Four)
collects some fine, smoky, big band cuts
from the Fifties – a smattering of bebop
here, a few torch numbers there. Nice.

Newport, Wales band The Darling
Buds started off as a cleaned-up version 
of Scotland’s Ramones-inspired femme 
pop band Shop Assistants, and quickly 
got tagged as part of the spurious, music
paper-led ‘blond’ movement of the late
Eighties, alongside fellow Goth/Shoppies
acolytes The Primitives, and the chest-
baring Transvision Vamp. At their best, all
three created some wonderfully sugary
Sixties-style pop gems, and the Cherry Red
reissue of the Buds’ 1989 album Pop Said
(with nine bonus tracks, of course) is fine, 
in a slightly second division way.

A group from
Bristol, fuelled
by paranoia 
and fear and
conspiracy
theories and
bleak white 
boy funk

the true report
Words: Everett True
Illustration: Loren Fillis

albums reissues

so much more than history lesson or memory
jog: there’s tremendous loss in this music 
– loss of love (the predominant narrative of
these songs) and also loss of the self (both
listener and performer). Songs like ‘Some 
Of Your Lovin’’ are tremendous in their
communicative power and their ability to
articulate via minute inflections in the grain
of the voice the intricate, torturous spasms 
of romance and hurt. This completely
gorgeous music eludes and/or transcends 
my critical faculties – perfection on disc.
Jon Dale

Yma Sumac
Mambo! (Rev-Ola)
You’ll be familiar with Ms Sumac’s 
voice, if not her name. Her astonishing,
hiccupping, voluptuous, multi-octave range
(five, at its peak) and music – Peruvian folk,
lounge cabaret, soundtrack to a thousand
cheesy late night TV talk shows – is
synonymous with an entire musical style.
(She also sang the timeless ‘I Wonder’ in
Disney’s Sleeping Beauty.) This album,
recorded in 1954 with arranger Billy May,
mixes Hollywood pizzazz with indigenous
Ican songs splendidly, while the reissue
throws in alternate versions and outtakes. 
If your idea of heaven is lounging in a Tiki
bar, adorned by Shag prints, hula skirts 
and smouldering candles – then this is 
your soundtrack to paradise.
Graham Wiveney

Turquoise
The Further Adventures of Flossie 
Fillett (Rev-Ola)
The legend of mid-Sixties English psych-pop
group Turquoise is based on two singles
released on Decca in 1968, ‘53 Summer
Street’ and ‘Woodstock’. Both are fantastic
period pieces, but the real meat of this
compilation is a clutch of unreleased-at-the-
time songs, foremost among them ‘Flying
Machine’, that confirm Turquoise as one 
of the few groups of their era worthy of all
the retroactive acclaim. Sailing out from 
the ‘everyday Englishness’ so favoured 
of post-Davies Sixties pop, their music is
playful without regressing to schoolyard
colloquialism, and unlike many of their
peers, Turquoise were able to harness 
the formal leaps in songwriting and
arrangement made in their times without
sounding as if they were simply lifting from
the Kinks or the Stones.
Jon Dale

X-Ray Spex
Let’s Submerge: The Anthology 
(Sanctuary)
The bad moon that turned Marion Elliot 
– an angelic teen with a reggae style 
and a toothpaste-advert smile – into a
caterwauling, metal-mouthed berserker
named Poly Styrene was apparently a Pistols
set in ‘76. Barely 12 months later, she’d
have an outfit of her own, X-Ray Spex – 
a huge rep, a fierce live set (Live At The Roxy
with Lora Logic) and a massively influential
debut (Germfree Adolescents) forthcoming.
Let’s Submerge collects 52 of the Spex’s 
best moments on two CDs. The rare Mari 
Elliot single, sublime A-sides like ‘Highly
Flammable’ (as entrancing as anything in
Madonna’s oeuvre), a torrid Peel Session
and more versions of ‘Oh Bondage, Up
Yours’ than you can crack a whip at. 
Shane Moritz
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Whose lips did you imagine you were kissing, back
when you were 10, when you folded your hand into
a fist and tried to learn how to snog? Whose poster
was on your wall, their face blown up so big you
could count the pores on their nose, trace the rims
of their contact lenses? Sarah Doyle wants to know.

Sarah Doyle’s artwork focuses on popular culture
and the search for identity, particularly in teenagers.
We’re talking 100 felt-tip pen drawings of Michael
Jackson. We’re talking a life-size Prince felt-penned
onto a duvet cover, and a larger-than-life Prince
head on the matching pillowcase, his spindly
moustache slightly smudged with the artist’s drool.
We’re talking flickerbooks of people trying to dance
like their favourite popstars. We’re talking star
portraits on Etch-A-Sketches; owls knitted from old
cassette tape; a Scraperfoil picture of a horse that

surreally blossoms into a centaur with the head 
of Madonna, as though the imaginary teen creator
of the Scraperfoil could suppress her obsession with
the Queen of Pop’s visage no longer…

I meet up with Sarah – looking swish in white
salwar kameez over leggings, with an Argos
pendant that says ‘Sister’ and a big gold Victorian-
style fairy around her neck (“It was a bookmark 
but it was too nice to hide in a book!” she says) 
– to learn more about the pop-obsessed artist. 

“I was quite nerdy when I was a kid,” Sarah
explains over a huge fry-up near her studio in South
London. ‘I didn’t even know that Boy George was 
a man till my stepfather told me so! I was so upset, 
I felt that I should know more about pop than him 
– that it was my domain, but I was failing! And then
we went to live in Zambia for two years, when I was
14 to 16, and there was nothing out there. The TV
was only on for a few hours a day, so whenever
anything pop-related was on, we’d all crowd round
and watch it. So when I got back to England I think 
I went overboard with my pop obsession. I’d buy
every single magazine out there, and I’d like things
that I was basically a bit old for. I’d be like, ‘Yeah,
New Kids On The Block – they’re great!’ It was a bit
embarrassing really.” 

It’s not just Sarah’s subject matter that’s teenage
– the materials she uses also belong to a different
time. As well as the aforementioned Etch-A-Sketch
and Scraperfoil pieces, Sarah’s work is made with
the kind of stationery favoured by the adolescent:
think thinning, yellowy sugar-paper, cheap 100 felt-
tip sets from WH Smith and glittery gel pens. Any
text in her pieces is usually written in bubble writing,
and she also uses puzzle-book activity games such 
as dot-to-dot drawings and word searches in her
work. And, perhaps appropriately, the work is
ephemeral – the felt-penned drawings of her ‘100
Michael Jackson’ series (on show at the Monstrous
Tales show at the APC Gallery at the time of writing)
are already starting to turn yellow and fade away,
while the merest knock will send an intricate Etch-A-
Sketch drawing into a thousand pieces. (A bummer

for the artist, I guess, but a neat little metaphor for
the passing of time and the fleetingness of pop star
crushes, for those who get to write about it.) 

Sarah’s work also includes her ‘Pop Star
Makeovers’, where she’ll paint your face in the 
style of a famous pop star. “I’ve got over 100 styles
now,” she says. “David Bowie’s really popular, and
death metal ones are ace – people from Cradle Of
Filth, or Marilyn Manson, and so on. It’s funny,
though, because I do this at art fairs and zine fairs,
and parents will choose a style for their kids. But
then half the time the parents are taken aback and 
a bit scared, because pop stars’ make-up is often
quite sexual, and it looks strange on a child!” 

Though her work initially mined the artist’s 
own teen obsessions for inspiration (“I was obsessed
with Madonna – I thought she was the ultimate,”
confesses Sarah), Doyle’s work doesn’t just exist in 
a retro-kitsch haze, but also includes contemporary
teen obsessions. These are explored in the form of
advice guides – small fanzine-like books designed 
to help readers navigate the dodgy waters of teen
lifestyle trends (and the Elizabeth Duke catalogue)
with aplomb. Helping You Find the Right Jewellery,
for example, can help the reader decide between 
a nine-carat gold Auguste Clown Pendant featuring

balloon trousers set with crystals, and a pair of
Personalised Twist Tube Creole earrings. 

“I found an Argos catalogue that my little sister
and her friends had gone through. She’d ticked all
the jewellery she liked. Then I saw Ashanti on TV
wearing a massive gold heart around her neck, 
and realised that my sister was basically choosing
jewellery she’d seen on different pop stars. The
thing is, the jewellery the pop stars wear is massive,
but when you see it in real life, it’s tiny!

“I did it to help people find the right jewellery, 
so they can fit in with all the other teenagers. It’s 
got all the catalogue numbers so you can just walk
into Argos and buy them. And each one comes with
a free pair of earrings – they’re paper and laminated.
These are Victorian style bow creoles.” 

She’s also been working with a bunch of barely-
teenage girls who call themselves the Lyrical Cru.
“They get together and rap in each other’s
bedrooms after school. I went through some issues
of Smash Hits with them, and asked what they
thought of the pop stars. So this is another advice
guide, and also an activity book. You have to guess
who they’re talking about, and there’s a dot-to-dot
picture of the pop star that you can create. If you still
can’t get it there’s also a dot-to-dot of their name.
It’s people like Nelly, Beyoncé, Kylie, and so on.” 

Sarah’s forthcoming solo show will feature new
work around nicknames, interviewing teenagers
about their preferred monikers (‘Shady S’, ‘Lady 
Fly’, etc) and creating ‘nickname cuddly toys’ – soft
sculptures made of discarded teen trend outfits 
that are then formed into the nickname in bubble
writing and stuffed like a cuddly toy. She’s also
working with mirrors, etching the nicknames and
the faces of the young girls onto the mirrors, so that
the viewer can see her own face inside that of the
young girl, and remember what she used to be. 

“God, no, I don’t miss being a teenager,” she
says when I ask her if her work is nostalgic towards
the teenage lifestyle. “It was awful! It’s much better
being a grown-up! You get more respect. You don’t
have acne. No, I wouldn’t wish it on anyone. So my
work, I guess, is about the experience of trying to fit
in with your peers – and not quite making it. I mean,
only a nerd would really need to look at what other
people have done before they choose their own
jewellery. And yet that’s what being a teenager is 
all about. All you want to do is fit in.” 

Sarah Doyle’s show opens at The Surgery Gallery,
123 Evelina Road, London SE15, on 10 November,
2006. www.purestarproducts.com
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teenage dreams, so hard to beat
Words: Miss AMP
Illustration: Sarah Doyle

Sarah Doyle’s ephemeral pop art uses felt-tips, Etch-A-Sketch 
and the Argos catalogue to map out the tricky terrain of teen-world

‘My work is about the experience of
trying to fit in with your peers – and
not quite making it’
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Man Push Cart
Dir Ramin Bahrani, 87 mins, UK release 8 Oct
“I look at people, especially those who were once ‘invisible’ 
to me, differently” – Lisa Muskat (executive producer)

Essentially a mini-fable about a Pakistani working on the
streets of New York selling bagels and coffee from his push
cart, Ramin Bahrani’s Man Push Cart is a simple, yet evocative
tale of one man’s struggle to rediscover some magic in his life
amid grief and despair. Ahmad, an ex-pop star in Pakistan,
reveals his personal story to us as we encounter the sensual
rhythm of life on the streets of the city.

The photography stuns with its use of natural light, the
framing always kept tight, avoiding those wide extravagant
shots of Manhattan which we see spread so freely across our
screens. The cast perform with a somehow magnetic stillness. 

The central image of the film – of Ahmad stoically pushing
his cart at night through frighteningly busy streets – really
highlights the vulnerability of South Asian immigrant workers.
It is an important film to have made in post 9/11 America; a
sad film, but there is a comfort in its cyclical theme and gentle
study of detail.

www.manpushcartmovie.com
Sadie Fredericks

Female cultural passions in Iran are changing. 
Smart new football film Offside examines how

foul play
Words: Nicola Meighan

film & dvd
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“What the devil got into you Tehrani girls? She
wants to join the army; you want to go to the men’s
room!” – Offside (Jafar Panahi, 2006)

In 1981, a schoolgirl with a killer flick and a virulent
right-kick subverted perceptions of the beautiful
game from a playground in a Glasgow satellite
town. The protagonist in question was Dorothy,
(Dee Hepburn), the film was Bill Forsyth’s Gregory’s
Girl, and the jovial premise was this: a laughably
piss-poor school football team is redeemed when 
a girl – a girl – takes to the field. Reactions are equal
parts comic moral consternation (“What’ll happen
in the showers?” ”Don’t worry, she’ll bring her 
own soap”); and fear for the future of football 
itself (“This is a farce! Nine games lost in a row and
what do we do? Put a girl in the forward line!”).

Above all, the men just don’t want women around.
Needless to say, she outplays the lot of them.

A quarter of a century hence, and Iranian 
neo-realist Jafar Panahi (The Circle, Crimson Gold)
has engendered an equally amiable and amusing
exposition of women, football and the encumbrances
thereof. Offside – set around Iran’s 2005 World Cup
qualifier against Bahrain – fondly chronicles the deft
(and genuinely daring) efforts of six separate girls
who endeavour to sneak into the stadium illegally:
women are forbidden from arenas in Iran, lest they
witness bad language or strange men’s legs. 

Identified and apprehended by soldiers one by
one, the errant female fans – clad in plaid and face
paint and army garb and baseball caps – are herded
into a makeshift pen outside the grounds. Afforded
little more than the odd cheer in earshot, the 

girls are compelled to defer to the (misinformed)
commentary of their hapless captors, much to their
chagrin: needless to say, they know way more about
what’s going on than any of the boys.

A provocative and comical depiction of Iran’s
prevailing legal absurdities and social anachronisms,
Offside relinquishes conspicuous debate in favour 
of humorous, human – but no less consequential 
– sketches. Thus a soldier becomes so frustrated
trying to justify to the baying girls, and indeed
himself, reasons why the stadium is out of bounds
that he ruptures into an expletive-riddled choler.

“Why do you do this for soccer? It’s not a life or
death matter,” worries another army boy, as he
charily chaperones a girl to the (men’s) toilet. “To
watch the game up close is more important than
food to me,” his hostage beseeches fearlessly, as he
straps a giant poster of a football star to her startled
face. She stumbles forward, blinded, disguised in
sheets – somehow recalling Spielberg’s ET – in a
mirthful expression of alienation.

If Offside intimates a shift in the cultural (and
international) passions of Iranian women, so too
does it suggest evolving attitudes in men: while 
the fathers and elder authorities rage, the younger
conscripts – whose army service in Iran is mandatory
–reveal an empathy, if not sympathy, toward the
women’s predicament. “They’re not our prisoners,”
scolds the officer in charge; his own sense of
entrapment palpable as he peers at the players
through the stadium bars.

The girls’ and soldiers’ angst is united when a
boy is reprimanded for hoarding firecrackers. He’s
duly frisked and threatened, which he takes in his
stride, and is piled onto a minibus headed for the
Vice Squad, alongside our gaggle of footie-mad
females. “Chief! You can arrest me – that’s fine –
but don’t put me with chicks!” he begs in genuine
panic. “It’s so degrading!”

“CALL ME A CHICK?” hollers one girl, lunging
for his jugular. She repeatedly beats him with a
pestilent right-hook whose blaze of soccer-abetted
gusto recalls Dorothy’s stud-kicked ‘gorilla’ bashings
in a Scottish schoolyard 25 years prior. 

‘Why do you do this
for soccer? It’s not 
a life or death matter’

in brief: films
Words: Dickon Edwards

Snow Cake 
As Kate Winslet said in Ricky Gervais’ Extras: “You’re
guaranteed an Oscar if you play a mental.” So it’s initially
hard to embrace Ms Sigourney Weaver’s Rain Woman-
like character, all childlike tics and mad grinning, flinging
herself about in her snowy Ontario shack. But when the
nominal schmaltz is defused by a frequently wry script,
full of unpredictable un-PC gems like, “I know all about
autism – I’ve seen that film”, “Stereophonics? I prefer
tinnitus” and “You’re being unreasonable!” “I’m
autistic!” “It’s the same thing!”, coupled with Mr Alan
Rickman’s healthily sardonic performance, Snow Cake
keeps itself on the acceptable side of sentimentality.
More moving and funny than appearances may suggest. 

Little Miss Sunshine 
Billed as a dysfunctional family road movie, Little Miss
Sunshine struggles under the shadow of similar films The
Daytrippers and Pieces Of April. Once again, a group of
eccentric relations bundle into a vehicle and experience
tragicomic adventures on the way. But despite having all
the requisite ingredients – angsty sibling, messed-up
uncle, long-suffering matriarch – Little Miss Sunshine
fatally lacks those other films’ confidence and flair. It
doesn’t help that the neurotic patriarch is played by Greg
Kennear, far too bland an actor for indie leads. When
Alan Arkin’s heroin-snorting grandfather disappears
halfway through, the film grinds to a disappointing halt. 

Dirty Sanchez: The Movie
“The Welsh Jackass” is the lazy but accurate summary of
this MTV spin-off, where a quartet of Goldie Looking
Chain-esque aging skateboarders enact a series of
dangerous stunts. They have their entertaining moments,
but all too often eschew Jackass’ cute humour and
invention in favour of plain unfunny and upsetting acts of
unadorned masochism; usually garnished in bodily fluids
for no good reason. Jackass 2 is in the cinemas soon, so
for Dirty Sanchez redundancy knocks. Why can’t they just
get nice jobs on Doctor Who like everyone else in Cardiff?
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A man’s torso emerges from the water,
bemusement slipping across his face. He turns
around to see a mass of reeds before him, moves
toward them. Pushing aside the stems he disappears
within. The camera begins its meticulous pulling
back. Enough distance sees the reeds form an
island; with a sudden dissolve the island is revealed
as the hair between a woman’s legs. Part
submerged, naked, eyes shut, the woman’s 
body is a serene death mask of sexuality. That the
metaphor itself appears oddly heavy-handed only
seems to strengthen the power of the imagery. 

This is the bewildering coda to Kim Ki-duk’s
notorious The Isle, but it’s one that feels completely
apt. A story of a mute prostitute living upon a lake, a
man with a debilitating past and much in the way of
fish hooks caught where they shouldn’t be, the film
is anything but predictable. The ending becomes an
extension in tone, off-colouring the preceding
naturalism. What emerges is not a debunking of
what has gone before, but rather an indication that
what we have watched was steeped in symbolism
all along. Controversies aside, this may well be what
really sets this South Korean writer/director apart. 

Born into a working class family in 1960, it
wasn’t until his early thirties that Kim Ki-duk became
interested in cinema. He had spent years painting
before he became a director, and it shows. Films
such as The Isle and Spring, Summer, Autumn,
Winter…And Spring bear the hallmarks of a
painter’s sensibility: the static camera, delicately
framed shots, oh-so-deliberate pacing. What is even
more striking is the distinct absence of dialogue in
his work. Even when words are spoken more freely
(as in Address Unknown or The Coast Guard) no one
seems able to communicate. It’s notable that in
these pieces where speech at least has a role, the
overall message becomes more overtly politicised.
Dealing with hostilities in post-war Korea, it
acknowledges that these are problems with little
hope of being resolved – neither through dialogue
nor indeed retribution. 

Communication is left to explorations of sex and
violence between the unlikeliest of bedfellows. In

Bad Guy (a surprise commercial hit for the director 
in South Korea), the titular protagonist tries to kiss a
beautiful student as she sits on a bench awaiting her
boyfriend. Having had his advances rightly shunned,
his solution is to bring her down to his level. So he
manoeuvres her into a position where the only way
out is to become a prostitute. Naturally she doesn’t
take too kindly to this, but it does eventually take.
And they live happily ever after – kind of like Pretty
Woman without the patronising fairytale shit. The
mistreatment of women occurs time and again in
his films, and has unsurprisingly met with staunch
disapproval from feminist critics. But Kim Ki-duk
refuses to engage with the accusations of misogyny,
letting the images speak for themselves. 

There’s no doubt that women are abused,
belittled and hurt over the course of his pictures, 
but their characters are so nuanced that it becomes
difficult to dismiss them as mere bodies there for 
the taking. The wildly brilliant Samaritan Girl,
recently released on DVD by Tartan Video, goes
some ways further in supporting a reading of Kim
Ki-duk’s work wherein the female is a central,
ultimately positive force. Again there is prostitution
involved, a girl dies horribly and sex is used as a
commodity, a means of attempting to exert control.
But the women have an allure about them that is
removed from titillation. There is something deeper
at play, and as tragedy unravels, motives are
stripped bare, actions allowed to speak through
silences. This doesn’t feel like the work of a man
who hates women, just a man who views men 
and women as islands unto themselves.

Part submerged,
naked, eyes shut, the
woman’s body is a
serene death mask of
sexuality

The painterly sensibility of accused misogynist, 
South Korean director Kim Ki-duk
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eyes wide shut
Words: Stewart Gardiner

media

dvd round-up
Words: Everett True

36, Quai Des Orfevres
Dir Olivier Marchal, 2004, Tartan, 110 mins
I once reviewed an entire French film festival for a
Melbourne paper. Every movie featured a young, sexually
voracious woman falling brazenly for anunkempt, chain-
smoking 50-year-old man. Seems like a decent country
to move to in a few years. Cop thriller 36 disappoints on
one front – there are few sexual shenanigans – but it
does indeed feature two of France’s finest actors, the
equally unkempt Daniel Auteuil and Gérard Depardieu,
slugging it out over who’s going to be the next Police
Chief over copious cigarettes and shots of neat vodka, 
as around them Paris displays its seedier, seamier side:
corruption, betrayal, brutal gun killings, snitches…the
works. Lines of morality aren’t so much blurred as spat
upon, mangled, shot up and generally torn as to become
meaningless. Imagine Heat without the Italian machismo
but plenty of French bluster. Yeah, it’s not bad at all.

The Railway Children/
Swallows And Amazons
Dir Lionel Jeffries /Dir Claude Whatham,
1970/1974, Optimum, 109 mins /92 mins
Nice box-set pairing together two unfairly maligned
children’s classics: sure, the acting is terrible, but you’re
not watching for that – it’s for the gorgeous settings: 
the steam trains shunting through tiny Yorkshire
stations, the stunning water views in the Norfolk 
Broads. Sure, they encompass worlds that never existed
– children allowed to play on railway tracks! Children
sailing boats across lakes unaided! And of course, the
children are unbearably stuck-up toffs. But the serenity!
Feel the serenity.

Flirting
Dir John Duigan, 1991, Warners, 99 mins
In which Nick Cave’s younger, shorter doppelganger
Noah Taylor (Shine, Max) plays the part of Danny
Embling, the school ‘dag’ (geek) to perfection – snagging
intellectual Ugandan beauty Thandiwe Adjewa (Thandie
Newton) from the girls’ boarding school across the lake
along the way – while prissy head girl Nicola Radcliffe 
(a youthful Nicole Kidman with a fringe) preens herself.
Flirting is an utterly charming, compelling, somewhat
idealised coming-of-age movie set in rural Australia in
1965, where the children often seem more worldly than
the teachers: Embling’s visualisations of his sadistic
schoolmaster as Hitler uncannily presaging Taylor’s
future career turns. 

The Wicker Man: Collector’s Edition
Dir Robin Hardy, 1973, Optimum, 84/99 mins
Young girl mysteriously disappears on remote Scots
island. Stereotypical Scots police officer is told to
investigate. Children dance around a maypole in weird-
ass pagan fertility rituals. Christopher Lee does his whole
Christopher Lee bit. Locals sing fey, disturbing, off-kilter
folk songs and predate the whole Weird Americana folk
scene by a good three decades. Beware the ides of May!
Beware sweetshops, and graveyards, and animals. And
what’s being built down there, overlooking the cliffs…?
Great fucking film, of course – and now it’s being given
the whole 2006 three-disc treatment: the original
release, a director’s cut, any number of documentaries
and cast interviews, plus the soundtrack CD. Nice.

continues overleaf

36
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When I was requested to write a healthily
unfavourable assessment of that cherished Mod
film, Quadrophenia, I said I could only be honest 
and produce a semi-unkind piece. You see, I do like
much of Quadrophenia. There’s the scene where
meerkat-skinny Mr Phil Daniels has a singing match
with his young Rocker chum, Mr Ray Winstone,
while both are very naked at the public baths. Quite
refreshing, given the main sex scene with a girl is
rough but fully clothed, and cut in with the Brighton
violence – another memorable moment. There’s 

the intoxicating Mod detail: the parkas, the hairdos,
the suits, the multi-mirrored scooters. There are the
lingering, sustained shots with few cutaways, the
loving deep-focus homage to Brighton Beach at
dawn, the startling D-Day-like fight scene. 

So here comes the ‘but’. Despite all the
refurbishment on this lovely new Special Edition
DVD, I am sorry to report that Mr Sting is still
unaccountably in this film. If you can replace police
guns with walkie-talkies in ET, there’s no excuse for
not cutting the Tantric One out and pasting in Mr
Depp, or if wet, Mr Cillian Murphy. Even Mr Jar Jar
Binks would look more convincing on a Lambretta.
Mr Sting neither looks at home on a scooter, nor
appears comfortable cutting a rug to ‘Green
Onions’. And yet his role – the charismatic Ace 
Face – demands not only basic proficiency in these
essential Mod skills, it requires him to be the very
best. With his peroxide hair and shiny suit, what 
he does resemble is a New Romantic trying to fake 
it in the Mod World. Trust me on this, we can smell
our own. 

Ms Leslie Ash doesn’t look right, either. Her long,
layered hairdo is more Seventies Rocker than Sixties
Mod. “I wanted to look like Jane Asher,” she
explains on the DVD commentary, really meaning
Karen Carpenter. We see her dancing amid a sea 

of glorious Mod Girls, all of whom sport immaculate
boyish feather-cuts. How she was even allowed into
the club, we are never told. 

Then there’s the music. The genuine Sixties stuff
works fine. It’s Mr Townshend’s proggy Seventies
synth instrumentals which let the side down. ‘Love
Reign O’er Me’ is awful. ‘The Real Me’ is Seventies
Who-by-numbers (ho ho). At times, the synths even
threaten to resemble ‘Hooked On Bach’.

Much praise has been heaped on Mr Daniels’s
angsty performance, but there are moments where

the uneven script (riddled with class platitudes and
unhelpful casual racism) requires him to say some
very silly things indeed. I defy anyone to watch
Jimmy shout “BELL BOYYYYYY!” and not think 
of Mr Shatner’s similar outburst in The Wrath Of
Kahn (“KAHNNNNNNN!”).

The movie’s title hints at some sort of inner
struggle within the central character, but despite
one reference to schizophrenia by his father, this
theme isn’t really developed to any satisfying
degree. Jimmy just gets unlucky, then upset, then
overreacts. That’s not schizoid behaviour: that’s
being a teenager. 

The real schizophrenia is the film itself.
Sometimes Quadrophenia is a well-observed, gritty
portrayal of Sixties Mod Life; other times it’s a
pretentious adaptation of The Who’s overwrought
Seventies concept album. No one needs the latter:
we already have Tommy, after all. 

Mods today come from all over the world to 
visit the locations in Brighton and London, snogging
in that famous alleyway. I think that’s terrific: they
deserve a cinematic landmark for their services to
Style. It’s just a shame Quadrophenia isn’t entirely
deserving of such devotion. 

Quadrophenia: Special Edition is released August
7, on Universal
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away from the numbers
Words: Dickon Edwards

Reassessing that ultimate Mod flick, Quadrophenia

Even Mr Jar Jar Binks would look more
convincing on a Lambretta

The Devil And Daniel Johnston
Dir Jeff Feuerzeig, 2005, Tartan, 110 mins
“They did a lot of research into my life, everything that
happened, all the footage they could get, all the home
movies and interviews with everybody that I knew. They
worked on it forever and that’s what they came up with.
It’s really, er, hardcore, er, sense of humour. The hardship
of my life you sense in the humour of the film. So it’s hard
not for me…like the five years that I spent at the mental
hospital, the time that I spent in jail, and another trying
times. There’s a lot of funny moments in the film, so
people seem to like it” – Daniel Johnston, Plan B #9

Dave Chappelle’s Block Party
Dir Michael Gondry, 2005, Optimum, 103 mins
Mr Chappelle is an American comedian. Mr Chappelle
considers himself funny. Mr Chappelle wanders through
Ohio handing out ‘golden tickets’ to a block party in
Brooklyn. Kanye West, Common, The Roots, Mos
Def…they’re all invited. So is the Ohio Central State
University Marching Band. And that crazy lady from the
condemned building. Mr Chappelle makes a lot of jokes
about white folk, mostly along the lines of, “How many
white folk does it take to change a light bulb? None.
They’ll get a nigger to do it!” Sometimes, Mr Chappelle
gets on stage with his famous mates and taps some
cymbals. Whatever. Saw Wattstax recently – similar
premise: big concert, trawl through the back streets for 
a ‘community’ vibe, massive celebration of black culture.
But that one had Isaac Hayes.

Luna: Tell Me Do You Miss Me
Dir Matthew Buzzell, 2006, Warners, 145 mins
Luna formed in 1991, carving out their very own post-
Velvet Underground niche over five, richly rewarding,
albums – singer Dean Wareham’s cheekbones and self-
deprecating manner doubtless helping – before deciding
to split in 2004. So the NYC band embarked on one final
world tour, hiring Matthew Buzzell to document it all.
What resulted is almost surreally mundane: one long
yawn, from waiting in airport lounges to waiting in
soundchecks in Japan, from cramped van rides to
cramped airplane rides – the reality of band life, rarely
documented. Interspersed are touching scenes taken
from Luna’s farewell concert at NYC’s Bowery Ballroom
on 28 February 2005. As an exercise in solipsism, Tell Me
Do You Miss Me stands alone; the band’s wry sense of
humour serves them well, however; and, as a viewing
experience, the film induces a trance-like sense of calm.

New York Doll
Dir Greg Whiteley, 2005, Optimum, 78 mins
After New York Dolls split up in the Seventies following
their second album Too Much Too Soon, bassist Arthur
‘Killer’ Kane faded into obscurity, battling the twin
demons of alcoholism and failed marriages. In ‘89, he
converted to Mormonism and became a librarian at 
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints’ Family
History Centre, secretly cherishing the idea of one day
reuniting with his fellow former lost souls. In 2004, that
opportunity arose – Dolls’ fan Morrissey asked the band
to reform for the Meltdown festival he was curating. This
film documents what happened next, augmented by clips
of the Dolls in all their early Seventies pomp and cross-
dressing finery, Kane cutting an unlikely rock idol figure
in front of the new generation of fans. This is a sharply
realised and moving portrayal of a side of rock music
rarely discussed: what happens to all the former stars
when they are put out to grass?

Daniel Johnston
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There’s a scene in the new film version of
Miami Vice where the main bad guy says
to Colin Farrell: “I extend my best wishes
to your families”. Simultaneously a threat
and an expression of good will, this
sentence aptly summarises the film’s
stance on the power of ambiguity and the
ambiguity of power. You are free to read
the sentence any way you like, but you
commit to just one interpretation at your
own peril. This is the predicament of
political art today, as evidenced in the
exhibition And Yet it Moves. Ostensibly 
a tribute to German photomontage artist
John Heartfield (1891–1968), whose work
gives the show its title, the exhibition
explores whether montage and satire 
still form the basis of revolutionary activity.
Heartfield famously mocked Hitler in a
series of collages that not only exposed
dark truths behind the Führer’s forceful
rhetoric but were also to form the
template for the look of political art (and
particularly punk) thenceforward,
juxtaposing media images to elicit new,
underlying meanings. 

Hung across from a Heartfield collage
at London artist-run space MoT, Mark
Titchner’s lightbox declares “We Want
Trust and Integrity”, the text laid over an
abstract, stylised background, echoing
socialist agit prop as much as current
advertising. Sprawling across most of
MoT’s small space, Lisa Kirk’s installation
features a perfume called Revolutionary,
packaged in Molotov cocktail bottles.
Scented with tear gas, scorched flesh and
rubber, it pervades the air, accompanied
by a spoof newspaper describing a riot
incited by its violent dissemination in a
misunderstood performance. Considering
that Comme Des Garçons already
manufacture perfumes with notes of nail
polish remover, metal, photocopy toner,
dust on a lightbulb, electric toaster and
ink, this hardly seems very revolutionary,
but Kirk’s work makes claims for a critique
of the commercialisation of rebellion as
much as an appropriation of its aesthetics.
Ultimately, like much of the art on show,
her work plays the same game as Farrell’s
nemesis, relying on ambiguity to expose
the mechanisms of power without
attempting what has, since Heartfield’s
day, become notionally impossible 
– to stand outside power.

When Heartfield sharpened his scissors
and pens and created his darkly funny and
disturbing pieces of counter-propaganda
in the Twenties and Thirties, it was very
clear to him who the enemies were. His
photomontages introduced a new way 
of reading the news as bits of absurd
information barely held together by empty
propagandist declarations. Heartfield
didn’t just challenge the political power
summoned up by the Nazis through these
acts of propaganda, he challenged the
unity of text and image which is suppose
to generate the ‘truth’ in journalistic
reportage. This truth has been irrevocably

destabilised in the postmodern culture of
the present, rendering this type of critique
impotent. The language of ambiguity 
that has taken its place, however, runs 
the risk of undermining the very idea of 
art as political critique.

Recently, French philosopher Jacques
Rancière has become a prominent figure 
in the educational life of the MA fine art
student. Copies of his best known book,
The Politics Of Aesthetics, are in high
demand at university libraries and his
name is mentioned frequently at seminars
and student papers, replacing Michael
Hardt and Antonio Negri who were until
recently at the forefront of the critical
thinking cool. This meteoric rise to fame is
due perhaps to Rancière’s offer of hope to
the art practitioner in an age when most
writers mourn the loss of any critical or
even ‘subversive’ function for art, some
going as far as to denounce criticality and
subversion as the fire that burns in the oil-
rich engines of modern day capitalism.
One of Rancière’s key ideas, conversely, is
that art is essentially political because of
what he refers to as its role in “the
distribution of the sensible”: art creates
political structures by restructuring our
senses, making certain things visible and
reorganising acceptable and unacceptable
forms of representation – in the same way
that Sixties musicians who experimented
with drones or noise redefined notions of
the content of music. This is what art
shares with politics – which also involve a
series of shifts in who is acknowledged as
having a legitimate voice within a given
society – and where its strength lies.

It would be easy to dismiss the use 
of ambiguity in contemporary art as 
a weakening of art’s power, but perhaps
ambiguity does something different.
Possibly comparable to the place of bling
in hip hop culture, artists wear their
ambiguity as the accoutrements of power,
speaking the language of the conqueror
and multiplying it to the point of inflation.
Just as the glittering teeth and Courvoisier
guts of the superstars threaten to collapse
into complete ludicrousness, much
ambiguously political art appears to fail at
being radical despite invoking revolution 
– and much of the work in And Yet It
Moves is guilty of this, if judged by this
standard. But if art is about the opening 
up of possibilities and small visions of
utopia, ambiguity suits this aim, creating
possibilities at every turn. 

This is hardly a basis for revolutionary
activity. But in a way, being inside the
present and outside it, anticipating the
shape of things to come, it comes closer 
to laying the ground for a redistribution of
the sensible than any direct-action politics
of gesture – whose place is clear, secure
and unambiguous – ever could.  

And Yet It Moves runs until 16
September at MOT, Unit 54/5th floor
Regents Studios, 8 Andrews Road, London
E8 4QN. www.motinternational.org

Art creates political structures
by restructuring our senses

root causes
Words: Pil and Galia Kollectiv

Examining the relationship between politics 
and aesthetics in And Yet It Moves, an exhibition tracing the
rhetoric of radicalism from John Heartfield to contemporary art

art
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I want to talk about what gold farms say about
Capitalism, but it’s going to take a while to get
there. Bear with me, willya? Some post-Marxist
gibberish will arrive eventually.

You really want that magic sword. In terms of
online games, that’s the commonest of urges. In the
sort of persistent world game, the desire for Better
Stuff is virtually all that drives the virtual encounters.
The actual interaction with the world is far less
compelling than the average single player game, 
but the simple joy of seeing a number in a statistic
column inch ever higher gets to you. Even if you’re
not a gamer, you know this. You’ll have a friend
who plays one of these games – call it World Of
Warcraft. If you need help identifying them, they’re
probably the friend you haven’t seen for a while.

A persistent world online game works by your 
in-game character going off on adventures. With
persistence, you gain in power. And it’s a lot of
persistence. You’re looking at hundreds of hours 
of play to reach the higher echelons, even if you’re
phenomenally good. This is what’s referred to as
‘The Grind’ by these game-playing photophobics.

Some people try to bypass this. Some just cheat
in the game, but that’s expected. Others cheat
outside the game, realising they could make a quick
profit by selling off their old characters, weapons or
gold on places like eBay to players who want to take
a short-cut. This has happened as long as there 
have been persistent online games: people swap
real-world finances in exchange for in-game ones.
Despite the vast majority of companies actively

trying to crack down upon it, this practice persists,
and has lead to the estimated value of the World 
Of Warcraft currency market reaching £100 million. 

So your finances in an online game can be
exchanged for real-world finances. Online games
can be played from literally anywhere. And –
following this logic – if you happen to live at a place
that’s poor enough, you could abstractly make more
gathering these imaginary objects and selling them
rather than actually constructing real things. Result:
gold farms. Virtual sweatshops. Rooms full of
gamers in the Far East – China, primarily – being 
paid a wage to play the game to sell to lazy
Westerners to allow them to skip ahead a bit.

You buy a cheap pair of shoes and you’re 
not immediately confronted with its means of
production. The distance between your feet and the
sweatshop is literally a world away. You don’t want
to think about it. So you don’t. But the internet’s
made everyone closer. On the side of making your
day lighter, no matter what your interest, you can
find someone who shares it. On the other side, it’s
impossible to escape from the consequences of your
actions. Bloggers in warzones tell us what it’s like 
to hear the bombs fall. And in the case of the gold
farmers, you’re forced to actually socialise with
people who are being exploited by the system in
which you’re complicit.

The gamers’ reaction to gold farmers is a kind of
online racism. Since gold farmers get in the way of
people playing the game properly (by monopolising
in-game resources, for example), some try to hunt
them down. Except, how can you tell someone’s 
a Gold Farmer? Well, if they don’t speak English,
they’re probably one, so you’d better kill them. It’s
hard to imagine how poor someone must be to be
able to make a decent living by selling fictional items
to your peers. 

For the gamers, this is a fantasy being rudely
intruded upon. For the gold farmers, the lives of 
the Western gamers would be just as fantastical.
Perhaps, eventually, someone will realise this, and
understand that games are only ‘just’ games until
human beings get involved.

games

It’s hard to imagine
how poor someone
must be to make a
living selling fictional
items to your peers

media
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Kudos
(Positech/PC)
Kudos begets a sudden moment of existential horror. There’s
an argument some players make that games should be 
about things that you will never do in real life, and a straight
simulation sells the form short. Despite its entirely grounded
setting – in Slough of all places – Kudos offers a world 
far more inaccessible to me now than your Street Fighters. 
I possibly could, if I put the energy I devote to old Luke Haines
records into training, compete in a fighting tournament, but
I’m never going to live the years of 20–30 again. Imagine The
Sims made by someone who’s never played The Sims – yet still
fun – and you’ve got its appeal. And the fear. If you want a
design fault, it’s not as agreeably slutty as it would be if I’d have
constructed it, but – y’know – that’s its design fault, not mine.
Kieron Gillen

Dead Rising 
(Capcom/Xbox360)
Other than last year’s superb Resident Evil 4, zombies 
have been dealt a bad hand when it comes to videogames.
Bizarrely designed mansions, police stations, and research
labs aren’t the place for zombies. We all know where they
belong – the mall. Where else are they going to work as a
savage comment on consumerism? There’s a vague plot, of
course, with protagonist photojournalist Frank West risking
life and limbs to get the story behind the small town’s zombie
infestation armed with weapons both vicious (bazookas) and
ludicrous (frying pans). You have the choice to save lives and
dispatch psychopaths along the way, but Dead Rising doesn’t
force you to experience any part of the story. It allows you to
make your own. My story seems to involve a skateboarding
Elvis who likes to kill zombies with a bowling ball. And yours?
Mathew Kumar

a holiday in azeroth
Words: Kieron Gillen
Illustration: Matt Pattinson

Mining the seamy
underworld of
online gold farms
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Scott Pilgrim means a lot to me. I moved to Toronto,
Canada, shortly after reading the first book in 
the Toronto-set series, and it only made my new
home more amazing and bewitching. The moment
the second volume was released I rushed to the
Beguiling, Toronto’s most reputable indie comic
store, to pick it up before checking out a local
landmark, Honest Ed’s, a gigantic discount store 
as legendary for having a ridiculous neon façade 
as it is for it being impossible to shop there without
getting a headache. After fighting my way through
the mounds of discount crap, I headed to the
nearest pub and had a massive seizure.

It’s fitting, then, that in the latest book, Scott
Pilgrim And The Infinite Sadness, that a character
should be so disturbed by the interior of Honest Ed’s
they accidentally blow it up with their psychic powers.

Despite the fact I mentioned psychic powers in
the previous paragraph, Scott Pilgrim isn’t a tedious
example of the superhero genre. Scott is to X-Men
what Spaced is to Coronation Street. The titular
Scott Pilgrim is a twentysomething bass player for 
a go-nowhere band who has made the unfortunate
choice of dating an American girl with the legacy of
seven evil ex-boyfriends, now all out to make Scott
pay for his choice. The series follows his adventures,
which laden with references to music, movies, the
city of Toronto, but most noticeably videogames.
But even if you’ve never spent a night in a hospital
thanks to Honest Ed’s, or you have no idea that
Scott’s band is named ‘Sex Bob-omb’ after an
enemy of Super Mario Bros, the realistic characters
of Scott Pilgrim resonate, even if the situations take
a larger than life spin on the aimlessness of the mid-
twenties and the ill-fated romances therein.

Bryan Lee O’Malley is the soft spoken, Nova
Scotia-based creator of Scott Pilgrim, who lives
happily and quietly with his wife Hope Larson
(herself a cartoonist) and some cats.

You create music as Kupek as well as
writing and drawing Scott Pilgrim. Which 
came first, the music or the comics?

“It was comics. I was always doing comics, ever
since I was 10. The music, well, everybody wants to
be a rock star, which is how that started, but then 
I learned how to play guitar. It’s still sort of a fantasy
but it’s really just something I do for myself.”

What works have influenced you?
“I was reading One Piece around about the time

I started Scott Pilgrim, giving me this kind of Shonen
Jump, fighting manga kind of vibe. But I also liked 
a lot of the girls’ manga. I was reading Nana at the
time, because it had just started coming out in
English. I think I stole a plotline from that. 

“There are not really a lot of American comics
that have had a strong influence on Scott Pilgrim,
compared to manga. There’s a big Akira thing in
Volume 3, but I suppose I was also thinking of X-
Men: Dark Phoenix, that sort of thing.”

It’s interesting you mention girls’ manga 
or X-Men because the web of relationships in
Scott Pilgrim is really complex. 

We meet Bryan Lee O’Malley, the
creator of Toronto’s bass-playing,
supermarket-destroying anti-hero
Scott Pilgrim
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Words: Mathew Kumar
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“It’s kind of ridiculous, but people are like that. 
I mean, in my circle of friends everyone would date
everyone else. It could get kind of weird.”

Is it autobiographical? 
“Yeah, it’s based on the first two or three 

years that I lived here [in Toronto], consolidated 
into the Scott Pilgrim storyline. I had a gay
roommate, I was dating an American girl, and 
I was in a band.”

I think that the complex relationships and
real world references, plus the fantastical
videogame references give Scott Pilgrim
a very broad appeal.

“It really does seem to have a broad appeal, but
it wasn’t really engineered for that. I wrote a comic
that was sort of about me and my friends, and did it
for friends. I wrote Lost At Sea first; it was a lot more
insular, and a lot of my friends were like, ‘Uh, I don’t
really want to know this much about you.’ So I did
something more fun.”

I noticed that your work, unlike a lot of
work by Asian-Americans, isn’t quite as
obsessed with a kind of cross-cultural agony. 
I was wondering if Canada was the difference. 

“I guess it might be, but I spent some time in
California and I spent more time with Asians there

than I did here. In university I hung out with Asians
quite a bit, some of my friends were white guys who
wanted to go with Asian girls. But I don’t know, 
I’ve always felt kind of excluded from that whole
Asian thing – other than eating the food, which 
I like. But then, my mom’s, like, fully assimilated;
she’s a suburban housewife. She’s never gone 
back to Korea since she was 19 years old.”

Why are the evil ex-boyfriends doing what
they’re doing to Scott? 

“I don’t know. Either I don’t know or I’ve
forgotten. I’m not sure! They’re just jerks, that’s all.”

Scott Pilgrim can be purchased at any comic book
emporium. Kupek can be found at
www.purevolume.com/kupek 

Scott is to X-Men what
Spaced is to
Coronation Street
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Words: kicking_k

OK, so you have memorised at least one piece
of ridiculous hyperbole regarding your band.
Please quote your favourite here. 
“We’re Doris Day’s sons. That is hyperbole, I guess.” 
What is the biggest misconception about
Sparks? 
“That we are British.”
The most over-used adjective(s) about your
sound? 
“Brilliant.”
What word never gets used that should?
“Unbelieveablybrilliant. Yes, that is a word.”
What concept or detail is always missed? 
“Our sincerity.”
What was the most heinous lie you ever told 
in an interview? 
“That we are Doris Day’s sons.” 

Do you feel your press releases represent 
you adequately? 
“Yes, because we help write them.”
What was your worst interview and/or
photoshoot experience?
“Cosmopolitan magazine – advice on how to please
a woman.”
Correct your worst misquote. 
“We are the second coming of Christ.”
Be honest. Has music criticism ever helped
improve the band? 
“No chance in hell.”
If you were lucky enough to be a music
magazine editor, who would you feature and
why? Who would you put on the cover? 
“The magazine would be a monthly exclusive on
Sparks. Sparks would be on every cover. Every
month. Two million-plus circulation.” 
What do you do when a band you don’t like
cite you as an influence?
“Say we’ve never heard of them.”

Do you ever Google yourself? 
“A couple of times a day.”
What’s the favourite of your record covers 
and why? 
“Kimono My House. No typography, no band
name, no band on cover.”
What does it, y’know, say about you?
“It says that one doesn’t need to worry about
having the band name plastered on the front 
cover to have a commercially successful album.”
What advice regarding ‘direction’ or
presentation are you glad you never followed? 
“Be less wordy and slow down the tempos.”
Are there any territories where you’ve never
had any success? 
“No. They love us everywhere, except the
Galapagos Islands.” 

Why d’you think this is the case? 
“It’s hard competing with endangered turtles.” 
What product/service/organization would you
allow your music to advertise and why?
“Anything but cigarettes and the US Army. Hate
smoking and wars.”
What kind of film and/or scene would you
most like your music to soundtrack? 
“Any re-releases of Orson Welles’ films.”
What’s the most insane thing a fan has done 
to impress you? 
“Moved in next door to me.”
What’s the worst question you’ve ever 
been asked? 
“‘What’s it like working with your brother?’”
What was your answer? 
“It’s a total pleasure.”

Sparks’ new single, ‘Dick Around’, is out in
September. The band are touring the UK in
late September/early October. 

What advice are you glad you never followed?
‘Be less wordy and slow down the tempos’

Russel Mael (left) of Sparks sets the record straight
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Plan B Events
Plan B is looking to work with venues, promoters
and labels across the UK and beyond on gigs,
clubnights, exhibitions and parties. 

In the past two years, Plan B has promoted 
a number of successful events with likeminded
souls in London, Glasgow, Nottingham, Brighton,
Bristol, Teeside, Cambridge and Edinburgh, 
and we are looking to expand even further 
across the country. 

If you've got an interesting idea for a live
event in your area, contact Chris Houghton:
chris@planbmag.com
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